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4.   Leader's Announcements 
 

  

Key  
 

5.   2020/21 Financial Monitoring Report 
 

Cllr R C Evans To Follow 

Key  
 

6.   Service & Financial Planning 2021/22 
Proposals 
 

Cllr R C Evans To Follow 

Key  
 

7.   Customer Service Strategy (Final) 
 

Cllr P R Watling 9 - 38 

   
 

8.   Residents Survey 2020 
 

Cllr P R Watling 39 - 136 

   
 

9.   Employee Survey 2020 
To receive a report in relation to the 
employee survey conducted in October 
2020. 

Cllr R C Evans To Follow 

      
Key  
 

10.   2021/22 Schools Funding Formula 
 

Cllr S A W 
Reynolds 

137 - 142 

  

 
FILMING, RECORDING & PHOTOGRAPHY 
The Council supports the principle of transparency and encourages filming, recording and taking 
photographs at its meetings that are open to the public. It also welcomes the use of social 
networking websites (such as Twitter and Facebook) and micro-blogging to communicate with 
people about what is happening, as it happens. 
There is no requirement to notify the Council in advance, but it should be noted that the Chairman 
of the meeting will have absolute discretion to terminate or suspend any of these activities if, in 
their opinion, continuing to do so would prejudice proceedings at the meeting. Full details of the 
Council’s protocol on audio/visual recording and photography at meetings can be accessed via the 
following link: 
http://www.telford.gov.uk/info/20243/council_meetings/365/filming_photography_recording_and_u
se_of_social_networking_at_meetings 
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CABINET 
 
Minutes of a meeting of the Cabinet held on Thursday, 5 November 2020 

at 10.00 am in Remote Meeting 
 

PUBLISHED ON WEDNESDAY, 11 NOVEMBER 2020 
 

(DEADLINE FOR CALL-IN: MONDAY, 16 NOVEMBER 2020) 
 

 
Present: Councillors R A Overton (Vice-Chair), A J Burford, E M Callear, 
L D Carter, R C Evans, C Healy, S A W Reynolds, P Watling, D Wright and 
S Davies (Chair).  
 
Also Present:  Cllr W L Tomlinson (Liberal Democrats / Independent 
Group Leader) and Cllr N A Dugmore (Conservative Group Leader) 
 
CAB-31 Declarations of Interest 
 
None.  
 
CAB-32 Minutes of the Previous Meeting 
 
RESOLVED – that the minutes of the meeting held on 8 October 2020 be 
confirmed and signed by the Chair. 
 
CAB-33 Leader's Announcements 
 

The Leader stated that this was a difficult time for communities and 
residents and the administration had made a commitment to be on 
the side of residents and businesses and to do all that it could to 
support them throughout the pandemic. The Leader noted that 
England was now in a second period of lockdown, and that the rules 
on this occasion were different to previously. The Leader stated that 
the Telford & Wrekin website contained a huge amount of information 
and urged residents to contact their local ward member should they 
need assistance. The Leader stated that the Government should use 
the lockdown to fix the track, trace and isolate system and ensure 
that it was a localised service. The Leader noted that the Cabinet was 
supportive of the lockdown. 
 
CAB-34 Financial Management Report 2020/21 
 

Key Decision identified as Financial Management Report 2020/21 in the 
Notice of Key Decisions published on 13 August 2020. 

Recommendation for Full Council – Not Subject to Call-In 
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Cllr R C Evans presented the report of the Chief Financial Officer. The impact 
of the coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) on the country was significant and 
placed increased demand on many Council services, particularly those 

supporting the most vulnerable. The projected pressure was estimated to be 
around £26.9m, including council tax and business rate shortfalls. The Council 
had received £15.2m of Government National Emergency Response Funding, 
which left a residual pressure of £11.7m. There had been considerable work 
by Council officers to improve the position since the last report to Cabinet in 
July 2020. 

It was noted that there were still many uncertainties and that the projections 
may change. Cabinet Members acknowledged the Council’s long track record 
of active financial management and it remains in a strong financial position. 

There were a number of variations from the approved budget, the majority of 
which related to Covid-19. The projected spend on capital projects was 90.6% 
of the allocated budget at the time of writing the report. 

Cabinet Members noted that as well as Covid-19, the impact of Brexit and 
Local Government Financial System reform being delayed until April 2022 
meant it was difficult to accurately project the Council’s financial position in 
future years. 

The Income monitoring position was noted; Covid-19 had significantly 
impacted on collection rates, with Business Rates, Council Tax and Sales 
Ledger all behind target. Debt recovery action had been suspended earlier in 
the year as part of a range of support provided to residents and businesses. 

Cabinet Members called for the government to provide funding for the 
additional expenditure the Council had incurred during the pandemic. Cabinet 
Members discussed the impact of the pandemic on an already weak 
foundation of government funding, following ten years of austerity. The Leader 
highlighted the situation in regards to free school meals and noted that the 
funding that had been provided from central government had long since run 
out and it was disingenuous of the local MPs to suggest that free school 
meals were being provided currently by central government. 

The Conservative Group Leader noted that all Local Authorities were in a 
similar position and stated that the budget had been prepared prior to the 
pandemic so it was difficult to compare the position to previous years. The 
Liberal Democrat / Independent Group Leader raised the financial difficulties 
that other Authorities found themselves in and praised the strong financial 
position of the Council. 

RESOLVED that: 
 

a) The 2020/21 revenue budget position which had been significantly 
impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, be noted 

b) The allocation of the budget contingency and balances detailed in 
Section 5.1 of the report be RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL 

c) The position in relation to capital spend and the recommendations 
that Full Council approve the changes to the capital programme 
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detailed in Appendix 3 of the report be RECOMMENDED TO 
COUNCIL 

d) The projected collection rates for NNDR, council tax and sales 
ledger be noted 

 
CAB-35 Housing Investment Programme - Business Case for 

Investment 
 
Key Decision identified as Housing Investment Programme in the Notice of 
Key Decisions published on 27 October 2020. 
 
Recommendation for Full Council – Not Subject to Call-In 
 
Councillor D Wright, Cabinet Member for Economy, Housing, Transport and 
Infrastructure presented the report of the Chief Executive Officer, which 
focussed on Nuplace Limited, the Council’s wholly owned housing company, 
and provided an update on achievements over the last year, and committed 
developments. The report also presented an updated Business Case. 
 
Nuplace’s growing housing portfolio provided a range of homes across the 
Borough with houses available within North and South Telford and Newport. 
Over 1000 people were now living in Nuplace properties across the Borough. 
Lettings across the portfolio remained strong, with voids of 1.88% 
cumulatively since the first site opened, well below the predicted level of 3%. 
 
The programme had also resulted in over 23 acres of brownfield land being 
regenerated, delivered added value in terms of local employment, 
apprenticeships, supply chain development and the delivery of a range of 
community projects. The Council also benefits from Council Tax and New 
Homes Bonus as appropriate on the housing stock delivered. This was 
estimated to have generated a cumulative net incremental income of £4.4m to 
the Council. The report outlined the future plans of the company which 
included renovation and restoration of some historic buildings in the Borough, 
such as New College Wellington. 
 
Members welcomed the report, and expressed pride in the programme and 
the provision for local people, particularly noting other authorities were 
seeking to replicate the scheme. Members particularly welcomed the 
regeneration of heritage buildings and sustainable homes. 
 
The Conservative Group Leader asked a question in relation to profit and 
Teckal exemptions, it was confirmed that there was not a significant risk in 
relation to this. 
 
RESOLVED – that 
 

a) the revised Business Case included in Appendix 1 of the report be    

approved 
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b) the allocation of £38.5m from the Regeneration and Investment 

Fund to support the developments as set out in the report be 

approved 

c) the approval of an extension to the Nuplace Loan Facilities     

Agreement of £36m, the rate and terms to be delegated for 

approval to the Council’s s151 Officer in consultation with the 

Cabinet Member for Council Finance & Governance be 

RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL 

d) authority be delegated to the Chief Executive in consultation with      

the Housing Investment Programme Board to: 

i) agree and enter into where necessary any documents, as 

required, to implement the recommendations contained 

within the revised Business Case 

ii) agree and enter into where necessary any agreements, as 

required, for the disposal or acquisition of land required 

to give effect to the recommendations contained within 

the Business Case 

e) authority be delegated to the Associate Director: Policy & 

Governance to seal or sign any documents required to give effect 

to the recommendations contained within the report. 

 
CAB-36 Get Building Fund - Stronger Communities - New College, 

Wellington 
 
Key Decision identified as Get Building Fund – Stronger Communities - 

New College, Wellington in the Notice of Key Decisions published on 27 

October 2020. 

Recommendation for Full Council – Not Subject to Call-In 

Councillor D Wright, Cabinet Member for Economy, Housing, Transport and 

Infrastructure presented the report of the Director: Prosperity & Investment. 

The report sought the approval for the redevelopment of the New College, 

Wellington site, whilst protecting the historic frontage of the main college 

building. The proposals would also bring forward a neighbouring piece of land 

for development. The scheme would progress in conjunction with the Wrekin 

Housing Group and would see the development of an extra care facility as 

well as bungalows. 

 

The scheme would benefit from LEP funding and match funding had been 

secured from the delivery partner of the Wrekin Housing Group. 

 

Cabinet Members welcomed the scheme and noted the significant impact this 

scheme would have on this area of Wellington. Members considered this was 
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an imaginative proposal and would secure much needed specialist 

accommodation for residents.  RESOLVED – that 

 
a) the formal acceptance of the Get Building Fund award,      

appropriate changes to the capital programme as set out in 

paragraph 6.2 of the report, and the entering into a back to back 

Funding Agreement with the delivery partner be RECOMMENDED 

TO COUNCIL 

b) the tender and procurement of a contractor for the delivery of the 

development proposals as detailed in the report, subject to Full 

Council agreement of CAB-26a, be approved 

c) the sale of land at New College as set out in paragraph 5.6 of the 

report be approved 

d) authority be delegated to the Director of Prosperity & Investment, 

in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Economy, Housing, 

Transport & Infrastructure to enter into all necessary legal 

agreements to enable this programme to proceed be 

RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL 

 
The meeting ended at 11.02 am 
 
Signed for the purposes of the Decision Notices 

 
Anthea Lowe 
Associate Director: Policy & Governance 
Date:  Wednesday, 11 NOVEMBER 2020 
 

 
Signed  

 
Date: 

 
Thursday, 3 December 2020 
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TELFORD & WREKIN COUNCIL 
  
CABINET –     7 January 2020 
 
TITLE  Telford & Wrekin Council Customer Strategy 

Improving Our Customer Experience - Our Journey to 
Excellence  

 
REPORT OF Director: Communities, Customer and Commercial 

Services 
 
LEAD CABINET MEMBER –  Cabinet Member for Enforcement, Community Safety 

and Customer Services 
 

 
 
PART A) – SUMMARY REPORT 
 
1. SUMMARY OF MAIN PROPOSALS 
 

1.1. The purpose of this report is to set out a new Customer Strategy (see Appendix A) from 
2021 to 2025.   

 

1.2. Our customers are at the heart of everything we do, and we want to ensure that the 
experience that they have is outstanding.  The Customer Strategy sets out our vision to 
‘Work with our customers to develop quality services that are accessible to all and to 
make every contact count’. It describes what we want to achieve to realise this vision 
and how we will deliver it. 

 

1.3. The strategy builds on existing good practice and highlights recent improvements in 
customer service, including improved telephone call handling performance in our main 
Contact Centre, a reduction in the time taken to respond to complaints across all 
Council Directorates, the launch of a new customer insight programme and significantly 
increased take-up of online services.    

 
1.4. The strategy sets out how we will continue to modernise our approach to reflect 

innovations in technology and changing customer expectations.  We already offer more 
than 100 services online, but we want to make even more information and services 
available, so that digital services become the contact method of choice for most 
customers. We recognise that doing things online is not always the best option for 
everyone and that we also need to continue to provide alternatives for people who are 
unable to use online services.    
 

1.5. We want to enhance our understanding of customers’ needs and behaviours.   We are 
also committed to listening and learning from what we hear and feeding back ‘you said, 
we did’ improvements. We want to ensure that the customer service that we provide is 
excellent and our key measure of this is when customers tell us this themselves. 
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1.6. To achieve our aims, we will need to focus on consistent delivery of our new Customer 

Service Standards, training and development, involving customers and employees in 

improving services and developing our online services. We will also review our services 

to ensure that all barriers are removed and that our services are accessible for all, 

including working with partners and communities to provide the technology and the 

skills to help people move to using online services. We will also improve our branding 

and signage so that it is clear which services are provided or funded by the Council and 

we will support customers to get the help they need, even when we have to refer them 

to another organisation.  

 

1.7. The strategy highlights the initial actions planned, to deliver our aims through to March 

2022, underpinned by a longer-term detailed action plan.  This will be reviewed 

annually, with progress being reported to members.  

 

1.8. As part of this new strategy, we have reviewed and refreshed our Customer Charter, 

which we have now renamed our Customer Contract.  The Contract includes our 

commitments to customers and the service standards they can expect when contacting 

us, but also what we ask from customers in return when using our services. This can be 

seen at Appendix B. 

 

1.9. A formal Consultation regarding the draft aims of the strategy and proposed Customer 

Contract took place between 25 September 2020 and 23 October 2020, as detailed in 

Section 4. Customers were also asked to provide details of their experience of 

contacting the Council which will inform our action plan. The consultation confirmed 

that there was strong support for the strategy, key headline results were; 

 

 83% of respondents agreed with the vision and aims of the Customer Strategy, 

whilst 4% disagreed; 

 70% of respondents agreed with the proposed service standards outlined in the 

Customer Contract, whilst 13% disagreed or strongly disagreed.  

 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 That Cabinet approves the new Customer Strategy and the Customer Contract attached 
at Appendix A and B. This Strategy will be implemented with effect from 7 January 2021.  
 
2.2 That Cabinet grant delegated authority to the Director: Communities, Customer and 
Commercial Services in consultation with the Lead Cabinet Member for Enforcement, 
Community Safety and Customer Services to take the necessary steps to implement these 
recommendations. 
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3. SUMMARY IMPACT ASSESSMENT  
 

COMMUNITY IMPACT Do these proposals contribute to specific Co-Operative Council 
priority objective(s)? 

Yes A community- focussed, innovative Council 
providing efficient, effective and quality services. 
 
Key outcome: 
 
Our customer experience is the best possible and 
facilities are accessible to all. 
 

Will the proposals impact on specific groups of people? 

Yes All of the borough’s customers and stakeholders will 
be impacted by the Customer Strategy and 
Customer Contract. The strategy will particularly 
benefit those customers who have protected 
characteristics for example, those with disabilities, 
older people and those where English is not their 
first language.  
 
The needs of our customers have been considered 
throughout the development of this Customer 
Strategy and its associated actions. We have 
incorporated outcomes identified through our 
ongoing integrated equality analysis into the 
Customer Strategy and supporting action plan.  
 

TARGET 
COMPLETION/DELIVERY 
DATE 
 

The Customer Strategy will be launched in January 2021 with 
corresponding actions being completed by April 2024.  

FINANCIAL/VALUE FOR 
MONEY IMPACT 

Yes/No  The costs of undertaking the customer consultation 
exercise has been met from existing budgets. The 
cost of handling Customer enquiries and complaints 
are in the form of officer time and are again funding 
through existing budgets. There are no direct 
financial implications arising from this report. 
MLB 19.11.20 
 

LEGAL ISSUES No  Although there is no statutory requirement for a 
local authority to have a customer strategy it is 
good practice to set out how the Council intends to 
interact with its customers in the provision of 
services, and in terms of the methods to be applied 
section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972 
provides the power for the Council to do anything, 
including the spending of money, to facilitate the 
delivery of its primary functions. 
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The Customer Strategy has been assessed in 
accordance with the Council’s duties under the 
Equalities Act 2010 and in particular section 149, 
the public sector equality duty.  All forms of 
customer interaction and strategic engagement 
must be delivered in accordance with these duties 
and the need to deliver services having due regard 
to the need to eliminate discrimination, advance 
equality of opportunity and foster good relations 
between different people when carrying out their 
activities.  To these ends the strategy recognises 
the requirement to consult and seeks to engage 
different customer groups at various stages of 
process development to ensure that our services 
are fit for purpose. 
 

OTHER IMPACTS, RISKS 
& OPPORTUNITIES 

No  The risks and opportunities relating to the Customer 
Strategy are outlined within this report. 

IMPACT ON SPECIFIC 
WARDS 

No Borough wider impact 

 
PART B) – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
4.  INFORMATION 

 

4.1 Consultation and Analysis 

 

4.2 A formal consultation on the draft Customer Strategy with residents and stakeholders 

took place between 25 September 2020 and 23 October 2020. Comments were sought 

on the proposals through a number of channels;  

 

 An article was included in the weekly Community Newsletter sent to approximately 

2,000 email addresses. 

 Emails were sent to all key stakeholders including Town and Parish Councils, 

Citizens Advice Bureau, Senior Citizens’ Forum, Young People’s Forum, Voice, 

Shropshire Disabilities Network, Visually Impaired Group, Shropshire Deaf and hard 

of hearing forum, Dementia Alliance, Visual Interpreting and Communication Service 

Shropshire, the Interfaith Council, Veterans Hub and other armed forces groups. The 

stakeholders were asked to promote the consultation with their members. 

 Details of the consultation was issued as a press release and posted on social media 

channels. 

 An article was included in Staff News, which is shared with all employees. 

 A news article was sent via gov-delivery to 2,409 recipients. 

 A banner was added to MyTelford to encourage users to take part. 

 Customers contacting the Corporate Contact Centre were also invited to take part in 

the consultation via an automated message.  
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 Service Delivery Managers and Team Leaders were asked to comment in Leadership 

Forums. 

 A number of focus groups were held with members of the community, including Town 

& Parish Councils, members of the Making it Real Board, and our deaf community 

group. 

 A focus group was also held with Mystery Customers to discuss their experiences of 

using our services and the service standards outlined in the proposed Customer 

Contract. 

 Focus groups were held with members of the Employee Panel. 

 

4.3 A total of 79 on-line surveys were submitted, 9 of which were partially completed. 

Qualitative data was also obtained from a number of focus groups. The responses 

received confirm that most customers supported our draft vision and aims. 83% of 

respondents to the survey agreed or strongly agreed with the Customer Strategy’s vision 

and aims. The comments received from customers who disagreed or strongly disagreed 

have fed into the analysis. 

 

4.4 The results of the consultation regarding the proposed Customer Contract confirmed that 

67% or higher of those who responded were in agreement with every service standard 

proposed. We received a large number of specific comments regarding individual service 

standards, in particular, suggesting that some of the response times were not ambitious 

enough.   Based on these comments we have reduced our response time’s targets for 

emails and letters, strengthened our target for call handling and clarified how we will deal 

with social media.  These are reflected in the customer contract. 

 

4.5 There were also comments regarding the design of the Customer Contract, concerns 

were raised regarding the colour contrasts used and how this could cause problems for 

some customers, who have additional needs, for example customers with dyslexia. The 

Customer Strategy and Contract have been redesigned with these comments in mind 

and has been tested to ensure that our website screen reader will correctly read the 

document.   

 

4.6 Accessibility for those customers with additional needs was highlighted across the piece, 

including the importance of ensuring that the website is easy to navigate and is not a 

barrier to these customers. Customers were supportive of actions regarding accessibility 

outlined in the strategy and were keen to work alongside the Council to improve 

accessibility for all.  

 

4.7 Feedback also highlighted that the Council’s programme to Protect, Care and Invest 

needed to be given more weight within the document, particularly with regard to the 

strategy’s key aims.  In response to these comments we have amended the aims to 

better reflect the feedback received and also to more closely align them to our co-

operative values. 
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4.8 Customers were keen that our online offer allows them to undertake every transactional 

enquiry in one place and that this is reliable. They were supportive of asking customers 

who can, to do business online and where they can to self-serve.   

 

4.9 As part of the consultation, customers were asked to provide details of their recent 

experiences of accessing Council Services. The results obtained from this survey will be 

used as a baseline to measure improvement.  

 

The key baseline measurements from the survey include; 

 

 72% agreed or strongly agreed that the Council treats customers fairly and with 
respect, (13% disagreed or strongly disagreed).  
 

 68% agreed or strongly agreed that their enquiry was dealt with by professional, 

friendly and helpful staff, (12% disagreed or strongly disagreed). 

 

 64% agreed or strongly agreed that the Council provides clear, simple and up to 

date information about services, (14% disagreed or strongly disagreed). 

 

 62% of customers were satisfied or very satisfied with their experience of 

contacting the Council, (30% were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied). 

 

 57% agreed or strongly agreed that their enquiry was dealt with correctly the first 

time they contacted, (35% disagreed or strongly disagreed). 

 

 55% agreed or strongly agreed that the Council designs the services it provides 

around its customers, (20% disagreed or strongly disagreed).  

 

 46% agreed or strongly agreed that the Council’s services are accessible to all, 
(17% disagreed or strongly disagreed). 

 
4.10 As with the customer contract we also received specific feedback on customer’s 

experience of engaging with the Council. 
 

As part of delivering our new strategy, we will be using the feedback received from the 

engagement exercise to shape the development of our services.  

 

Some specific key comments were: 

 

What the customers said How we are addressing this? 

There are barriers when trying to do 
business online, particularly when using 
screen reader programmes. Customers 

Through our actions to ensure the 
website complies with the new public 
sector accessibility standard and also 
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also commented that the website was 
not easy to navigate. 

through our ongoing programme of 
website reviews. 
 

Customers with additional needs 
commented that staff often do not know 
how to communicate with them and that 
they also do not consider if customers 
have additional needs, particularly when 
speaking to them over the phone. Some 
commented that advisors talk too 
quickly. 

As part of our work to ensure that all 
barriers are removed and that services 
are accessible for all, training will be 
given to all customer services officers 
regarding communicating with 
customers, particularly those that may 
have additional needs and hidden 
disabilities. 
 

Some customers reported experiences 
that enquiries/reports are not being 
resolved, or responded to within a 
reasonable timescale and they felt there 
was lack of action or clear resolution. 

Our action plan includes improving 
communication regarding completed 
jobs this will provide customers with a 
photo of the completed works and also 
details of the work carried out.  
 
Customer insight reviews will also be 
completed to ensure that the 
amendments are effective and no further 
concerns are being raised.  
 

Comments highlighted that there was a 
need for a single unified online presence 
to report and seek out council services 
and that this portal should work the same 
on the website, as an app and the forms 
should be intuitive.  
 

Our key action of developing the online 
application for mobile devices will also 
focus on improved location mapping and 
full user account access to online 
services.  
 

Customers commented that our 
reception staff are excellent and helpful. 

This directly links to our aims, and this is 
something that will be further reinforced 
through new guidance for employees on 
what is expected from them to ensure a 
consistently excellent customer 
experience across the organisation.   
 

Customers commented that where a 
decision is made a full explanation is 
always provided in a clear and concise 
manner. 

This will also be highlighted through new 
guidance for employees on what is 
expected to ensure an excellent 
customer experience.  

 
We plan to undertake a further survey in 18 months’ time and then again in 3 years to 
measure the improvements in the services we provide.  
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4 IMPACT ASSESSMENT – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
N/A 
 

5 PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
None 
 
 

6 BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Appendix A- Customer Strategy 
Appendix B- Customer Contract 
 
 
 
 
Report prepared by Rebecca Zacharek, Customer Relationship and Quality Assurance 
Team Leader, Telephone: 01952 383890 
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1Protect, Care and Invest to create a better borough

Telford & Wrekin Council 
Customer Strategy

Protect
Care and Invest

to create a
better borough

Improving our Customer Experience 

Our journey to excellence by 2025
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3Protect, Care and Invest to create a better borough

Foreword
Our Council programme to ‘Protect, Care and Invest to create a better borough’ 
sets out our ambitious priorities and plans over four years. We are proud of our 
borough and the impact that we, as a Council, are making. A combination of our 
thriving economy and housing market, a great choice of schools and a clean and 
green environment make Telford & Wrekin a fantastic place to live, work and play. 

Our customers, who are made up of residents and stakeholders in the Borough, 
are at the heart of everything we do, and we want to make sure that the experience 
that our customers have is outstanding. To achieve this, we need to get the basics 
right, pay attention to detail, and make sure we uphold high standards of customer 
service across the entire organisation. These principles need to be part of the core 
DNA of every single contact we have with our customers and built into the future 
design of our services. 

The range of ways that customers can access our services needs to continually 
evolve to reflect innovations in technology and changing customer expectations.  
We want our digital services to become the contact method of choice for our 
customers because they provide high quality, reliable, convenient and easy access 
to the Council.

This should be led by developing a deep understanding of our customer’s needs 
and behaviours. Every interaction between our customers and the council speaks 
and we need to make sure we listen and learn from what we hear. By using the data 
we gather as well as customer feedback we can mould our entire approach to the 
customer’s experience of our services. We will settle for nothing less than excellent 
customer service delivery, our key measure of this is when the customer tells us 
this themselves. 

Our relationship with our customers will also support the delivery of all the Council’s 
priorities and help us deliver the outcomes we want for Telford & Wrekin, as 
articulated in the Council Plan.

This Customer Strategy describes what we want to achieve to realise this vision 
and how we will deliver it.

Cllr Richard Overton Deputy Leader and Cabinet 
Member for Enforcement, Community Safety and 
Customer Services
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4 Protect, Care and Invest to create a better borough

 Our journey to excellence

Few organisations provide such a wide and diverse range of services as Local 
Government, to an equally wide and diverse range of customers. 

Some of our services are accessed by most residents and households in the 
borough, such as waste services, street lighting and council tax collection. Other 
services are more targeted based on the needs of specific individual customers 
at different points in their life. These include services such as support from social 
workers, registration of key life events, applying for school places or financial 
welfare assistance.

Many of these services can be accessed online, as well as through traditional 
access channels such as telephone. Customer behaviour suggests that customers 
are more likely to choose traditional contact methods when they are in a crisis or 
where they are dissatisfied with the service they have received.

2020 has clearly demonstrated how we have been 
able to quickly adapt and extend the services 
we deliver to residents to respond to unforeseen 
emergencies, such as the flooding in the Ironbridge 
Gorge and the COVID-19 pandemic, and we will need 
to continue to be just as responsive in the future.

The population of Telford & Wrekin is 179,854. 

17.3% of residents are aged over 65. 

21.7% of residents are aged 16 or under. 

10.5% of residents are Black and Minority Ethnic.

18.6% of residents have a long-term limiting illness or disability. 

1  Office of National Statistics UK Population estimates Mid-year 2019. 

2  Office of National Statistics UK Population estimates Mid-year 2019.

3  Office of National Statistics UK Population estimates Mid-year 2019.

4  Office of National Statistics 2011 census and Understanding Telford & Wrekin 2019 Report.

5  Office of National Statistics 2011 census and Understanding Telford & Wrekin 2019 Report.
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Our customer contacts 2019/20
We had 342,620 calls to all our customer contact 
centres (of which 277,763 were handled by our main 
Corporate Contact Centre). 

The top 5 types of enquiries relate to: 

• Revenues Services (Council Tax, Business Rates 
etc.) - 19.3% (66,229 calls).

• Neighbourhood Services (Grounds, cleansing, 
waste, highways etc.) - 18.2% (62,380 calls).

• Family Connect - Children (advice and guidance 
on children’s services including emergency out of 
hours calls) - 8% (27,410 calls).

• Benefits Services (Housing Benefits, Council Tax 
Reductions etc.) - 7.7% (26,462 calls).

• Public Protection Services (Environmental 
Health, Licensing, Trading Standards etc.) - 3.7% 
(12,883 calls).

There were 203,634 online transactions. 

There were 5,583,618 visits to our websites. 

There were more than 2000 visitors to  
Southwater One.

We sent out 1,220,000 items of post at an 
approximate cost of £431,000. 
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Achievements over 2019/20 
Infographic

CUSTOMER INSIGHT/COMPLAINTS

16% increase in positive feedback. 

Less than 1% of our transactions result in a 
Complaint.

81% corporate complaints are responded to in 15 
working days.

4% reduction in corporate complaints.

Improvement on complaint response timescales 
across all directorates.

Over 100 Volunteers registered to be

Mystery Customers.

In October 2019 a new Customer Insight

Programme was launched.

3 in depth Customer Insight reviews have

been completed.

23 of our key front doors have been

reviewed by Mystery Customers.

*All increases/decreases compared to 2018/19

GOVDELIVERY/SOCIAL MEDIA

Total of 104,758 residents signed up

to GovDelivery.

87.3% current engagement rate

with GovDelivery emails.

44,246 contacts (connections) made

via Social Media.

GovDelivery is our web-based e-mail subscription service
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Our Covid 19 Community Support Helpline

was open 7 days a week.

Extended opening hours were put in place as

part of our response to the flooding.

We have contacted in excess of 28,000

shielding or potentially vulnerable residents

since the start of the Covid 19 pandemic.

DIGITAL 

5,583,618 visits to the Councils’ websites, equates 
to every adult in Telford and Wrekin visiting the 
website 51 times a year.

72,110 of online forms completed, an increase

of 49.5%.

49,517 MyTelford accounts, a 35.5% increase

in the last 12 months.

35.7% of Adults residents have a MyTelford 
account.

22.13% increase in Online transactions.

Customer Contact Centre Infographic

277,763 calls received.

90.4% of calls met our quality standards.

95% reduction in face to face appointments within Southwater One, due to customers 
doing more online. When comparing 2016/17 with 2019/20.

5.9% increase in call volumes.

97.5% of calls answered in 10mins.

6,246 calls handled on our Covid 19 Community Support Helpline March to July 2020.

3.6% increase incalls answered.

shorter waiting - 10 min reduction in longest wait time.

Maintained strong performance while meeting the demands of two civil emergencies 
Flooding and Covid 19. 
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What do we want to achieve for our customers?
 
In summary, our vision is to:

Work with our customers to develop quality services that are accessible to all and to make every contact count.

Our key aims are to:

• Own responsibility for every contact received anywhere in 
the organisation and if we can’t help, connect you to other 
organisations that can

• Understand and care about your concerns; demonstrating 
through our actions that your issues matter to us

• Be helpful, polite, friendly and treat you fairly and with respect

• Be honest, only making promises we can deliver, and do what 
we say we will      

• Meet our customer service standards when we respond to 
you and regularly monitor and publish how well we’re doing 
this

• Provide clear and up to date information about our services 

• Explain our decisions and the reasons for them

• Display the Council logo clearly on our information, signage, 
buildings and vehicles so you know which services we are 
responsible for

• Deal with your request correctly the first time you contact us 
and if we have to pass your enquiry on, give you the name 
of the person, team or organisation dealing with your enquiry 
and how to contact them

• If things go wrong, say sorry, do our best to put them right 
and learn from our mistakes

• Protect your confidentiality by handling your information 
sensitively and securely

• Make sure Council services are accessible to all and meet our 
co-operative values

• Provide help if you need assistance because of a disability or 
health condition with information available on our website and 
through our contact centres

• Enable customers to access more information and services 
online

• Invite, listen to and act on feedback from customers to 
improve our services, and communicate the improvements we 
have made

P
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Modernising our approach

To deliver these aims, we need to develop and continually update how customers 
can interact with us to meet customers’ expectations and preferences. Whilst more 
customers are benefiting from the convenience of the many online services we 
already provide, we recognise that this is not always the best option for everyone.

Our approach will be: 

Digital – ensure the option to do business online exists for every service or enquiry 
type in the Council and those digital services should be easy to use and reliable 
so they become the customers preferred method for communicating with us. We 
will utilise social media to share information with our customers and embed it as 
a channel for receiving communication and feedback from our customers. We 
will support customers to gain access to the skills and technology that will help 
them use online services. We will make use of new technologies such as web-chat 
and artificial intelligence to respond to online enquiries as quickly and easily as 
possible.

Telephony – channel all initial telephone enquiries through to a customer contact 
centre, with as many enquires as possible being resolved at the first point of 
contact, making use of new technologies, such as intelligent voice recognition, to 
deal with enquiries as quickly and easily as possible. If we are unable to resolve the 
issue ourselves, we will signpost or refer the customers directly to the organisation 
that can assist.

Face-to-face – all our physical council locations which are visited by customers 
should be accessible to all customers and should be welcoming safe spaces.  
There will be clear and visible signage and branding, directing customers to and 
within buildings. Staff will be easily identified as representing TWC and will offer a 
warm welcome.

P
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How will we achieve our aims?

Our achievements over the last year demonstrate there is a huge amount of good 
practice and positive activity taking place in the Council with many examples of a 
good customer experience being delivered.

However, we need to make sure that the same commitment to the customer 
experience is being delivered throughout the entire organisation to ensure there is a 
consistent approach no matter which part of the Council a customer contacts.

This means that everyone in the organisation has a role to play in ensuring that 
we deliver the aims of this strategy. This clear focus on the customer experience 
must be part of the culture within every tier of leadership within the Council. This is 
particularly important when reviewing or designing new Council Services.

Elected Members will be critical in delivering our vision. Often Members are the first 
point of contact for residents. They respond to queries, questions and complaints. 
Members gather customer insight and information which can help inform service 
delivery and improvements. 

In their community leadership role, Members can also encourage customers who 
can, to self-serve; promoting and supporting customers to access our services 
online. They are well placed to explain to residents that by doing this they will 
enable the Council to be more efficient.

We also recognise we cannot achieve these outcomes in isolation. Working 
with partners and collaborating with others will be important. There may be 
opportunities to work together as well as support and learn from each other. For 
example, developing signposting and referral pathways with organisations to allow 
a handover of enquiries that are received by the wrong organisation. There are also 
opportunities to work with community-based organisations to improve access to 
technology and development of digital skills for residents.

We are developing a 3 year plan for how we intend to 
deliver the aims of the strategy, based on reviewing 
customer and member feedback and benchmarking 
with other organisations. This was further informed by 
consultation with employees, members and residents 
that was carried out during October 2020.However, 
this plan will be a live document and we will continue 
to develop it over the next 3 years+. This strategy is 
underpinned by a longer-term action plan and we will 
report on progress on an annual basis.

This strategy highlights proposed key actions and that 
we will prioritise until the end of March 2022, we have 
also highlighted those actions that will be completed 
by March 2021.
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To enable us to deliver these aspirations we will need to focus on:

Customer Service Standards
to be clear about what customers can, and cannot expect and ensure consistent 
delivery across every part of the Council.

In the first year, the key actions that will contribute to this aim will include:

By end of March 2021, we will:

• Launch of a new Customer Contract which will include the new customer 
service standards for the whole Council.

• Issue new guidance for employees on what is expected from them to ensure a 
consistently excellent customer experience across the whole organisation.

By end of March 2022, we will:

• Introduce performance measures across all council services so that we can 
monitor compliance with the new service standards, accompanied with twice 
yearly performance dashboards and a sample of customer journeys which are 
reported to the Council Directors for review. 

• Create an employee recognition mechanism for outstanding customer service 
within the new Workforce Strategy. 

• Implement a programme of back to the floor exercises for senior managers to 
observe our customers experience first-hand, for example listening to calls on 
our corporate contact centre.

Training and development
to equip staff and elected members with the skills and knowledge needed to 
provide excellent customer service, no matter what their job. This will include the 
development of a brand-new customer services training programme for front-line 
staff, and training for leaders on managing the customer experience.

In the first year, to March 2022, the key actions that 
will contribute to this aim will include:

By March 2021, we will:

• Review and refresh the “Managing the Customer 
Experience” training course for leaders to reflect 
the aims of this strategy.

• Provide information drop-in sessions for Borough 
Councillors and Town & Parish Clerks on how to 
assist customers to engage with the Council.

 By March 2022, we will:

• Provide customer service training to all staff that 
engage with customers. This training will also 
become part of induction training for new staff. 
Competency will be evaluated through the staff 
appraisal process. 
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Involve customers and employees in improving services 
To involve customers in the design of services so that we better understand 
their needs and preferences. Ensure we have, and use feedback, including from 
employees delivering services, on their experience to inform improvements and 
to shape services in the future.

In the first year, the key actions that will contribute to this aim will include:

By March 2021, we will:

• Complete our programme of snapshot reviews into the “front door” 
experience of using council services.  This will include physical council 
buildings, our website, and the telephone experience.  We will re-run the 
snapshot reviews of key buildings that was started earlier in 2020 in order 
to include an assessment of how confident customers feel visiting us post 
Covid.

• Undertake a customer experience survey to seek views on contacting and 
engaging with council services for day to day business. 

• Implement a programme of council services which will undergo an in-depth 
customer insight review, which will also include an element of service re-
design to improve the customer experience and value for money.  We will 
prioritise services which have a high volume of customer interaction, and/or 
where we want to improve customer satisfaction.

• Capture real-time feedback from customers by introducing satisfaction 
surveys at the end of phone calls and satisfaction surveys accessed in our 
physical locations by scanning QR codes on mobile devices.

• Establish a community panel and invite members of the panel to collaborate 
on specific projects that develop the customer experience.

• Create a single email address that Councillors can use to report issues of 
concern to the Senior Management Team.

By March 2022, we will:

• Expand the use of service improvement tools that 
involve employees across the Council. This will be 

linked to our Workforce Strategy.
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Customer Contact Centre 

To accelerate migration of enquiries for council services into our corporate 
customer contact centre and expand the available contact channels.

In the first year, the key actions that will contribute to this aim will include:

By March 2021, we will:

• Increase the number of services that can be contacted via web-chat and 
relocate the chat option to a more prominent homepage location.

• Improve the signposting of enquiries to external organisations by providing 
contact information in our call centre queue messages. 

• Migrate call handling for Registration Services into the corporate contact centre. 

By March 2022, we will:

• Launch a chatbot for frequently asked questions enabling automation of 
common customer queries. 

• Explore arrangements with key partners to take enquiries on each other’s behalf 
to improve customer experience. 

• Migrate call handling for Leisure Services into the corporate contact centre. 

Online Services
To continue the development of our online customer portal to enable it to become 
the single gateway into all council online services. We will work with partners and 
communities to provide the technology and the skills to help people move to using 
online services.

In the first year, the key actions that will contribute to this aim will include:

By March 2021, we will:

• Comprehensively map all online digital services available across the council to 
promote their usage to customers. As part of a campaign to increase take-up of 
our online services. 

• Identify gaps in provision where new online 
services need to be developed.

• Develop the online app for mobile devices with 
improved location mapping and full user account 
access to the most used online services. 

• Promote the Telford Online ICT drop-in sessions 
that are offered through libraries and extend the 
sessions to out-reach sessions in community hubs. 

• Pilot the concept of “virtual hubs” in community 
buildings that will allow residents to connect 
to council services, partner organisations, and 
medical services via video link. 

By March 2022, we will:

• Provide a single consistent brand for all online 
services from any device and platform. 

• Improve the communication regarding completed 
jobs, by providing customers with a photograph 
of the completed works (e.g. a filled pothole) or 
details of the work carried out. 

• Allow customers to reopen a completed job if they 
are not satisfied with the work completed. 
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Branding, signage and identity
We will ensure that it is clear which services are being provided or funded by the 
Council by improving the visibility of our branding, and ensuring that there is a 
consistency and clarity of signage to and from all physical council locations.In the 
first year, the key actions that will contribute to this aim will include:

By March 2021, we will:

• Develop a new branding, signage and style guide and ensure that this is applied 
consistently across the organisation and by partner and grant-funded projects. 

By March 2022, we will:

• Audit Council signage & branding across all buildings, physical front doors and 
council facilities (including leisure and commercial facilities, online and digital). 

• Review/audit council owned assets that can carry TWC branding and priority 
messaging.  For instance, electronic signage, council vehicles, noticeboards and 
uniforms. 

Accessibility 
To undertake a fundamental review of our services to ensure that all barriers are 
removed and that our services are accessible for all.

In the first year, the key actions that will contribute to this aim will include:

By March 2021, we will:

• Ensure that our website complies with the new public sector accessibility 
standard.

• Update our website to include information for customers regarding the facilities 
that are available in our buildings.

By March 2022, we will:

• Ensure that our physical buildings and locations comply with legislative 
requirements and best practice. 

• Reduce barriers to visiting our council facilities 
by ensuing they are autism and dementia friendly 
and our employees receive training to be able to 
support these customers. 

Our approach to Equality 
Providing fair and accessible services, available to 
all sections of our community is very important to us. 
It helps us to meet our duties under the Equality Act 
2010. Our commitment is demonstrated through our 
actions which are detailed in this strategy and other 
supporting strategies and policies.  

You can find out more about our approach to Equality 
including our objectives and progress by visiting our 
website:

www.telford.gov.uk/equality 
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How will we know if we have succeeded?

We will monitor and report on performance against our key performance indicators 
(KPIs) each quarter, and measure performance against the service standards in the 
Customer Contract.

Our KPIs include:

% increase in customers doing business online

% of customers who contacted the council in the last 12 months who were 
satisfied with how their contact was handled 

% of customer insight reviews where services are rated at least 9/10

% reduction in complaints

% increase in compliments

We will be able to evidence changes and improvements that have been made to 
council services directly as a result of feedback from our customers.

We will publish online any improvements we have made as a direct result of 
customer feedback.

Customer Contract
In conjunction with this new strategy we have reviewed and refreshed our Customer 
Charter, which we have now renamed our Customer Contract.

This new contract sets out our key commitments and service standards for 
all customer interactions across the whole organisation. It also sets out our 
expectations for how we would like our customers to interact with us to allow us to 
serve them effectively.
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Telford & Wrekin Council 
Customer Contract

Protect
Care and Invest
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better borough

Last updated: November 2020  PROOF
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Our commitment to you: 
At Telford & Wrekin Council we believe everyone has the right to receive 
the best possible service day in and day out. So whenever and however you 
contact us, we will make sure you receive the highest standards of customer 
service. 

In summary, our vision is to work with our customers to develop quality services 
that are accessible to all and to make every contact count. 

We aim to: 

• own responsibility for every contact received and if we can’t help, connect you
to other organisations that can

• understand and care about your concerns; demonstrating through our actions
that your issues matter to us

• be helpful, polite, friendly and treat you fairly and with respect

• be honest, only making promises we can deliver, and do what we say we will

• meet our customer service standards and regularly monitor and publish how
well we’re doing this

• provide clear and up to date information about our services

• explain our decisions and the reasons for them

• display the Council logo clearly on our information, signage, buildings and
vehicles so you know which services we are responsible for

• deal with your request correctly the first time you contact us and if we have to
pass your enquiry on, give you the name of the person, team or organisation
dealing with your enquiry and how to contact them

• if things go wrong, say sorry, do our best to put them right and learn from our
mistakes

• protect your confidentiality by handling your information sensitively and securely

• make sure Council services are accessible to all
and meet our co-operative values

• provide help if you need assistance because of
a disability or health condition with information
available on our website and through our contact
centres

• enable customers to access more information and
services online

• invite, listen to and act on feedback from
customers to improve our services, and
communicate the improvements we have made

In return, we ask you to: 

• treat us politely and with respect, and understand
that we will not tolerate abusive language or
threatening behaviour towards our staff or other
people using our services

• tell us as soon as possible when things go wrong

• let us know in good time if you can’t make an
appointment with us

• give us the correct information at the right time and
let us know if anything changes

• use our online services first, if you are able to

• let us know if you have received an outstanding
servicePROOF
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Customer Service Standards 
The following standards apply to every service area of the Council where 
timescales are not separately published on our website: 

When you contact us online, we will: 

• enable you to create your own personal My Telford account in order to easily
access council services online 24 hours a day www.telford.gov.uk/mytelford

• enable you to access as many of our services as possible online at a time that
suits you but make sure that we continue to provide other ways for you to
access our services if you’re not able to contact us online

• make sure our Website meets accessibility standards and publish an
accessibility statement www.telford.gov.uk/accessibility

• respond to emails within 3 working days (Monday- Friday); you will either
receive a full response to your enquiry, or you will be given details of who is
dealing with the matter and how long they will need to respond fully

• auto-acknowledge emails on all public facing email inboxes confirming the
service standards for responding to specific enquiries

• make it clear which service in the Council the email is from and make it clear
who to reply to/contact

If you contact us by social media, we will: 

• provide an acknowledgement and initial response to your question or enquiry
within 4 working hours (Monday to Friday)

• send you a response via private message if your question or enquiry is
confidential

• make sure that your enquiry is actioned by logging it with the appropriate
council team

If you contact us by telephone, we will: 

• answer 95% of calls to our contact centres within
7 minutes and 99% of calls to our contact centres
within 10 minutes, if we fail to do this we will call
you back on the same working day or the morning
afterwards

• answer all calls received outside of our contact
centres within 6 rings

• introduce ourselves by clearly stating our first
name and team

• provide you with a call back facility across our
contact centres, so you don’t have to wait in a
queue during our busy times; if we promise to call
you back, we will call you when we say we will

• if we cannot answer your enquiry or transfer you
to the right person straight away, we will take your
details and ask someone to contact you

• use automated voice services, where appropriate,
to provide immediate answers to questions such
as ‘what is my bin collection day?’

• provide a contact number out of normal office
hours for emergency enquiries

• continue to improve our performance year on yearPROOF
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If you write to us we will: 

• respond to letters within 5 working days (Monday- Friday); if we are unable to
we will acknowledge your letter within that time frame and provide you with a
full response within 10 days of the acknowledgement of your letter. If we are not
able to we will tell you why and explain your options

If you make an appointment to visit us, where possible, we will: 

• confirm the appointment in writing, normally by email or text message

• send you a reminder about the appointment by email or text message 24 hours
beforehand

• see you at your appointment time, or if there is a delay, explain why and keep
you informed

• if you attend our buildings without an appointment we will book you the next
available appointment and ask you to return at the allocated time

• wear photographic identification to identify ourselves

• provide clean, tidy and comfortable public spaces in our buildings, and
wherever possible a space for you to see us in private, if required

• make sure our buildings meet accessibility standards

• publish useful information for people visiting us on our website, such as opening
hours and how to find us (including on foot, by cycle or public transport)

If we visit you, we will: 

• normally agree a date and time with you

• show you photographic identification before coming into your home

• tell you as soon as possible if we are delayed, or have to postpone or cancel our
visit

If you make a complaint, we will: 

• respond to complaints in accordance with the
timescales outlined in our complaint policies

• tell you what to do next if you’re not satisfied

• publish information on how to make a complaint,
our complaints policy and our performance on
complaint handling on our website
www.telford.gov.uk/complaints

Listening to your views and using them to shape 
council services is vital, so we will: 

• ask for, listen to, and act on your feedback about
our services to help us improve and make changes
to them

• promote how you can use our comments,
compliments and complaints form, join
our Community Panel www.telford.gov.uk/
communitypanel or become a mystery customer
www.telford.gov.uk/mysterycustomer to give us
this feedback

PROOF
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TELFORD & WREKIN COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – 7 JANUARY 2021 
 
RESIDENTS’ SURVEY 2020 
 
REPORT OF: Director of Communities, Customer and Commercial Services 
 
LEAD CABINET MEMBER: Cabinet Member for Co-operative Communities, 
Engagement and Partnerships 

 
 
PART A) – SUMMARY REPORT 
 
1. SUMMARY OF MAIN PROPOSALS 

 
1.1 As a Co-operative Council, we are committed to listening to and involving 

residents in developing our plans to protect, care and invest to create a better 
Borough.  Over the last year, we have increased our engagement with 
residents, carrying out a wide range of consultations, including a Residents’ 
Survey that all residents of Telford & Wrekin were invited to take part in.  
 

1.2 The purpose of this report is to report back on the results of the Residents’ 
Survey, which are summarised in Section 4 and presented in full in Appendix 
A.  Section 4 also gives examples of how we’re responding to this feedback, 
and using it to develop Council services and to shape our plans and 
investment priorities.   
 

1.3 The Residents’ Survey was carried out between 29 July and 4 September 
2020 and was managed in-house (compared to previously using external 
consultants to deliver this type of survey on our behalf).  To ensure as many 
people as possible got involved, we ran a comprehensive communication 
campaign over this period, which included writing to every resident in the 
Borough, posting regularly on social media and asking Councillors, 
community groups and other partners to promote the survey in their local 
areas.  To further incentivise residents to take part and to shop local, 
everyone who completed the survey received discount vouchers to spend in 
local High Street businesses and were also entered into a draw to win ‘shop 
local’ vouchers.  
 

1.4 In total, we received 5,473 responses, exceeding our original target of 
5,000, with responses from every ward across the Borough.  Appendix 1 
provides a detailed breakdown of responses received from different 
populations (Appendix A, Section 2).   
 

1.5 Residents were encouraged to complete the survey online where possible, 
however paper copies were available to ensure that people without access to 
the Internet were still able to take part.  Section 1 of Appendix A shows how 
surveys were completed, with almost half (49%) being completed by smart-
phone. 
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1.6 The aim of the survey was to capture views on issues that were topical and 
relevant to all residents, and that would inform the delivery of the Council’s 
priorities.  The main topics were: 
 
‒ Covid 19, including the Council’s response to the pandemic (see Section 

4.1); 
‒ Climate change (see Section 4.2); 
‒ Local area – including local neighbourhood, local centre, Telford Town 

Centre and the wider Borough (see Section 4.3); 
‒ Volunteering (see Section 4.4). 

 
1.7 Generally, feedback about the Council and its services was extremely 

positive, as shown in Figure 1 which shows some key headline results: 
 

 
  
 

1.8 The survey also provided an opportunity to encourage people to have their 
say on an ongoing basis through a new Community Panel.  Residents were 
asked if they were interested in finding out more about the Panel, with 30% 
(1,640) expressing an interest.  Future plans for the Community Panel and 
other engagement priorities for the next 12 months are outlined in Section 5. 
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 Members are asked to approve the following recommendations: 

 

a) To note the results and response to the Residents’ Survey outlined 
in Section 4; 
 

b) To approve the proposals for future engagement in Section 5; 
 

c) To grant delegated authority to the Director: Communities, Customer 
and Commercial Services in consultation with the Lead Cabinet 
Member for Co-operative Communities, Engagement and 
Partnerships to take the necessary steps to implement these 
recommendations.  

 
3. SUMMARY IMPACT ASSESSMENT  
 

COMMUNITY IMPACT Do these proposals contribute to specific Co-
Operative Council priority objective(s)? 

These proposals support the delivery of all 
Council priorities 

Will the proposals impact on specific groups of 
people? 

No Borough-wide impact 

TARGET 
COMPLETION/DELIVER
Y DATE 
 

The Residents’ Survey has already been 
delivered.  Proposals in Section 5 will be 
delivered by the end of March 2022. 

FINANCIAL/VALUE FOR 
MONEY IMPACT 

Yes The Residents survey forms an important 
part of the consultation and engagement 
with the community which feeds into the 
Service & Financial Planning process. 
The survey is funded from within existing 
resources. 
 
The Council has put in place a robust 
budget strategy to accommodate the 
additional pressures caused by the 
Covid-19 pandemic (which is included in 
the Financial Monitoring Report also on 
this agenda).   A key priority throughout 
has been to support the community and 
residents of the borough, which has been 
funded through a combination of grant 
and council resources.   In relation to 
Covid-19, the council has received and 
administered a number of grants on 
behalf of Central Government to support 
businesses, local taxpayers and the 
community; these have included a range 
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of business support grants throughout 
the different stages of the pandemic, 
business rates relief, council tax support, 
emergency food provision and outbreak 
management funding.   
 
A range of other activities and 
investments are detailed in this report 
with the key funding identified. 
 
Consideration of available resources will 
be required in relation to any additional 
recommendations or commitments. 
PH/MLB 25.11.20 
 

LEGAL ISSUES Yes There are no direct legal implications 
arising from this report. However, legal 
advice will be provided, whenever 
required, in relation to the Council’s 
responses to the residents’ feedback. 
IR - 25.11.20 

OTHER IMPACTS, 
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Yes These proposals provide an opportunity 
to increase resident satisfaction, improve 
Council services and ensure resources 
are targeted where they are most 
needed. 

IMPACT ON SPECIFIC 
WARDS 

No Borough-wide impact 

 
 
PART B) – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
4. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS & RESPONSES 
 
4.1 Covid 19 

 
4.1.1 Residents were asked about how worried they were about Covid 19.  Overall, 

82% of residents were very or fairly worried, with 16% not worried at all.  
Residents were also asked what impact the pandemic was having on them 
and their families, both positive and negative.  Overall, the results showed 
that for every category, more people felt that Covid was having a negative 
than a positive impact.   The highest proportion of responses that highlighted 
a positive impact across all the categories was people feeling connected to 
their local communities (30% said Covid was having a positive impact).  The 
areas that appeared to be most negatively impacted by Covid were: 
 
‒ Access to health services (68% negative impact); 
‒ Lifestyle (68% negative impact); 
‒ Mental health (54% negative impact); 
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‒ Education & Schooling (44% negative impact), although this was before 
children returned to school in September 2020; 

‒ Physical health (41.8% negative impact). 
 

4.1.2 The survey also sought views on the Council’s response to the pandemic, 
including the information, support and services provided.  Looking at how well 
informed people felt, for example about how to stay safe and the support 
available, the percentage of residents who felt well informed was consistently 
extremely high, ranging from 87-92%. 
 

4.1.3 Around 17% of residents (893 people) had accessed one or more of the 
Council’s community support services.  People also reported having a wide 
range of other help, most commonly from family (40%) and friends or 
neighbours (29%), whilst 44% of residents said that they didn’t need any help. 

 
4.1.4 The Council services that the highest proportion of residents found helpful 

were the community support helpline and financial assistance (71% and 61% 
respectively).  Other help such as community volunteers and business 
support had higher percentages of people saying the service had had no 
impact on them, which suggests that fewer respondents used these particular 
services.   
 

4.1.5 At the time of the survey, all shops and Council services had recently re-
opened after the first national lockdown, and so residents were asked how 
safe they felt using a range of local amenities.  In some cases, there were a 
high percentage of ‘don’t know’ responses, suggesting that some residents 
had not recently used some of the facilities.  People appeared to have the 
least concerns about using community recycling centres and care services, 
and the most concerns about using shops, play areas and Council buildings, 
such as leisure centres and libraries (ranging from 20-23% of people saying 
that they didn’t feel safe at all).    
 

4.1.6 Overall, there were very high levels of support for the way the Council had 
dealt with the pandemic, with 75% saying they were satisfied with the 
Council’s response and only 5% dissatisfied, and similarly, 71% agreeing that 
the Council had done a good job in responding to Covid with just 6% 
disagreeing.   
 

 
‘You said, we did’ – how we’re responding to this feedback: 
 

 We have launched a new Let’s Get Telford Healthy Campaign to help 
improve people’s physical and mental health during the pandemic – 935 
people have signed up to date for a range of help and advice, such as 
free access to online fitness classes; 

 We are working in partnership with education providers to keep as 
many schools and nurseries open as possible and have completed the 
roll-out of 326 laptops for children of families in receipt of Free School 
Meals to help them continue learning during and after Covid-19.  The 
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scheme over a 3-year period will enable almost 1,000 children to 
continue their ‘learning journey’ at home; 

 We plan to pilot virtual hubs in community buildings to support 
residents without access to the Internet to have online confidential 
consultations, including health appointments; 

 We are continuing to communicate regularly with residents, for example 
introducing a new weekly update from the Council Leader; 

 Following the second national lockdown, we have re-opened our 
Community Support Helpline, including on Saturday mornings, and 
written again to everyone who is clinically extremely vulnerable and to 
every household in the Borough to let them know what support is 
available; 

 As most residents said they found financial assistance helpful, we have 
produced two new guides on financial support, one for working age 
people and one for pensioners.  We have also created a new section on 
our Website so that anyone that is struggling financially can find all the 
help they need in one place; 

 Linked to this, we have launched a campaign to ensure eligible families 
take-up free school meals, and over the Christmas holidays we will be 
sending vouchers to help with food to low income families with pre-
school and school age children, along with care leavers; 

 We have given more grants to community organisations to provide a 
range of support services – including a new winter coat scheme and 
extending the free breakfast boxes Borough-wide until Easter 2021 for 
families eligible for free school meals; 

 In January 2021, we will be promoting the extensive Covid secure 
measures in place at the Council’s Leisure Centres in order to increase 
people’s confidence to start or resume keeping fit and active. 

 
4.2 Climate Change 

 

4.2.1 Residents were asked to rate how concerned they were about climate change 
on a scale of 1 (not concerned at all) to 10 (extremely concerned).  Around 
25% of residents were extremely concerned, whereas only 6% were not 
concerned at all.  On the scale of 1-10, 74% answered 6 or above, reinforcing 
the Council’s decision to declare a climate emergency in July 2019.  More 
than 2,000 individual ideas for tackling climate change were suggested, 
mainly focused on Transport, Housing, Planning and Waste/Recycling. 

 

4.2.2 The survey also asked what residents were already doing, or would consider 
doing, to reduce their own carbon footprint.  Recycling was the activity that 
the highest percentage of residents do regularly (91%), however the results 
suggest that there is also potential to increase other activities, for example to 
triple the number of people using public transport, walking and cycling.   
 

4.2.3 Looking at longer-term action, more than half of residents (59%) said that 
they already had fitted insulation and a further 20% would consider doing this.  
The two areas with the biggest potential to increase in the next five years 
were buying an electric vehicle and installing renewable energy (60% and 
55% respectively).   
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‘You said, we did’ – how we’re responding to this feedback: 
 

 We have created a new priority within the Council Plan, ‘our natural 
environment is protected and the Council has a leading role in 
addressing the climate emergency’, to reflect residents’ concern about 
climate change; 

 Through our service and financial planning process we have made £4m 
capital funding and £100k revenue funding available over the next 2 
years to support this agenda 

 We have shared all residents’ suggestions about how to tackle climate 
change with the Telford & Wrekin Climate Change Partnership, who are 
currently developing an action plan to help the Borough become carbon 
neutral by 2030, and we will also use this feedback to develop the 
Council’s own Becoming Carbon Neutral Plan which will be updated in 
February 2021; 

 Reflecting residents’ focus on transport, we have been working on a 
range of sustainable transport initiatives, including installing new cycle 
stands and cycle routes and purchasing new electric vans; 

 We intend to review travel policy with a view to making greater use of 
Teams software to cut travel time, costs and particularly emissions 

 Increasing our promotion of opportunities for all households to improve 
energy efficiency of their properties and address fuel poverty including 
promoting grant schemes for first time central heating; boiler repairs 
and replacement white goods, and working locally to improve resident 
access to the national Green Homes Grant Scheme. 

 

 
 

4.3 Local Area 
 

4.3.1 The survey sought views on Telford & Wrekin as a place to live, ranging from 
people’s immediate neighbourhood to the whole Borough.  More detail is set 
out below, but key headline results were: 

 

 Local neighbourhoods: 
 
‒ 78% satisfied with their neighbourhood as a place to live; 
‒ 77% agree that their neighbourhood is a safe place to live; 
‒ 68% agree that their neighbourhood is a place where people get on well 

together; 
‒ 39% agree that the Council listens to their views; 
‒ 19% agree that they feel able to influence decisions in their local area. 

 

 Local centres - 63% satisfied with their local centre as a place to visit; 

 Telford Town Centre - 64% satisfied with Telford Town Centre as a place 
to visit; 

 Borough of Telford & Wrekin - 82% satisfied with the Borough as a place 
to live. 
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Local Neighbourhoods: 
 

4.3.2 To gain a better understanding of people’s views about their immediate local 
area, residents were asked how satisfied they were with a range of 
neighbourhood services and also invited to add more detailed comments.   
 
Recycling and waste collection was the service with the highest satisfaction 
levels (92%, with 70% of residents very satisfied), followed by parks and open 
spaces (72% satisfied) and environmental maintenance services, such as 
litter picking and grass cutting (65% satisfied).  The lowest satisfaction levels 
were for maintenance of roads and pavements, and cycling routes and 
facilities (all 47% satisfied).   
 

4.3.3 Residents’ satisfaction with their local neighbourhood did vary across wards, 
with a general trend being that satisfaction was lower and dissatisfaction was 
higher in more deprived areas (as defined by the Index of Multiple 
Deprivation). An analysis by ward is detailed in Appendix A.  There was also 
wide variation in views both across and even within wards about whether 
local neighbourhoods had got better, worse or stayed the same, although the 
majority of residents (63%) felt that their neighbourhood had stayed the same 
over the last 2 years. 

 
4.3.4 Overall, a high proportion of residents agreed that their neighbourhood was a 

safe place to live, and that people from different backgrounds get on well 
together (see 4.3.1 above).  However, this was a mixed picture across the 
Borough, with the percentage of residents who felt where they lived was safe 
ranging from 47% in Brookside, to 95% in Bratton & Admaston.  It is also 
worth noting that anti-social behaviour was the most frequent concern in the 
additional comments, accounting for 32% of all the comments raised (also 
raised frequently as a comment regarding local centres). 

 
4.3.5 Looking at how engaged and involved residents feel, 39% of residents agreed 

that the Council listens to their views, and more residents disagreed that they 
felt able to influence decisions in their area (40%) than agreed (19%).  
However, >40% of residents neither agreed nor disagreed with both of these 
questions, perhaps suggesting that some people were either unsure or 
unaware of how the Council is engaging with residents.  Given that the 
responses to these questions are less positive than the overall picture, these 
results appear to be an outlier, and clearly need more investigation and focus 
(see Section 5). 
 

4.3.6 Residents were also asked about their local Councillor.  The majority of 
residents (56%) knew who their local Councillor was and how to contact them 
(62%), although this varied by ward and age group, for example only a third 
of 18-24 year olds knew who their local Councillor was. 
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Local Centres: 
 
4.3.7 The three local centres that residents said that they used most frequently for 

shopping and other services were Wellington (20%), Newport (11%) and 
Madeley (8%).  Wellington was also the centre that more residents appeared 
to be travelling to, with people from 22 out of 30 wards identifying it as the 
centre they use most often.  In contrast, some local centres were almost 
exclusively used by people living in the vicinity, such as Brookside, Randlay, 
Woodside and Sutton Hill.   
For those people who didn’t use any local centre, the most common reasons 
were using online shopping or only shopping at Telford Town Centre.   

 
4.3.8 The majority of residents (63%) were satisfied with the local centre they use 

most often, although this ranged widely from 44% (Sutton Hill) to 87% 
(Ironbridge).  However, satisfaction did not necessarily correlate with people’s 
choice of local centre, for example Wellington had the third highest 
dissatisfaction rating, which is surprising given that people appear to be 
travelling to Wellington from other areas. 
 

4.3.9 Residents were also asked to select up to 5 things that what would 
encourage them to visit their local centre more often.  Whilst the responses 
varied by local centre (see Appendix A, Section 6.2), having a better range of 
shops and cleaner or better maintained green spaces and public areas most 
frequently and consistently appeared in people’s ‘Top 5’ (55% and 31% 
respectively).   
 

Telford Town Centre: 
 
4.3.10 Residents were first asked about how often they visited Telford Town Centre 

(TTC).  The highest percentage of people (37%) visited monthly, although 
young people were more likely to visit more often.   

 
4.3.11 The survey explored why people visited TTC and what they liked best about 

it.  The clear top reason why people visited TTC was for shopping (80%), 
followed by banking/postal services (33%), Telford Town Park (29%) and 
pubs/restaurants (28%).  Shopping and the Town Park were also the two 
things that people liked best about TTC.  Overall, satisfaction with TTC (64%) 
was similar to local centres, although levels of dissatisfaction were slightly 
lower.   
 

4.3.12 Residents were also asked for their views about what facilities and uses 
should be included in a proposed new development in TTC known as Station 
Quarter, which will be sited on land between the railway station and the 
shopping centre.  The three most popular options were green spaces (60%), 
entertainment venues (38%) and education/training facilities (29%).  There 
were a wide range of other suggestions across 10 themes, with particular 
support for independent businesses and green infrastructure, such as electric 
vehicle charging points and cycle facilities, the latter reinforcing responses to 
the climate change questions (see Section 4.2). 
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Borough of Telford & Wrekin: 
 
4.3.13 Overall satisfaction with the Borough as a place to live was extremely high 

(82%), with only 7% of residents saying they were dissatisfied.  It is also 
positive that this high level of satisfaction was consistent across all 
demographic groups and there was less variation between wards than for 
other questions. 
 

4.3.14 Residents were asked what they would like the borough to be like as a place 
to live in 10 years’ time.  The top 3 responses were safer place with less 
crime (30%), greener (26%) and development in the right places (13%).   

 
‘You said, we did’ – how we’re responding to this feedback: 
 

 With West Mercia Police and other partners, we have secured £500k 
funding for a Safer Streets Project to improve community safety in 
Brookside, the ward where the lowest percentage of residents said they 
felt safe; 

 We are also developing plans for a Borough-wide Safer and Cleaner 
Neighbourhoods initiative from April 2021, which will see investment to 
tackle anti-social behaviour, a key concern raised by residents; 

 We will use ward-level data on satisfaction with neighbourhood 
services to monitor and target improvements; 

 We will continue to invest in maintenance of roads and pavements 
across Telford & Wrekin, as set out in our Highways Capital Programme 
and as part of our £55m investment programme (2020 – 2024); 

 We are currently preparing a £25m Towns Fund bid to Government 

which will include proposals for improving Wellington and Oakengates 

Town Centres and the Station Quarter development in TTC.  The 

feedback and suggestions from residents will be used to inform 

detailed development plans; 

 We will use the Residents’ Survey data to prioritise other funding, such 
as Stronger Communities (£1m) and New Communities (£500k for 
Lawley & Lightmoor).  Residents’ views will be combined with other 
data to build up a detailed ward profile in order to targeted funding to 
have the most impact; 

 We will invest a further £4.8m into the Pride in Your High Street 
initiative, again using residents’ feedback about improvements they 
would like in our Borough Towns to shape  how this is spent.  We have 
launched a Virtual High Street Campaign to keep people shopping 
locally, on line, and will be launching a range of measures to support 
and reinvigorate footfall into our local centres post Covid in the New 
Year, including a new MyTLC shopping app and a programme of events  

 We are also planning various ways we can increase awareness of the 
work of Councillors and local democracy – by becoming more 
interactive and having promotional videos on the Council’s website.  
Also targeting younger people specifically by visiting schools and 
colleges to talk to them about what the Council does and how they can 
get involved. 
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 We are currently consulting on the first phase of the Local Plan Review 
(which closes on 8 January) and of the key priorities this includes 
protecting and enhancing our green spaces and delivering stronger 
communities through regeneration and renewal. 

 

 
 

4.4 Volunteering 
 

4.4.1 The final section of the survey focused on volunteering, which has been such 
an important part of the community’s response to the challenges of 2020, 
such as flooding and the Covid pandemic.   

 
4.4.2 It was encouraging that 31% of residents said that they had volunteered over 

the last two years.  People aged 64-75 were more likely to volunteer than 
other age groups, with the lowest participation amongst 25-34 year olds.  
Family or work commitments appear to be a particular barrier for this age 
group, with 50% giving this as a reason why they hadn’t volunteered 
(compared to 44% overall).  Similarly, ‘not enough time’ was more of an issue 
for younger than older people, whereas a proportion of older people were 
unable to volunteer because of their age, health condition or a disability.   
 

‘You said, we did’ – how we’re responding to this feedback: 
 

 We contacted just over 1,100 local residents over the summer, who 
volunteered during the first national lockdown, to signpost them to 
longer-term volunteering opportunities with the Council and its 
partners; 

 We have introduced more volunteering opportunities for younger 
people to enable them to play a more active part in community life, build 
their confidence and support them in their personal development – 
recent examples includes Youth Health Champions and Climate Change 
Champion roles; 

 We are also planning to introduce a ‘flexible volunteering’ model, 
helping us overcome some of the barriers residents have reported, 
such as lack of time.  This model will be ideal for people who want to 
help out but can’t commit to anything long term or only have a limited 
amount of time available.  We will look to recruit a bank of volunteers 
who are happy for us to notify them as and when opportunities come up 
and decide whether or not they can help (this could include a range of 
short notice or one off requests for help).    

 
 

5.  Future Engagement 
 

5.1 The Residents’ Survey is just one of a wide range of engagement exercises 
we have carried out this year.  Despite the pressures of Covid, we have 
continued to develop ambitious plans for Telford & Wrekin, and have sought 
views on a number of new strategies and plans, including: 
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‒ Service and Financial Planning (Budget) Strategy; 
‒ Housing Strategy; 
‒ Local Plan Review; 
‒ Customer Strategy; 
‒ Home to School Transport Policy. 
‒ Learning Disability Strategy 
 

5.2 In addition to these one-off consultations, we facilitate a number of forums 
that we regularly engage with about our services on an ongoing basis, such 
as the Young People’s Forum, the Interfaith Council, Care Leavers and the 
Making it Real Board for Adult Social Care service users.   

 
5.3 However, it is clear from the Residents’ Survey that we need to broaden our 

approach to engage with a wider cross section of residents, and to focus on 
areas or groups where the percentage of people who feel able to influence 
decisions is particularly low.  An example of where we have already started to 
do this is in Brookside, where we are currently consulting residents on the 
Safer Streets project.  We have also started to send out a regular newsletter 
to Brookside residents to feedback the improvements that are being made, 
and how residents have influenced these. 

5.4 To support this, we want to set up a new Community Panel.  This should not 
be ‘one size fits all’ where all members are consulted on everything, instead 
we are proposing a more flexible and targeted approach.  Residents will be 
able to opt in or out depending on their interests and availability. As well as 
traditional surveys, panel members will be able to get involved in a range of 
other ways, including focus groups (virtual/physical), mystery customer 
assignments or citizen’s juries, where a small group of residents come 
together to make recommendations either on a specific topic, such as climate 
change, or at a locality level.  We would also like to work alongside panel 
members to develop new services e.g. as testers for the new My Telford app 
that is currently being developed.   
 

5.5 The next step is to follow up with the 1610 residents who expressed an 
interest in joining the panel, and also to do some additional targeted 
recruitment to ensure that the panel is as representative of the Borough’s 
population as possible. 

 

5.6 As with volunteering, we are also proposing to do more quick, bite-size 
engagement, that anyone can take part in without committing to be a member 
of the Community Panel, such as polls on social media, via the app or by 
SMS.  The new Customer Strategy includes plans to capture more instant 
feedback from customers, such as through QR codes in Council buildings, 
automated satisfaction rating at the end of phone calls, and further roll-out of 
tools such as Net Promoter Score (where customers use a Scale of 1 to 10 to 
indicate how likely they are to recommend a service to others), which is 
already being used successfully to improve Leisure Services.   
 

5.7 Another key group we want to engage with more is visitors, in order to shape 
our event programme and destination marketing.  It is proposed to explore the 
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costs and practicality of supplementing the methods above with some more 
creative options, such as live polling, feedback walls at events or key 
destinations (virtual/physical) or even giving a sample of audience members 
or visitors wearable technology to track mood via heart rate, location and 
social media use. 

 

5.8 Finally, it is critical that we routinely report back to people the difference that 
they have made by engaging with us and how their feedback has been used.  
This is a key priority within the new Customer Strategy, and to reinforce the 
‘You said, we did’ message we will design a graphic that will be used 
consistently on social media and other communication channels with 
customers and residents. 
 

6. PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
6.1 None. 
 
7. BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
7.1  None. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report prepared by Fliss Mercer, Director: Communities, Customer and 
Commercial Services, Telephone: 01952 384300, email: 
felicity.mercer@telford.gov.uk. 
 
Appendix A prepared by Justin Tyrer, Senior Research and Intelligence 
Officer, Telephone: 01952 381126, email: justin.tyrer@telford.gov.uk. 
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1 Introduction 
 
As a Council it's really important we listen to our residents and involve them in planning for the 
future. 
 
We are fully committed to protect, care and invest in all areas of Telford and Wrekin and this 
survey gave residents the opportunity to have their say on how we do this, including what they 
think about the Council’s response to Covid-19, what they think about their local area as a place 
to live and how we can make Telford and Wrekin a better place to live in the future. 
 
The survey was open to all residents, and all responses were anonymous.  The survey was 
carried out mainly online, with paper surveys issued to those who requested.  All paper surveys 
received where then entered online to ensure all responses were combined. 
 
Overall there were 5,473 responses to the survey. 
 

  Number % 

Smartphone                2,691  49.2% 

Tablet                   867  15.8% 

PC*                1,915  35.0% 

Total                5,473  100% 

*Includes postal surveys   
 
Almost 50% of surveys were completed on a Smartphone (49%), with a further 16% of 
responses completed on a Tablet.  35% were completed on a PC. 

2 Demographics 
 
As part of the survey, a range of demographic and household questions were included.  This 
was to allow us to investigate different responses by different populations and also monitor that 
we captured the views of a cross section of local people. 
 
Where possible ONS 2019 Mid-Year Population Estimates have been used to create a 
response rate per 1,000 population for the survey.  This allows a direct comparisons of 
responses between groups that contain different size populations. 
 

2.1 Gender 
 

   Mid-Year 2019 Population Response Per 
1,000 Pop.   Number % Number % 

Male                1,821  35.2%              89,300  49.6%                  20.4  

Female                3,351  64.8%              90,600  50.4%                  37.0  

Total                5,172  100%            179,900  100%                  28.7  

Rather not say/Blank                   301      

                5,473      
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65% of respondents to the survey were female and 35% male.  This is against Mid-Year 
Population estimates putting the split of Males and Females in Telford & Wrekin almost 50:50. 
Due to this it can be seen that the response rate for males was 20.4 responses per 1,000 males 
compared to 37.0 responses per 1,000 females (84% higher). 
 
This means any responses to the survey which vary by gender, the overall score will be biased 
towards the female responses. 
 

2.2 Age 
 

   Mid-Year 2019 Population Response Per 
1,000 Pop.   Number % Number % 

Under 16                       2  0.0%              37,100  20.6%                    0.1  

16-17                     10  0.2%                4,100  2.3%                    2.4  

18-24                   122  2.4%              15,100  8.4%                    8.1  

25-34                   602  11.6%              23,000  12.8%                  26.2  

35-44                   838  16.1%              22,600  12.6%                  37.1  

45-54                1,047  20.2%              25,400  14.1%                  41.2  

55-64                1,131  21.8%              21,500  12.0%                  52.6  

65-74                1,021  19.7%              17,700  9.8%                  57.7  

75-84                   364  7.0%              10,100  5.6%                  36.0  

85+                     53  1.0%                3,300  1.8%                  16.1  

Total                5,190  100%            179,900  100%                  28.8  

Rather not say/Blank                   283      

                5,473      
 
Those aged 55 to 74 make up approximately 22% of the population of Telford & Wrekin, 
however, they provided 41% of all responses. 
It can be seen that there were higher response rates in the age groups from 35 to 84. 
Unfortunately only 12 respondents were aged under 18. 
 
This means any questions where the views varied by age, the overall scores will be biased 
towards the mid to older age groups. 
 

2.3 Ethnicity 
 

 Broad group Ethnicity 

 Number % 2011 Census 

White British                4,679  92.7% 89.5% 

White other                   161  3.2% 3.2% 

Mixed/multiple ethnic group                     49  1.0% 1.8% 

Asian/Asian British                   105  2.1% 4.2% 

Black/African/Caribbean/Black British                     34  0.7% 1.1% 

Other ethnic group                     21  0.4% 0.3% 

Total                5,049  100% 100% 

Rather not say/Blank                   424    

                5,473    
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96% of responses were from people with an ethnicity of ‘White British’ or ‘White Other’ leaving 
only 4% of responses from other ethnicities. 
 

2.4 Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) Decile 
 
Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) is a national measure used to identify an areas level of 
deprivation.  These levels can be split into 10 deciles each representing 10% of the national 
population. 
Areas in decile 1 are amongst the most deprived areas of the country.  Those in decile 10 are 
the least deprived 
 

   Mid-Year 2019 Population Response Per 
1,000 Pop.   Number % Number % 

1 (Most deprived)                   600  11.2%              28,900  16.1%                  20.8  

2                   392  7.3%              15,900  8.8%                  24.7  

3                   566  10.6%              21,100  11.7%                  26.8  

4                   787  14.7%              27,300  15.2%                  28.8  

5                   224  4.2%                8,800  4.9%                  25.5  

6                   548  10.2%              16,800  9.3%                  32.6  

7                   974  18.2%              24,900  13.8%                  39.1  

8                   561  10.5%              17,500  9.7%                  32.1  

9                   214  4.0%                6,200  3.4%                  34.5  

10 (Least deprived)                   483  9.0%              12,500  6.9%                  38.6  

Total                5,349  100%            179,900  100%                  29.7  

Unknown                   124      

                5,473      
 
Although there is some slight variation in response rates amongst IMD deciles the general trend 
is that those most deprived were least likely to respond to the survey.  This is demonstrated by 
those in the 5 most deprived deciles (1-5), all having a response rate below the overall rate of 
29.7 per 1,000 population and those in the 5 least deprived deciles (6-10) all having response 
rates above the overall rate. 
 
Again the survey responses demonstrates that any overall question scores will be biased 
towards the opinions of more affluent respondents if there are variations in views. 
 

2.5 Ward 
 

   Mid-Year 2019 Population* Response Per 
1,000 Pop.   Number % Number % 

Admaston & Bratton                   107  2.0%                2,900  1.6%                  36.9  

Apley Castle                   132  2.5%                3,400  1.9%                  38.8  

Arleston                     95  1.8%                3,600  2.0%                  26.4  

Brookside                   171  3.2%                6,600  3.7%                  25.9  

Church Aston & Lilleshall                     91  1.7%                3,200  1.8%                  28.4  

College                   124  2.3%                3,600  2.0%                  34.4  

Dawley & Aqueduct                   248  4.6%                9,400  5.2%                  26.4  

Donnington                   140  2.6%                7,000  3.9%                  20.0  

Dothill                   103  1.9%                2,700  1.5%                  38.1  
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Edgmond & Ercall Magna                   177  3.3%                6,400  3.6%                  27.7  

Ercall                   133  2.5%                2,800  1.6%                  47.5  

Hadley & Leegomery                   281  5.3%              10,600  5.9%                  26.5  

Haygate                   113  2.1%                4,000  2.2%                  28.3  

Horsehay & Lightmoor                   245  4.6%                7,400  4.1%                  33.1  

Ironbridge Gorge                   152  2.8%                2,900  1.6%                  52.4  

Ketley & Overdale                   320  6.0%              11,300  6.3%                  28.3  

Madeley & Sutton Hill                   303  5.7%              10,600  5.9%                  28.6  

Malinslee & Dawley Bank                   156  2.9%                6,800  3.8%                  22.9  

Muxton                   191  3.6%                7,300  4.1%                  26.2  

Newport North & West                   234  4.4%                6,800  3.8%                  34.4  

Newport South & East                   181  3.4%                5,600  3.1%                  32.3  

Oakengates & Ketley Bank                   275  5.1%                9,500  5.3%                  28.9  

Park                     78  1.5%                2,400  1.3%                  32.5  

Priorslee                   243  4.5%                7,100  3.9%                  34.2  

Shawbirch                   109  2.0%                3,000  1.7%                  36.3  

St Georges                   201  3.8%                5,900  3.3%                  34.1  

The Nedge                   287  5.4%              10,300  5.7%                  27.9  

Woodside                   157  2.9%                7,600  4.2%                  20.7  

Wrockwardine                   117  2.2%                3,200  1.8%                  36.6  

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench                   185  3.5%                6,100  3.4%                  30.3  

Total                5,349  100%            179,900  100%                  29.7  

Unknown                   124   *ONS Experimental Statistics 

                5,473      
 
Although you would expect some natural fluctuation in responses from wards as there are 30, 
Ironbridge Gorge and Ercall stand out as very high responses. 
Donnington and Woodside also stand out as low responses. 

3 Covid-19 
 
Covid-19 has had a big impact on us all and the way we live our lives. We have all been 
affected in different ways and seen how local communities have come together to support one 
another when it has been needed the most. 
 
Telford & Wrekin Council has worked hard with its partners throughout, to keep residents and 
businesses informed and provide a range of support.  This survey gave residents the 
opportunity to let us know to what extent this has helped everyone and more importantly what 
needs to be done moving forward to help get us back on track. 

3.1 How worried are you currently about Covid-19? 
 

  Number % 

Very worried                1,173  21.6% 

Fairly worried                3,267  60.1% 

Not worried at all                   841  15.5% 

Don't know                   159  2.9% 

Total                5,440  100% 

Blank                     33   
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                5,473   
 
82% of responded reported being either very worried or fairly worried about Covid-19, with 16% 
of respondents not worried at all. 
This varied slightly by gender with 84% of females’ very worried or fairly worried and 79% of 
males. 
The biggest effect on how worried people were about Covid-19 was age group.  The chart 
below shows a clear trend of the proportion of those who responded as ‘Very worried’ increased 
with age whilst the proportion of those who responded as ‘Not worried at all’ decreased with 
age. 
 

 
The chart also demonstrates that in the younger age groups there was a higher proportion of 
responses of ‘Not worried at all’ compared to ‘Very worried’, but this is reversed from the 35-44 
age group and onwards. 
 

3.1.1 Why are you worried/ not worried? 
 
The biggest reasons why people are worried about COVID-19 is that they believe other people 
are not taking it seriously enough and not listening to the advice being given (1,109 responses), 
or worry about a 2nd wave and the unknown future that brings (1,073 responses). 
People feel vulnerable (1,054) due to age, high risk or underlying health conditions. 
Respondents are also worried about their families and children/ young people (828), especially 
with schools returning. 
 
Those who are not worried can be split into 2 groups. 
Firstly there are those who are not dismissive of COVID-19, but are not worried as they praise 
the advice being given by the Government, Council and the NHS and are confident that 
following all the advice will keep them safe and reduce their changes of contracting COVID-19 
(518 responses). A small portion (10) also said they are not worried as their employer has 
supported them and ensured their workplace is safe. 
 
The second group of people are a minority who are more dismissive. They don’t believe they 
are going to catch it or the effects will be minor (195), they do not view it as dangerous as flu 
(53), or they see it as just another illness and life should just continue as normal (205). 
 
A full summary of responses is in the table below. 
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40.0%

50.0%
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Age Group

How worried are you about Covid-19 by age 
group

Very worried Not worried at all
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Theme Responses 

People not listening /acting/ taking seriously/ complacency            1,109  

2nd wave/ infection will endure/ increasing infection rate/ unknown future           1,073  

Vulnerable due to age, disability, high risk etc.           1,054  

Worried about children/ family/ loved ones              828  

Government, council, NHS, media - Confused messaging/ changing rules/ lack of or 
poor information              238  

Impact on overall economy/ society              234  

Impact on job including loss of / more difficult to get one/ self-employed or business 
owner               132  

Impact on Health/ services/ mental health               125  

Worried about no vaccine yet              114  

Covid is nasty/ severe/ deadly              111  

Worried about catching it when shopping/ out and about                86  

Worried about catching it whilst working                74  

Impacted on personal finances/ poverty                38  

Not being able to see people/ family/ get out                23  

I/ we have had it                22  

Government, council, NHS, media - Advice been good/ I am following advice              518  

Employer has supported me/ made workplace safe                10  

Not worried - Life must go on              205  

Not likely to catch it/ not likely to be affected by it/ don’t believe in it              195  

Not as dangerous things like flu/ just another virus                53  

Other                67  

 
 

3.2 What extent has Covid-19 had a positive or negative impact on you and/or your 
family so far, in terms of…? 

 

3.2.1 Your financial situation? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   187  3.5% 

Fairly positive                   722  13.5% 

No impact                2,637  49.2% 

Fairly negative                1,249  23.3% 

Very negative                   562  10.5% 

Total                5,357  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   116   

                5,473   
 
34% of respondents to the survey reported that Covid-19 had a ‘Very negative’ or ‘Fairly 
negative’ impact on their financial situation, compared to 17% who it was ‘Very positive’ or 
‘Fairly positive’. 
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Whilst there was very little different in those reporting a ‘Very/ Fairly positive’ impact across 
different groups, the chart below shows those reporting a ‘Fairly/ Very negative’ impact varied 
amongst different age groups. 
 

 
It can be seen that the age groups covering 18-44 all had responses over 40% saying that 
Covid-19 had impacted their financial situation ‘Fairly/ Very negative’, but this drops to below 
20% for the age groups covering 65-85+. 
Conversely the proportion of respondents reporting that Covid-19 had ‘No impact’ on their 
financial situation was under 40% for the age groups covering 18-44 and over 60% for the age 
groups covering 65-85+. 
 

3.2.2 Your job? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   220  4.3% 

Fairly positive                   502  9.8% 

No impact                2,801  54.9% 

Fairly negative                   946  18.6% 

Very negative                   629  12.3% 

Total                5,098  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   375   

                5,473   
 
The majority of respondents (55%) reported that Covid-19 had no impact on their job. 
However, 31% of respondents stated Covid-19 had a ‘Very negative’ or ‘Fairly negative’ impact 
on their job.  Although this was similar across gender, the chart below demonstrates a very clear 
difference between the working age population of 18-64 and those aged 65+. 
 

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+

Age Group

Finance impacted by age group

Very/ Fairly positive No impact Fairly/ Very negative
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As you would expect, this demonstrates the real disparity between age groups who stated that 
Covid-19 had a negative impact on their jobs.  It is 39% in the 18-64 age groups and only 9% in 
the 65+ age groups. 
 
Similar to the age groups, the employment/ education status of the respondents also had an 
influence on the responses to this question.  The table below shows the groups who reported 
being most affected and least affected by how Covid-10 impacted on their job. 
 

 Very/ Fairly 
positive 

No 
impact 

Fairly/ Very 
negative 

Total 

Unemployed and available for work 2.8% 22.8% 74.5% 100.0% 

In full-time education at school, college or university 8.2% 40.8% 51.0% 100.0% 

Working part-time (under 30 hours a week) 19.0% 36.1% 44.9% 100.0% 

On a government-supported training programme (for 
example, an Apprenticeship or traineeship) 20.0% 60.0% 20.0% 100.0% 

Permanently sick or disabled 2.0% 79.1% 18.9% 100.0% 

Retired 1.4% 92.0% 6.5% 100.0% 

 

3.2.3 Your lifestyle? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   210  3.9% 

Fairly positive                   714  13.3% 

No impact                   824  15.3% 

Fairly negative                2,406  44.7% 

Very negative                1,233  22.9% 

Total                5,387  100% 

Don't know/Blank                     86   

                5,473   
 
23% of responses to the survey said that Covid-19 had a ‘Very negative’ impact on their 
lifestyle.  A further 45% of respondents also stated that Covid-19 had a ‘Fairly negative’ impact 
on their lifestyle. 
 
These responses were consistent across all ages and genders. 

18.2%

2.9%

43.2%

87.9%

38.5%

9.1%

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0% 80.0% 90.0% 100.0%

18-64

65+

Job impacted by broad age group

Very/ Fairly positive No impact Fairly/ Very negative
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3.2.4 Your diet? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   224  4.2% 

Fairly positive                   707  13.1% 

No impact                2,605  48.4% 

Fairly negative                1,262  23.4% 

Very negative                   589  10.9% 

Total                5,387  100% 

Don't know/Blank                     86   

                5,473   
 
Overall 34% of all respondents that Covid-19 had a ‘Very negative’ or ‘Fairly negative’ impact on 
their diet.  17% said that it had a positive impact. 
 
Females were however more likely to say that Covid-19 had negatively impacted their diet. 
 

 
The chart above shows that whilst 27% of males reported that Covid-19 had a ’Fairly/ Very 
negative’ impact on their diet, this increased to 38% for Females. 
 

3.2.5 Your mental health? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   162  3.0% 

Fairly positive                   449  8.4% 

No impact                1,884  35.1% 

Fairly negative                2,002  37.3% 

Very negative                   872  16.2% 

Total                5,369  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   104   

                5,473   
 
The survey shows that 54% of respondents stated that Covid-19 had a ‘Very negative’ or ‘Fairly 
negative’ impact on their mental health.  Only 11% of respondents said it had a ‘Very positive’ or 
‘Fairly positive’ impact. 

17.4%

17.5%

44.4%

56.0%

38.2%

26.5%

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.0% 60.0% 70.0% 80.0% 90.0% 100.0%
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Diet impacted by gender

Very/ Fairly positive No impact Fairly/ Very negative
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Although those reporting a positive impact on their mental health remains fairly consistent, these 
overall figures do mask some quite large variations in different groups of people reporting 
negative impacts though. 
 

 
The chart above shows that a higher proportion of females than males reported a negative 
impact on their mental health, younger people compared to older people were more likely to 
report a negative impact on their mental health, and people with a long-standing illness or 
disability were also more likely than those with no long-standing illness or disability to report that 
Covid-19 had a negative impact on their mental health. 
 

3.2.6 Your physical health? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   239  4.4% 

Fairly positive                   848  15.8% 

No impact                2,042  37.9% 

Fairly negative                1,649  30.6% 

Very negative                   604  11.2% 

Total                5,382  100% 

Don't know/Blank                     91   

                5,473   
 
Physical health had one of the highest responses for Covid-19 having a ‘Very positive’ or ‘Fairly 
positive’ impact, at 20%.  A large portion though, 42%, still said that Covid-19 had a ‘Very 
negative’ or ‘Fairly negative’ impact on their physical health. 
 
The chart below shows those with a long-standing illness, health problem or disability were 
much more likely to report a negative impact on their physical health. 
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Whilst 35% of those who identified as having no long-standing illness, health problem or 
disability reported Covid-19 having a negative effect on their physical health, this increased up 
to nearly 54% for those who did have a long-standing illness, health problem or disability. 
 

3.2.7 You and your family’s education/ schooling? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                     92  1.9% 

Fairly positive                   180  3.7% 

No impact                2,451  50.8% 

Fairly negative                1,102  22.9% 

Very negative                   997  20.7% 

Total                4,822  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   651   

                5,473   
 
Half the respondents who completed the survey reported Covid-19 had no impact on theirs or 
their family’s education (51%).  44% did report that it had a negative impact though. 
 
This overall view, masks some real concerns though.  The chart below shows those who 
responded ’Very negative’ or ‘Fairly negative’ split by the number of under 18s in the household 
and also by age of the respondent. 
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Those households that contain children of education age are clearly extremely worried about 
the effects if Covid-19 on education and that increases with the number of under 18s in the 
household. 
 
This links to age as well, peaking in the 35-44 age bracket at 68%.  However, all the age groups 
between 18 and 54 report higher levels of Covid-19 having a negative impact on their or their 
household’s education than the overall score of 44%. 
 

3.2.8 Access to health services? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   168  3.2% 

Fairly positive                   327  6.2% 

No impact                1,239  23.4% 

Fairly negative                2,039  38.4% 

Very negative                1,530  28.9% 

Total                5,303  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   170   

                5,473   
 
Access to health services (e.g. doctor, dentist, pharmacy), has been one of the largest negative 
effects of Covid-19, with over two thirds of respondents reporting a ‘Very negative’ or ‘Fairly 
negative’ impact. 
The reason this is so high is that it impacted on everyone and not just pockets of the population 
such as previous categories such as education. 
 

3.2.9 The level of loneliness you experience? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   113  2.1% 

Fairly positive                   204  3.8% 

No impact                2,822  52.6% 

Fairly negative                1,508  28.1% 

Very negative                   719  13.4% 
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Total                5,366  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   107   

                5,473   
 
The majority of respondents (53%) stated that Covid-19 had no impact on the level of loneliness 
that they experienced. 
6% said that it had a positive impact on their loneliness and 41% said it had a negative impact. 
 
The chart below shows an interesting pattern related to age group and loneliness. 
 

 
 
The majority of respondents in the age groups 18-34 and 85+ reported that Covid-19 had a 
negative impact on their loneliness.  The majority of respondents in the age groups in between 
of 35 – 84 reported no impact. 
 
Those age groups of 65 and over were also more likely than any other age group to report 
Covid-19 had a positive impact on their loneliness. 
  

3.2.10 How connected you feel to your local community? 
 

  Number % 

Very positive                   251  4.8% 

Fairly positive                1,342  25.4% 

No impact                1,878  35.6% 

Fairly negative                1,191  22.6% 

Very negative                   612  11.6% 

Total                5,274  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   199   

                5,473   
 
34% of responses indicated that Covid-19 had a negative impact on how connected they felt to 
their local community.  However, 30% of responses said that it had a positive impact.  This was 
the highest proportion of responses to highlight a positive impact of Covid-19 across all the 
categories in this section. 
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3.3 During the pandemic, how well do you think Telford & Wrekin Council has kept 
local people informed about each of the following… 

 

3.3.1 The support available? 
 

  Number % 

Very well                2,407  47.2% 

Fairly well                2,210  43.3% 

Not very well                   338  6.6% 

Not at all                   146  2.9% 

Total                5,101  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   372   

                5,473   
 
91% of all respondents said that Telford & Wrekin Council kept local people informed of the 
support available during the pandemic either ‘Very well’ or ‘Fairly well’. 
 

3.3.2 Volunteering to help? 
 

  Number % 

Very well                1,981  42.8% 

Fairly well                2,037  44.0% 

Not very well                   384  8.3% 

Not at all                   224  4.8% 

Total                4,626  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   847   

                5,473   
 
Keeping local people informed of volunteering opportunities had 87% of respondents saying 
they were kept informed ‘Very well’ or ‘Fairly well’. 
 

3.3.3 Advice and guidance on staying safe? 
 

  Number % 

Very well                2,676  51.4% 

Fairly well                2,125  40.8% 

Not very well                   284  5.5% 

Not at all                   125  2.4% 

Total                5,210  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   263   

                5,473   
 
Overall 92% of all responses to the survey said that Telford & Wrekin Council had kept local 
people ‘Very well’ or ‘Fairly well’ informed on the advice and guidance on staying safe. 
 

3.3.4 Council services? 
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  Number % 

Very well                2,293  46.3% 

Fairly well                2,107  42.6% 

Not very well                   383  7.7% 

Not at all                   167  3.4% 

Total                4,950  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   523   

                5,473   
 
89% of respondents agreed that Telford & Wrekin Council had kept them ‘Very well’ or ‘Fairly 
well’ informed of council services during the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 

3.3.5 Local new and issues? 
 

  Number % 

Very well                2,323  45.7% 

Fairly well                2,249  44.2% 

Not very well                   371  7.3% 

Not at all                   141  2.8% 

Total                5,084  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   389   

                5,473   
 
Keeping people informed on local news and issues also performed well with 90% of 
respondents saying that Telford & Wrekin Council did ‘Very well’ or ‘Fairly well’. 
 

3.4 Local Authority Help and Support 
 
As part of the Council's response to Covid-19, a range of help and support was put in place for 
both local residents and businesses.  This included; 

Community Support Helpline 
Signing up community volunteers 
Financial advice and assistance 
Business support 

 
893 respondents to the survey stated they had accessed this support (17%) 
 

3.4.1 How helpful did you find the Community Support Helpline? 
 

  Number % 

Very helpful 300 50.6% 

Fairly helpful 119 20.1% 

No impact 109 18.4% 

Fairly unhelpful 31 5.2% 

Very unhelpful 34 5.7% 

Total 593 100% 

Don't know/NA/Blank 300  

 893  
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71% of respondents said they found the community support helpline either ‘Very helpful’ or 
‘Fairly helpful’. 
 
Broad age category and gender did have a slight variation in response. The chart below shows 
those aged 65 and over, and females were more likely to find the Community Support Helpline 
very or fairly helpful. 
 

 
 
 

3.4.2 How helpful did you find support for signing up community volunteers? 
 

  Number % 

Very helpful 158 33.7% 

Fairly helpful 87 18.6% 

No impact 186 39.7% 

Fairly unhelpful 19 4.1% 

Very unhelpful 19 4.1% 

Total 469 100% 

Don't know/NA/Blank 424  

 893  
 
Out of the 469 responses to this question, 52% said that they found the community volunteers 
support ‘Very helpful’ or ‘Fairly helpful’. 
A large portion, 40%, also reported that it had ‘No impact’. 
 
Like previous questions this varied by gender and can be seen in the chart below. 
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Females were more likely to respond that the support for signing up community volunteers was 
‘Very/ Fairly helpful’ at 56% compared to 45% for males. 
Although males didn’t find it unhelpful, they were just more likely to respond that it had ’No 
impact’ at 48% compared to 36% for females. 
 

3.4.3 How helpful did you find financial advice and assistance? 
 

  Number % 

Very helpful 234 36.9% 

Fairly helpful 152 24.0% 

No impact 176 27.8% 

Fairly unhelpful 29 4.6% 

Very unhelpful 43 6.8% 

Total 634 100% 

Don't know/NA/Blank 259  

 893  
 
Overall 37% of respondents said they found the financial advice and assistance ‘Very helpful’ 
with a further 24% stating it was ‘Fairly helpful’, meaning 61% of respondents in total found it 
helpful. 
 
However, younger age groups were more likely to report that the financial support was ‘Very 
helpful’ or ‘Fairly helpful’.  The chart below demonstrates this difference. 
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Whilst the 18-64 age group were more likely to report that the financial advice and assistance 
was ‘Very/ Fairly helpful’ at 70%, the 65+ age group were more likely to respond that it had ‘No 
impact’ at 63% of responses. 
 

3.4.4 How helpful did you find business support? 
 

  Number % 

Very helpful 154 31.0% 

Fairly helpful 78 15.7% 

No impact 215 43.3% 

Fairly unhelpful 18 3.6% 

Very unhelpful 32 6.4% 

Total 497 100% 

Don't know/NA/Blank 396  

 893  
 
Business support had the lowest response of people finding it ‘Very helpful’ or ‘Fairly helpful’ at 
47%.  This was not due to people finding it unhelpful, which was 10%, but because a large 
portion of respondents to the survey, 43%, reported that the business support had ‘No impact’. 
 

3.5 Have you received help or support from anyone else? 
 

  Number % 

Family                2,207  40.3% 

Friends or neighbours                1,567  28.6% 

Community groups                   218  4.0% 

Employer                   501  9.2% 

Other                   259  4.7% 

N/A (no help required)                2,381  43.5% 

 
Throughout the Covid-19 pandemic, families have provided a huge amount of support to each 
other with 40% of respondents saying they had been supported by family members. 
This is followed by 29% of respondents saying they have been supported by friends or 
neighbours. 
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The other side of this is that 44% of respondents reported that they didn’t require any help or 
support due to Covid-19. 
 
Those who selected other named a huge range of places where they found support.  The 
biggest portion of these (36 people) were people who said they had no-one to support them or 
no one offered them support and felt this should have been a category. 
 
Next to these, 30 people said they had support from the government.  Some responses 
specifically mentioned furlough or the self-employed support grant. 
 
Just behind these, a similar number of people then said they had help and support from church 
(13), Education settings/ staff (12) and Doctors or pharmacy’s (12). 
 

3.6 How safe do you feel doing the following, given that some Government restrictions 
are being lifted and social distancing applies...? 

 

3.6.1 Visiting local parks? 
 

  Number % 

Very safe                1,285  23.9% 

Fairly safe                2,934  54.5% 

Not safe at all                   733  13.6% 

Don't know                   434  8.1% 

Total                5,386  100% 

Blank                     87   

                5,473   
 
24% of respondents said they feel ‘Very safe’ visiting local parks, with a further 54% saying they 
feel ‘Fairly safe’.  Only 14% reported feeling ‘Not safe at all’. 
 

3.6.2 Going to community recycling centres? 
 

  Number % 

Very safe                1,470  27.3% 

Fairly safe                2,119  39.3% 

Not safe at all                   392  7.3% 

Don't know                1,405  26.1% 

Total                5,386  100% 

Blank                     87   

                5,473   
 
Going to community recycling centres has the highest proportion of respondents saying they 
feel ‘Very safe’ at 27%.   It also had the lowest rate of those saying they felt ‘Not safe at all’ at 
7%. 
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3.6.3 Using local centres for shopping and other services? 
 

  Number % 

Very safe                   753  14.0% 

Fairly safe                3,160  58.7% 

Not safe at all                1,250  23.2% 

Don't know                   222  4.1% 

Total                5,385  100% 

Blank                     88   

                5,473   
 
Although only 14% of respondents reporting feeling ‘Very safe’ using local centres, 59% 
reported feeling ‘Fairly safe’. 
 

3.6.4 Taking your family to play areas? 
 

  Number % 

Very safe                   496  9.2% 

Fairly safe                1,564  29.0% 

Not safe at all                1,113  20.7% 

Don't know                2,212  41.1% 

Total                5,385  100% 

Blank                     88   

                5,473   
 
Taking your family to play areas was a low scorer for respondents saying they felt safe.  
Combined only 38% said they felt either ‘Very safe’ (9%) or ‘Fairly safe’ (29%). 
 

3.6.5 Visiting some Council buildings that have re-opened to the public - such as leisure 
centres and libraries? 

 
  Number % 

Very safe                   631  11.7% 

Fairly safe                1,686  31.3% 

Not safe at all                1,055  19.6% 

Don't know                2,013  37.4% 

Total                5,385  100% 

Blank                     88   

                5,473   
 
Visiting council buildings fared slightly better than play areas with 43% of respondents saying 
they felt ‘Very safe’ (12%) or ‘Fairly safe’ (31%). 
 

3.6.6 Using Care Services? 
 

  Number % 

Very safe                   410  7.6% 

Fairly safe                1,022  19.0% 
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Not safe at all                   478  8.9% 

Don't know                3,474  64.5% 

Total                5,384  100% 

Blank                     89   

                5,473   
 
This had the lowest proportion of respondents saying they felt ‘Very safe’ at 8% and ‘Fairly safe’ 
at 19%.  This is skewed though by the large portion who used the ‘Don’t know’ response at 
65%. 
 

3.7 Taking everything into account, overall how satisfied are you with the support the 
Council provided its residents during this pandemic? 

 
  Number % 

Very satisfied                2,225  41.3% 

Fairly satisfied                1,803  33.4% 

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied                1,092  20.3% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   163  3.0% 

Very dissatisfied                   109  2.0% 

Total                5,392  100% 

Blank                     81   

                5,473   
 
Overall 75% of respondents stated they were ‘Very satisfied’ (41%) or ‘Fairly satisfied’ (33%) 
with the support Telford & Wrekin Council provided its residents during the pandemic. 
Only 5% stated they were very or fairly dissatisfied. 
 

3.7.1 Do you think the leadership of the Council has done a good job in responding to Covid-
19? 

 
  Number % 

Yes                3,853  71.5% 

No                   326  6.0% 

Don't know                1,213  22.5% 

Total                5,392  100% 

Blank                     81   

                5,473   
 
71% of respondents said Telford & Wrekin Council had done a good job responding to Covid-
19, with 6% saying they didn’t respond well. 
 
These are reflective of the previous satisfaction question. 
The cross tab below shows that those who are satisfied are more likely to report that the Council 
did a good job in responding to Covid-19, whilst those who are dissatisfied are more likely to say 
the Council did not do a good job. 
 

 Did the council do a good job?  
Satisfaction? Yes Don't know No Total 
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Very/ Fairly satisfied 88.3% 11.0% 0.7% 100.0% 

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 25.7% 64.5% 9.8% 100.0% 

Very/ Fairly dissatisfied 6.3% 24.3% 69.5% 100.0% 

 

3.8 Thinking about what is needed to help make local people's lives better, what ideas 
do you have to help people recover from this pandemic? 

 

Theme Number % 

Personal responsibility - Ensure people & businesses follow the rules        1,196  27.5% 

Improve Communications & clarify government guidelines           564  13.0% 

Celebration/ bring people together - virtually or distanced           399  9.2% 

Support local economic growth / businesses to get back on feet / People to find 
jobs           368  8.5% 

Counselling & Mental Health wellness/ support           318  7.3% 

Continue what you are doing/ Council have done a great job/ Councillors could 
be more involved           315  7.3% 

Better information about services/ Ensure community support available           314  7.2% 

Access to Medics/ health screening/ health activities           266  6.1% 

Return to normality or nearly there             190  4.4% 

Family support services/ education/ free meals / Debt advice             149  3.4% 

Informal volunteers - Volunteers/ good neighbours           129  3.0% 

Support vaccine development roll out             94  2.2% 

Local track and trace system/ Anti-body testing/ Improve national track and trace             79  1.8% 

Improved transport / pathways /cycle routes             79  1.8% 

Financial Support - Reduce rated & rents / reduced council tax             65  1.5% 

Keep up or improve public cleaning including parks and streets             51  1.2% 

Green activities/ invest in green recovery             45  1.0% 

Work Together - communities/ Political parties/ Councils/ organisations             45  1.0% 

Access to PPE in public/ free PPE/ public sanitiser stations             31  0.7% 

Improved Household recycling centre systems needed             30  0.7% 

Close premises/ borders/ locations to reduce spread             26  0.6% 

 
Out of the 4,342 responses to this question, 28% of the respondents said they thought people 
need to take personal responsibility for their actions and we should ensure individuals and 
business all follow the rules. 
 
The second highest suggestion was that communications need to be improved so that the 
government guidelines are very clear, reducing any confusion or misunderstanding. 
 
9% of respondents wanted some sort of celebration or event to bring people together again.  
Obviously this was on the condition of it being held socially distanced or virtually. 
 
Other suggestions then included supporting economic growth, Mental Wellbeing, financial 
support track and trace and vaccines. 
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4 Climate Change 
 
A year ago, Telford & Wrekin Council declared a climate change emergency and committed to 
tackling the issue locally. 
 
We are now working with our partners on climate change to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
in the borough.  There are also things that our local residents can do to help make a difference.  
Even small changes can make a difference. 
 

4.1 How concerned are you about the impact of climate change? 
 

  Number % 

1 - Not concerned at all                   345  6.5% 

2                     93  1.7% 

3                   188  3.5% 

4                   239  4.5% 

5                   532  10.0% 

6                   435  8.2% 

7                   669  12.6% 

8                   916  17.2% 

9                   591  11.1% 

10 - Extremely concerned                1,311  24.6% 

Total                5,319  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   154   

                5,473   
 
25% of respondents indicated that they are ‘Extremely concerned’ about climate change.  On 
the scale of 1-10, 74% of respondents answered 6 or above. Only 6% claimed to be ‘Not 
concerned at all’. 
 

4.2 What activities do you currently do or would consider doing on a regular bases? 
 

  Currently do 
Would consider 

doing  
Combined 

  Number % Number %    

Use public transport 825 15.1% 2,023  37.0%  52.0% 

Walk to work, school or a regular activity 2,080 38.0% 1,168 21.3%  59.3% 

Cycle to work, school or a regular activity 774 14.1% 1,746 31.9%  46.0% 

Buy environmentally friendly products 
and/or services, e.g. reusable plastics 3,599 65.8% 1,032 18.9%  84.6% 

Help to maintain a green space in your local 
area e.g. as part of a 'Friends of' group 724 13.2% 2,537 46.4%  59.6% 

Have a meat free meal 2,779 50.8% 981 17.9%  68.7% 

Recycle 4,985 91.1% 138 2.5%  93.6% 

Encourage your family, friends and 
colleagues to do any of the above 3,469 63.4% 804 14.7%  78.1% 
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9 out of 10 respondents to the survey said they recycle regularly and was the largest activity 
people currently do.  This was followed by 66% of respondents who said they regularly buy 
environmentally friendly product and/ or services.  
 
‘Help to maintain a green space in your local area’ was the lowest response with 13% of 
respondents saying they currently do this.  It has the potential to increase the most though with 
46% of those who completed the survey saying it is something they would consider. 
 
Using public transport and cycling to work or school have the potential to both triple in size.  
15% of respondents said they use public transport, but a further 37% said it is something they 
would consider and 14% said they currently cycle to work or school with a further 32% saying it 
is something which they would consider. 
 

4.3 Which of the following have you already done or would consider doing in the next 
five years? 

 

  Already done 
Would consider 

doing  
Combined 

  Number % Number %    

Install renewable energy on your home e.g. 
solar panels 482 8.8% 3,023 55.2%  64.0% 

Purchase an electric vehicle 226 4.1% 3,299 60.3%  64.4% 

Set up a group or take responsibility for 
managing a green space in your local area 211 3.9% 2,060 37.6%  41.5% 

Fit wall or loft insulation 3,221 58.9% 1,048 19.1%  78.0% 

Swap to a renewable energy supplier 1,785 32.6% 2,115 38.6%  71.3% 

Other (please state) 274 5.0% 585 10.7%  15.7% 

 
More than half of respondents to the survey (59%) have already fitted wall or loft insulation.  A 
further 20% would consider doing this in the next five years. 
 
Although low numbers of responses said they have installed renewable energy on their home or 
purchased an electric vehicle, these had the biggest potential for increasing in the next 5 years 
with 55% saying they would consider installing renewable energy and 60% saying they would 
consider purchasing an electric vehicle. 
 
The vast majority of those that answered ‘Other’ to this question did not offer a further answer.  
168 responses were not completed and a further 110 responses repeated options already 
available in the question. 
It is also worth noting that 15 responses filled in ‘Other’ so they could make a point that they are 
unable to do any of the options due to living in rented accommodation, listed buildings or 
conservation areas. 
The remaining 176 responses were spread across 14 categories.  The top of these was people 
who grow their own food and plants, either in home gardens or Allotments (25 responses), 
people who have or are planning on reducing their plastic waste (22 responses) and 
composting or using water butts (21 responses). 
 
A full summary of responses is in the table below. 
 

  Already done 
Would consider 

doing 
Combined Total 
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Grow own food/plants 15 10 25 

Reduce plastic use 14 8 22 

Composting /water butt 13 8 21 

Buy energy efficient appliances 12 7 19 

Community GPs /volunteering 7 11 18 

Be more eco aware and try anything 1 14 15 

Support wildlife 9 3 12 

Litter picking 3 8 11 

Buy locally sourced food/milk 8 1 9 

Vegan/ Vegetarian 7 1 8 

Buy second hand clothes 3 2 5 

Work from home 4 1 5 

Eat less/ buy less 1 3 4 

Reusable nappies 2  2 

 
 

4.4 Ideas for tackling climate change 
 
2,172 respondents suggested ideas for tackling climate change.  The vast majority of these 
suggestions fell into 3 main areas, Transport, Housing and Planning, and Waste and recycling. 
 
Transport could be split up into 4 sub-categories.  Of these, public transport was mentioned 230 
times with suggestions from green buses, tramways and general public transport improvements. 
Behind this with 193 ideas was road and footpath improvements to reduce traffic speed, reduce 
traffic lights to stop cars idling and to improve the cycle network including improved secure 
storage areas. 
Also highlighted 193 times was electric/ green vehicles and the infrastructure to support them 
such as charging points. 
The last sub-category on transport was around people consciously reducing car usage. 
 
Housing and planning had 3 sub-categories.  The first with 246 suggestions raised was 
ensuring housing and commercial developments focused on energy efficiency and included 
green spaces.  Regeneration and re-use of sites should come before completely new 
developments and they should all include sustainable infrastructure that promote the climate 
change agenda. 
Solar panels were raised as part of the energy efficient new developments, but was also linked 
to existing housing 75 times.  This was where people thought grants and subsidies would be 
useful alongside making solar panels more attractive for homeowners. 
Lastly on housing and planning, 56 responses thought Telford was being overdeveloped and 
reducing development would help to reduce climate change. 
 
Waste and recycling fell into 2 categories.  Firstly there were 236 suggestions of increasing 
recycling by having more weekly collections and having better specialist bins for collecting more 
recyclable waste and more locations where people could take recycling to. 
The second category was around more fines for littering and volunteer litter picks.  These 
suggestions also included some bespoke recycling schemes such as nappy recycling and 
plastic film recycling. 
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Following these big 3 areas, other suggestions on tackling climate change include novel 
solutions and projects with 279 ideas including things such as banning diesel cars, fitting solar 
panels to all social housing and investing in green bank accounts. 
 
Education was raised 173 times.  This varied from reminding residents of what recycling 
facilities are available to having bespoke courses targeting businesses and organisations to 
help them improving their recycling rates or identify other changes they could make to reduce 
their carbon footprint. 
 
A full summary of responses is in the table below. 
  

Theme Responses 

Transport - Public Transport including green buses, tramways, general improvements              230  

Transport - Electric/ green vehicles - battery, hybrid and hydrogen/ Charging points               193  

Transport - Improved footpaths, roads, cycle network/ Reduce speed mitigation & traffic 
lights/ Actions to encourage cycling e.g. secure storage areas              193  

Transport - Other including non-specific reductions in car use                 89  

Housing & Planning - Housing & commercial building improvement/ Changes to 
planning i.e. mandate energy efficiency and green space/ Regeneration & reuse/ 
Sustainable infrastructure              246  

Housing & Planning - Solar panels for households inc. grants, permissions, 
attractiveness, subsidy                75  

Housing & Planning - Less development/ Stop over development                56  

More recycling/waste management including more weekly and special services, 
locations, bin styles and types              236  

More recycling/ waste management - Fines, littering, volunteer schemes and specialist 
waste/recycling schemes such recyclable nappies.                 69  

Novel solutions and projects including grants, banning/prohibition individual and 
commercial activities, relaxing some planning / rental conditions              279  

More education - All types including bespoke advice               173  

More plants / increase green space / environment enhanced areas / allotments               164  

Alternative Energy - Large scale to small community based initiatives                98  

Buy and eat - local / green / fair / plastic free shops                52  

Changing to licensing and stop takeaways                19  

 

5 Your Local Area 
 

5.1 Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your local neighbourhood as a 
place to live? 

 
  Number % 

Very satisfied                1,681  31.6% 

Fairly satisfied                2,471  46.4% 

Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied                   612  11.5% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   380  7.1% 

Very dissatisfied                   182  3.4% 

Total                5,326  100% 
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Don't know/Blank                   147   

                5,473   
 
Overall, 78% of respondents were ‘Very satisfied’ or ‘Fairly satisfied’ with their local 
neighbourhood as a place to live. 
 
The general trend is that satisfaction is low in the most deprived areas and increases in the 
most affluent areas.  This is demonstrated in the chart below which maps satisfaction against 
the IMD deciles. 
 

 
Obviously this trend is translated to satisfaction with neighbourhoods by ward. 
 
The 5 most satisfied wards reporting ‘Very Satisfied’ or ‘Fairly satisfied’ with their neighbourhood 
are Admaston & Bratton (93%), Newport South & East (93%), Apley Castle (91%), Dothill (90%) 
and Ironbridge (89%). 
 
The 5 wards reporting the highest levels of ‘Very dissatisfied’ or ‘Fairly dissatisfied’ are Arleston 
(30%), Brookside (27%), Woodside (21%), College (18%) and Donnington (15%). 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix I 
 
A follow on question was included where people could add more details to explain there answer 
if they wanted.  1,253 respondents took this opportunity to add more details.  Despite 
satisfaction being high in general the majority of the comments were negative. 
399 respondents (32%) raised anti-social behaviour as an issue.  This included noise and music 
issues, drug and alcohol issues, and littering and vandalism.  This was reported across all 
wards. 
The other big themes raised were traffic and road safety (160 responses), too many new 
buildings and a lack of local amenities (131 responses) and people generally not feeling safe 
(104 responses). 
280 people (23%) did respond by saying their neighbourhood was a nice place to live/ nice 
environment and this was across all wards. 
 
A full summary of responses is in the table below. 
 

Theme Responses 

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

IMD Decile (1-Most deprived, 10 Least deprived)

Neighbourood satisfaction by IMD decile

Very/ fairly satisfied Very/ fairly dissatisfied
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Anti-Social Behaviour                          399  

Traffic/ Car/ Motor bike/ road safety                          160  

No local amenities & too many new builds                          131  

Concerned about Crime safety / not feeling safe generally                          104  

General property/ estate/ lack of  upkeep and green spaces                            66  

Parking issues                            54  

Negative about representation (Council, councillors, parish council, MP)                            48  

Rented properties/ HMOs                            37  

Cultural/ racial /nationality /migration (internal and external) tensions                            31  

Concerns about specific planning issues                            24  

Improve Public Transport                            19  

Not a nice place to live                            17  

Grooming/ safeguarding concerns                              7  

Nice Place/ environment/ safe                          280  

Good Neighbours                            78  

Positive about representation (Council, councillors, parish council, MP)                            27  

Other                          149  

 

5.2 How satisfied are you with the following in your local neighbourhood... 
 

5.2.1 Recycling and waste collection? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                3,701  70.0% 

Fairly satisfied                1,139  21.6% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                   248  4.7% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   125  2.4% 

Very dissatisfied                     71  1.3% 

Total                5,284  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   189   

                5,473   
 
In general, most respondents are satisfied with recycling and waste collections at 92%.  Out of 
these, 70% are ‘Very satisfied’. 
There is little variation at ward level, with satisfaction peaking at 95% in Admaston & Bratton 
and at its lowest level in Hadley & Leegomery and Brookside at 87%. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.a. 
 

5.2.2 Litter picking and street cleaning? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                1,499  29.1% 

Fairly satisfied                1,863  36.2% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                   823  16.0% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   583  11.3% 
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Very dissatisfied                   380  7.4% 

Total                5,148  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   325   

                5,473   
 
Two thirds of respondents (65%) were satisfied with litter picking and street cleaning in their 
neighbourhood.  19% were dissatisfied. 
This is a subject that does vary across neighbourhoods though.  If we break it down by wards, 
these responses vary from 50% satisfied up to 79% satisfied. 
The wards that reported the highest satisfaction were Apley Castle (79%). Newport South & 
East (77%) and Newport North & West (76%). 
The wards with the lowest satisfaction were Edgmond & Ercall Magna at 50% and Church Aston 
& Lilleshall, Horsehay & Lightmoor and Oakengates & Ketley Bank all at 55%. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.b. 
 

5.2.3 Grass and hedge cutting? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                1,563  30.7% 

Fairly satisfied                1,751  34.4% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                   937  18.4% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   525  10.3% 

Very dissatisfied                   321  6.3% 

Total                5,097  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   376   

                5,473   
 
Satisfaction with grass and hedge cutting have similar responses to satisfaction with litter 
picking and street cleaning with 65% of respondents satisfied and 17% dissatisfied. 
The most satisfied wards were Dothill, Apley Castle and Ercall with 81%, 78% and 76% of 
respondents saying they were ‘Very satisfied’ or ‘Fairly satisfied’ respectively. 
The wards who reported the lowest satisfaction are similar to those who reported low levels of 
satisfaction with litter picking and street cleaning, Horsehay & Lightmoor (52%), Church Aston & 
Lilleshall (55%) and Oakengates & Ketley Bank (56%). 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.c. 
 

5.2.4 Play areas? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                   821  23.0% 

Fairly satisfied                1,177  33.0% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                1,186  33.3% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   213  6.0% 

Very dissatisfied                   166  4.7% 

Total                3,563  100% 

Don't know/Blank                1,910   

                5,473   
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Overall 56% of respondents are ‘Very satisfied’ or ‘Fairly satisfied’ with play areas.  Although 
this is not a high satisfaction rate compared to other categories in this section, those reporting 
‘Very dissatisfied’ or ‘Fairly dissatisfied’ is amongst the lowest at 11%.  The distortion between 
satisfied and dissatisfied is due to this question having one of the highest responses, at 33%, of 
‘Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied’. 
 
When broken down by ward, this again shows a large variation. 
Ercall has the highest satisfaction at 73% followed by Church Aston & Lilleshall at 68%. 
The lowest satisfaction is Shawbirch at 41%.  Shawbirch also had the highest dissatisfaction 
with 1 in 4 responses (26%) saying they are ‘Very dissatisfied’ or ‘Fairly dissatisfied’ with play 
areas.  
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.d. 
 

5.2.5 Parks and open spaces? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                1,484  32.8% 

Fairly satisfied                1,787  39.5% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                   910  20.1% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   212  4.7% 

Very dissatisfied                   131  2.9% 

Total                4,524  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   949   

                5,473   
 
Parks and open spaces has one of the highest satisfaction scores in this section at 72% and 
one of the lowest dissatisfaction scores at 8%. 
 
Ercall catches the eye as it has the highest satisfaction at 91%.  This then drops to Ironbridge 
gorge at 84% and Priorslee at 82% satisfaction. 
The least satisfied wards were Edgmond & Ercall Magna (57%), Arleston (60%) and Woodside 
(63%). 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.e. 
 

5.2.6 Maintenance of roads? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                   719  13.9% 

Fairly satisfied                1,676  32.4% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                1,039  20.1% 

Fairly dissatisfied                1,068  20.6% 

Very dissatisfied                   671  13.0% 

Total                5,173  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   300   

                5,473   
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Maintenance of roads has the lowest satisfaction of all the categories in this section at 47%.  
Unsurprisingly it also has the highest level of dissatisfaction at 34% as well. 
 
The wards that reported the highest levels of satisfaction were Dawley & Aqueduct, Ercall and 
Haygate all at 56%. 
Edgmond & Ercall Magna reported the lowest level of satisfaction at 30%. 
 
Out of the 30 wards, 4 actually reported higher levels of dissatisfaction than satisfaction.  These 
are shown in the table below. 
 

Ward 
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 29.8% 16.7% 53.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 31.9% 18.6% 49.6% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 39.4% 17.8% 42.9% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 40.9% 17.3% 41.8% 100.0% 

 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.f. 
 

5.2.7 Maintenance of pavements? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                   747  14.6% 

Fairly satisfied                1,655  32.4% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                1,236  24.2% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   862  16.9% 

Very dissatisfied                   607  11.9% 

Total                5,107  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   366   

                5,473   
 
Maintenance of pavements shows a similar story to maintenance of roads with satisfaction at 
47% and dissatisfaction at 29%. 
 
Dawley & Aqueduct again reported the highest level of satisfaction at 55% along with Admaston 
& Bratton. 
Edgmond & Ercall Magna not only reported the lowest level of satisfaction again at 30%, this 
was 10% points lower than the next lowest ward, Horsehay & Lightmoor at 40%. 
Edgmond & Ercall Magna also reported the highest dissatisfaction rate at 47% and was the only 
ward to report a dissatisfaction rate higher than satisfaction rate. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.g. 
 

5.2.8 Cycle routes and facilities? 
 

  Number % 
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Very satisfied                   628  16.4% 

Fairly satisfied                1,180  30.8% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                1,289  33.6% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   443  11.6% 

Very dissatisfied                   292  7.6% 

Total                3,832  100% 

Don't know/Blank                1,641   

                5,473   
 
Satisfaction with cycle routes and facilities is similar to road and path maintenance at 47%.  
Dissatisfaction was much lower though at 19%.  The reason dissatisfaction is lower is that this 
question had the highest proportion of respondents reply ‘Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied’ at 34%. 
 
Edgmond & Ercall Magna, again, reported the lowest level of satisfaction at 29% and the 
highest dissatisfaction rate at 33%.  It was also the only ward to report a dissatisfaction rate 
higher than satisfaction rate. 
Muxton reported the highest levels of satisfaction at 59%, followed by Admaston & Bratton and 
Malinslee & Dawley Bank, both at 56%. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.h. 
 

5.2.9 Road safety? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                   773  15.8% 

Fairly satisfied                1,730  35.3% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                1,372  28.0% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   601  12.3% 

Very dissatisfied                   427  8.7% 

Total                4,903  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   570   

                5,473   
 
51% of respondents reported that they were ‘Very satisfied’ or Fairly satisfied’ with road safety 
in their local neighbourhood.  21% responded that they were ‘Very dissatisfied’ or ‘Fairly 
dissatisfied’. 
 
28 wards report satisfaction levels between 39% and 59%, with Dothill and Apley Castle 
reporting the highest. 
However there are 2 outliers with really low levels of satisfaction.  Wrockwardine had only a 
30% satisfaction level with 46% reporting dissatisfaction, closely followed by Edgmond & Ercall 
Magna at 33% satisfaction and 43% dissatisfaction. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.i. 
 

5.2.10 Traffic levels and congestion? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                   863  17.0% 
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Fairly satisfied                1,831  36.1% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                1,441  28.4% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   567  11.2% 

Very dissatisfied                   367  7.2% 

Total                5,069  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   404   

                5,473   
 
Satisfaction with traffic levels and congestion is 53% overall.  This peaks at 62% in Priorslee 
and 61% in Donnington. 
The biggest concerns around Traffic and congestion is in Ironbridge Gorge, where satisfaction is 
down at 35%.  Ironbridge Gorge is also the only ward that reported a lower level of satisfaction 
compared to dissatisfaction that was at 42%.  This is 10% points higher than Wrockwardine 
which had the second highest level of dissatisfaction at 32%. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.j. 
 

5.2.11 Parking? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                   963  19.2% 

Fairly satisfied                1,722  34.4% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                1,214  24.2% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   579  11.6% 

Very dissatisfied                   533  10.6% 

Total                5,011  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   462   

                5,473   
 
Satisfaction with parking has similar results to road safety and traffic congestion with overall 
satisfaction levels at 54% and dissatisfaction at 22%. 
 
Ironbridge Gorge again had the lowest level of satisfaction at 41%.  This was followed by 
Edgmond & Ercall Magna at 43% and Church Aston & Lilleshall at 44%. 
The most satisfied wards with parking were Dothill, Ercall and Apley Castle reporting 
satisfaction at 68%, 63% and 63% respectively. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.k. 
 

5.2.12 Public transport links? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                   656  18.5% 

Fairly satisfied                1,125  31.8% 

Neither satisfied/ dissatisfied                1,086  30.7% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   348  9.8% 

Very dissatisfied                   328  9.3% 

Total                3,543  100% 

Don't know/Blank                1,930   
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                5,473   
 
Overall, satisfaction with public transport is towards the middle of all the categories in this 
section at 50%, with 19% dissatisfied and 31% neither. 
 
However public transport also has the widest variation of responses at ward level. 
The highest levels of satisfaction were in Park and Arleston at 69%.  They both also had the 
lowest dissatisfaction rate at 8% and 9% respectively. 
Conversely at the other end of the scale was Edgmond & Ercall where satisfaction was only 
21% and dissatisfaction was 55%.  This was followed by Wrockwardine where satisfaction was 
25% and dissatisfaction 47%. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix II.l. 
 
An option was provided where people could expand on their satisfaction or dissatisfaction if they 
wished. 
Most of the 1,576 comments received focused on why people were dissatisfied. 
Top of this list with 309 comments was car parking.  Comments on car parking included people 
dissatisfied with cars parked on kerbs, school parking, cost and cleanliness of car parks and not 
enough residential car parking spaces. 
 
Maintenance of roads was the next most common theme with people raising issues with 
potholes and inadequate drainage causing hazards. 
 
Road safety, especially speeding, but also people parking inconveniently and causing an 
obstruction was raised 228 times 
 
Public transport was then the next theme with 216 people raising issues from a reduction in bus 
and train services to the cost and cleanliness of the services. 
 
The next 2 issues raised were grass and hedge cutting (164), where respondents thought more 
maintenance was required as too often they encroach onto the road or cause an obstruction, 
and litter picking and street cleaning (140). 
 

5.3 Over the past two years has your local neighbourhood got better or worse as a 
place to live? 

 
  Number % 

Better                   680  13.5% 

Stayed the same                3,165  62.9% 

Worse                1,190  23.6% 

Total                5,035  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   438   

                5,473   
 
Overall 14% of respondents stated that their neighbourhood had got ‘Better’ over the last 2 
years.  24% responding saying that it had got ‘Worse’. 
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The responses received to this question varied depending on which ward the response was 
from.  Ironbridge Gorge had the highest response of those saying it had got ‘Better’ at 25% and 
Brookside had the highest response of those saying it had got ‘Worse’ at 48%. 
 
The table below shows the 10 wards with the highest response of got ‘Better’ and the 10 wards 
with the highest response of got ‘Worse’. 
 

Ward Better  Ward Worse 

Ironbridge Gorge 24.6%  Brookside 47.8% 

Hadley & Leegomery 19.6%  Arleston 40.4% 

Dothill 17.9%  Horsehay & Lightmoor 34.5% 

Priorslee 16.1%  The Nedge 31.3% 

Park 16.0%  College 30.2% 

Woodside 15.3%  Haygate 29.8% 

Donnington 14.8%  Woodside 29.2% 

College 14.7%  Dawley & Aqueduct 28.8% 

Haygate 14.4%  Donnington 27.3% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 14.4%  Malinslee & Dawley Bank 27.0% 

 
Some wards had really polarised opinions. Having a high response of saying the local area had 
got ‘Better’ did not automatically mean there was a low response of people saying it had got 
‘Worse’. 
From the tables above, the four wards of Woodside, Donnington, College and Haygate all 
appear on both tables. 
 
Out of the 30 Wards, only 3 reported a higher proportion of people saying their local area had 
got ‘Better’, compared to those saying it had got ‘Worse’.  These are shown in the table below. 
 

Ward Better Stayed the same Worse Total 

Ironbridge Gorge 24.6% 56.3% 19.0% 100.0% 

Dothill 17.9% 66.3% 15.8% 100.0% 

Ercall 11.9% 77.8% 10.3% 100.0% 

 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix III. 
 

5.4 To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local neighbourhood is a safe 
place to live? 

 
  Number % 

Strongly agree                1,406  26.4% 

Tend to agree                2,681  50.4% 

Neither agree nor disagree                   648  12.2% 

Tend to disagree                   436  8.2% 

Strongly disagree                   145  2.7% 

Total                5,316  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   157   

                5,473   
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In general, 77% of respondents stated that they either ‘Strongly agree’ or ‘Tend to agree’ that 
their neighbourhood is a safe place to live. 
 
This questions demonstrated the huge variation across different areas of Telford from Admaston 
& Bratton where 95% of responses said their neighbourhood is a safe place to live to Brookside 
where only 47% agreed that their local area is a safe place to live. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix IV. 
 

5.5 To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local neighbourhood is a place 
where people from different backgrounds get on well together? 

 
  Number % 

Strongly agree                   954  19.5% 

Tend to agree                2,360  48.3% 

Neither agree nor disagree                1,053  21.5% 

Tend to disagree                   365  7.5% 

Strongly disagree                   158  3.2% 

Total                4,890  100% 

All the same background                   145   
Don't know/Blank                   438   

                5,473   
 
Overall, two thirds of respondents (68%) said that they thought people from different 
backgrounds got on well together in their local neighbourhood.  11% disagreed. 
 
The chart below shows there is a general trend in deprivation and people from different 
backgrounds getting on.  Those from the least deprived decile (10), 78% reported that they 
thought people from different backgrounds got on well together, but this dropped to 58% in the 
most deprived areas (1). 
 

 
Similarly, 18% of those in the most deprived areas were more likely to disagree that people from 
different background get on, compared to 5% in the least deprived. 
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As seen previously, deprivation links to wards, so the wards that tended to respond that people 
from different backgrounds got on well together were Admaston & Bratton (83%), Priorslee 
(80%), Apley Castle (76%), Ercall (73%) and St Georges (73%). 
Conversely the wards who were more likely to ‘Strongly disagree’ or ‘Tend to disagree’ that 
people from different backgrounds got on well together were Arleston (28%), College (23%), 
Brookside (18%), Donnington (16%) and Woodside (15%). 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix V. 
 

5.6 Do you know who your local Councillor is? 
 

  Number % 

Yes                2,986  55.7% 

No                2,378  44.3% 

Total                5,364  100% 

Blank                   109   

                5,473   
 
56% of respondents said they knew who their local Councillor was. 
 
The responses to this question varied by age with the trend in the chart below showing that 
younger people were less likely to know who their local Councillor was. 
 

 
 
Although some natural variation would be expected to occur at ward level, there is a large 
difference between Ironbridge Gorge which had the highest response of 86% reporting they 
knew their local Councillor and Donnington which had the lowest response at 35%. 
 
The table below shows the 10 highest wards where the respondents said they knew who their 
local Councillor was and the lowest 10. 
 

Highest 10 wards 
% who know 

local Councillor  
Lowest 10 wards 

% who know 
local Councillor 

Ironbridge Gorge 86.0%  Donnington 34.8% 

Newport North & West 72.2%  Muxton 43.8% 
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Newport South & East 70.1%  Hadley & Leegomery 44.0% 

Dothill 69.0%  Haygate 45.5% 

Priorslee 67.1%  Oakengates & Ketley Bank 45.5% 

Shawbirch 65.7%  Ercall 47.3% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 65.6%  College 47.5% 

Arleston 64.5%  Woodside 48.4% 

St Georges 64.3%  Brookside 48.8% 

Apley Castle 63.6%  The Nedge 49.5% 

 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix VI. 
 

5.7 Do you know how to contact your local Councillor? 
 

  Number % 

Yes                3,341  62.3% 

No                2,023  37.7% 

Total                5,364  100% 

Blank                   109   

                5,473   
 
The number of respondents reporting that they know how to contact their local Councillor was 
slightly higher at 3,341 than those who said they know who their councillor is in the previous 
question at 2,986.  The increase in number is due to 25% of those who do not know who their 
local Councillor is, still knowing how to contact them if required. 
 

5.8 To what extent do you agree or disagree that you feel able to influence decisions in 
your local area? 

 
  Number % 

Strongly agree                   148  3.0% 

Agree                   804  16.1% 

Neither agree nor disagree                2,038  40.8% 

Disagree                1,175  23.5% 

Strongly disagree                   834  16.7% 

Total                4,999  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   474   

                5,473   
 
Overall, only 19% of respondents agreed that they felt able to influence decisions in their local 
area, 40% disagreed. 
This was a fairly consistent response with only a couple of pockets of variation.  Those from 
Ironbridge Gorge, 36% responded that they felt able to influence decisions in their local area. 
On the other end of the scale Arleston, Oakengates and Edgmond all reported high levels or 
disagreeing that they could influence decisions in their areas at 52%, 51% and 49% 
respectively. 
 
A full ward breakdown is available in appendix VII. 
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6 Your Local Centre 
 

6.1 Which ONE of the following local centres do you use most frequently? 
 

  Number % 

Brookside                     50  1.0% 

Dawley                   165  3.4% 

Donnington                   350  7.2% 

Hadley                   175  3.6% 

Hollinswood                   174  3.6% 

Ironbridge                   241  4.9% 

Lawley                   332  6.8% 

Leegomery                   143  2.9% 

Madeley                   388  8.0% 

Newport                   537  11.0% 

Oakengates                   345  7.1% 

Randlay                   108  2.2% 

Stirchley                   138  2.8% 

Sutton Hill                     32  0.7% 

Wellington                   937  19.2% 

Woodside                     71  1.5% 

None of these                   442  9.1% 

Don't know                     34  0.7% 

Other - please state                   212  4.3% 

Total                4,874  100% 

Blank                   599   

                5,473   
 
Almost 20% of respondents said they use Wellington centre most frequently to access shops 
and/or other services.  This was followed by Newport at 11% and Madeley at 8%. 
The centres with the fewest responses were Sutton Hill, Brookside and Woodside, all at 1%. 
 
Although some numbers in the tables above are quite low, by cross referencing with the Ward 
that the respondent was from it becomes clearer as to why there are such differences. 
 
There are a range of local centres where people from outside of those areas will not travel to.  
Examples of this are Brookside centre where nearly all the respondents were from Brookside 
ward, Randlay centre where nearly all of the respondents were from The Nedge ward, Sutton 
Hill nearly all of the respondents were from Madeley & Sutton Hill ward, and Woodside where 
nearly all respondents are from Woodside ward. 
 
The other side of this is Wellington where respondents from 22 out of the 30 wards stated they 
use Wellington centre most frequently. 
 
A cross tab referencing local centres and which wards respondents who said they use them 
most frequently are from is shown in appendix XIII. 
 

6.1.1 If you have selected 'Other', 'None of these' or 'Don't know', please explain your answer, 
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Out of the respondents who stated ‘None of these’, ‘Don’t know’ or ‘Other’, 605 other responses 
were completed creating 25 new categories that were not in the original list.  This list can be 
seen below. 
 

  Number % 

Don't use any/ online shopping                       124  20.5% 

Telford Town Centre Only                       114  18.8% 

Retail Parks                         55  9.1% 

Outside Telford                         52  8.6% 

Mixture depending on need                         45  7.4% 

Do not use due to COVID-19                         29  4.8% 

Shawbirch                         27  4.5% 

Priorslee                          24  4.0% 

Malinslee                         22  3.6% 

Trench                         17  2.8% 

St Georges                         15  2.5% 

Muxton                         14  2.3% 

Newport                           6  1.0% 

Overdale                           6  1.0% 

Admaston                           5  0.8% 

Ketley                           4  0.7% 

Little Dawley                           3  0.5% 

Apley                           3  0.5% 

Dawley Rd Shops Arleston                           3  0.5% 

Aqueduct                           3  0.5% 

Wrockwardine Wood                           1  0.2% 

Red Lake                           1  0.2% 

Lightmoor Village                           1  0.2% 

Edgmond                           1  0.2% 

Other                         30  5.0% 

 
In summary, 25% of these responses named local centres that were not in the original list. 
 
20% of these responses (3% of the overall original responses) stated that they do not use local 
centres and utilise on-line shopping. 
Similarly, 19% of these responses said they do not use local centres as they use Telford Town 
Centre only, with a further 9% saying they use the retail parks. 
 
9% said they use areas outside of Telford and 7% said they vary which centre they use 
depending on what their needs are or what they are doing. 
 
It’s also worth noting that 5% of respondents stated they do not use local centres due to the 
current Covid-19 situation. 
 

6.2 Thinking about the local centre that you use most frequently, which of the 
following would encourage you to visit more often? (Select up to five) 

 
  Number % 
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Improved parking facilities                1,472  26.9% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                   544  9.9% 

Better range of shops                3,009  55.0% 

Wider range of places to eat out                1,369  25.0% 

More services such as health services                   696  12.7% 

Free public Wi-Fi                   790  14.4% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                   319  5.8% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                1,354  24.7% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                1,698  31.0% 

Don't know                   960  17.5% 

 
Although this question is more meaningful when related to specific local centres, there are a 
couple of overarching trends that run through most responses. 
‘Better range of shops’ was selected by 55% of respondents across all local centres and 
generally ‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas’ also scores 
high across centres. 
 
The section below looks at specific responses for each local centre. 
 

 Brookside 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                       9  18.0% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                       4  8.0% 

Better range of shops                     21  42.0% 

Wider range of places to eat out                       7  14.0% 

More services such as health services                     11  22.0% 

Free public Wi-Fi                       8  16.0% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                       2  4.0% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     13  26.0% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     20  40.0% 

Don't know                     15  30.0% 

 From 50 responses 

 
Those who use Brookside Centre rank ‘Better range of shops’ and ‘Cleaner/better maintained 
and more attractive green and public areas’ as their top 2 improvements scoring similar.  These 
are then followed by ‘More entertainment including organised events and activities’ and ‘More 
services such as health services’. 
 

  Dawley 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                     21  12.7% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                       9  5.5% 

Better range of shops                   114  69.1% 

Wider range of places to eat out                     51  30.9% 

More services such as health services                     17  10.3% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     20  12.1% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     14  8.5% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     40  24.2% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     54  32.7% 

Don't know                     23  13.9% 
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 From 165 responses 

 
‘Better range of shops’ is the overwhelming response at 69% from those who use Dawley 
centre.  Next, scoring similar are ‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and 
public areas’ and ‘Wider range of places to eat out’, both at over 30%. 
 

  Donnington 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                   100  28.6% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                     29  8.3% 

Better range of shops                   177  50.6% 

Wider range of places to eat out                     82  23.4% 

More services such as health services                     40  11.4% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     57  16.3% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     26  7.4% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     86  24.6% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                   144  41.1% 

Don't know                     66  18.9% 

 From 350 responses 

Again, those who use Donnington centre rank ‘Better range of shops’ and ‘Cleaner/better 
maintained and more attractive green and public areas’ as their top 2 improvements, with 51% 
and 41% of respondents selecting these. 
Donnington then differs with 29% of respondents saying the next change they would like to see 
is ‘Improved parking facilities’. 
 

  Hadley 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                     50  28.6% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                     16  9.1% 

Better range of shops                     78  44.6% 

Wider range of places to eat out                     38  21.7% 

More services such as health services                     30  17.1% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     31  17.7% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                       8  4.6% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     42  24.0% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     42  24.0% 

Don't know                     38  21.7% 

 From 175 responses 

  
Better range of shops is the highest response from those who use Hadley centre at 45%, but 
the second highest at 29% is ‘Improved parking facilities’. 
These are then followed by similar numbers of people at 24% saying ‘Cleaner/better maintained 
and more attractive green and public areas’ and ‘More entertainment including organised events 
and activities’. 
 

  Hollinswood 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                     33  19.0% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                     13  7.5% 

Better range of shops                     84  48.3% 
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Wider range of places to eat out                     40  23.0% 

More services such as health services                     28  16.1% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     26  14.9% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     10  5.7% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     52  29.9% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     68  39.1% 

Don't know                     35  20.1% 

 From 174 responses 

 
Again, ‘Better range of shops’ (48%) and ‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green 
and public areas’ (39%) are the two highest responses from those who use Hollinswood centre. 
Following these though, the next highest response was ‘More entertainment including organised 
events and activities’. 
 

  Ironbridge 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                   114  47.3% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                     43  17.8% 

Better range of shops                     99  41.1% 

Wider range of places to eat out                     57  23.7% 

More services such as health services                     29  12.0% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     49  20.3% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     16  6.6% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     61  25.3% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     52  21.6% 

Don't know                     34  14.1% 

 From 241 responses 

 
‘Improved parking facilities’ tops the Ironbridge centre list with 47% of respondents selecting this 
as a change to encourage them to use the centre more.  This is then closely followed by ‘Better 
range of shops’ at 41%. 
Following these it’s ‘More entertainment including organised events and activities’ (25%) and 
‘Wider range of places to eat out’ (24%). 
 

  Lawley 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                   118  35.5% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                     22  6.6% 

Better range of shops                   207  62.3% 

Wider range of places to eat out                   105  31.6% 

More services such as health services                     53  16.0% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     37  11.1% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     17  5.1% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     83  25.0% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                   122  36.7% 

Don't know                     53  16.0% 

 From 332 responses 
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The biggest response from Lawley was again a ‘Better range of shops’ at 62%.  Behind this, 
‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas’ and ‘Improved parking 
facilities’ had similar responses at 37% and 36% respectively. 
 

  Leegomery 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                     34  23.8% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                       6  4.2% 

Better range of shops                     70  49.0% 

Wider range of places to eat out                     38  26.6% 

More services such as health services                     20  14.0% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     19  13.3% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                       4  2.8% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     41  28.7% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     23  16.1% 

Don't know                     32  22.4% 

 From 143 responses 

 
Respondents who use Leegomery centre said they would like to see a ‘Better range of shops’ at 
49%. 
Breaking trend with most other centres, the next highest responses were ‘More entertainment 
including organised events and activities’ (29%) and ‘Wider range of places to eat out’ (27%). 
 

  Madeley 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                     66  17.0% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                     32  8.2% 

Better range of shops                   232  59.8% 

Wider range of places to eat out                     97  25.0% 

More services such as health services                     55  14.2% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     65  16.8% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     26  6.7% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                   102  26.3% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                   126  32.5% 

Don't know                     69  17.8% 

 From 388 responses 

 
‘Better range of shops’ was the highest response from those who use Madeley centre at 60%. 
The next highest response was ‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public 
areas’ at 32%.  Just behind this was ‘More entertainment including organised events and 
activities’ (26%) and ‘Wider range of places to eat out’ (25%). 
 

  Newport 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                   234  43.6% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                     83  15.5% 

Better range of shops                   246  45.8% 

Wider range of places to eat out                   162  30.2% 

More services such as health services                     58  10.8% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     89  16.6% 
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Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     36  6.7% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                   120  22.3% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                   106  19.7% 

Don't know                     75  14.0% 

 From 537 responses 

 
Although ‘Better range of shops’ was the highest response from Newport centre at 46% it was 
closely followed by ‘Improved parking facilities’ at 44% of responses.  These were followed by 
‘Wider range of places to eat out’ at 30%. 
 

  Oakengates 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                     72  20.9% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                     24  7.0% 

Better range of shops                   242  70.1% 

Wider range of places to eat out                   100  29.0% 

More services such as health services                     18  5.2% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     50  14.5% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     14  4.1% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                   101  29.3% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     95  27.5% 

Don't know                     39  11.3% 

 From 345 responses 

 
For those who use Oakengates centre ‘Better range of shops’ received a huge response at 
70%. 
Behind this was ‘More entertainment including organised events and activities’ (29%), ‘Wider 
range of places to eat out’ (29%) and ‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and 
public areas’ (28%). 
 

  Randlay 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                     13  12.0% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                       4  3.7% 

Better range of shops                     45  41.7% 

Wider range of places to eat out                     15  13.9% 

More services such as health services                     26  24.1% 

Free public Wi-Fi                       8  7.4% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                       4  3.7% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     15  13.9% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     36  33.3% 

Don't know                     23  21.3% 

 From 108 responses 

 
Those who use Randlay centre have the same general trend of ‘Better range of shops’ and 
‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas’ being the highest 
responses at 42% and 33% respectively. 
Behind these, the only other response that really stands out is ‘More services such as health 
services’ at 24%. 
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  Stirchley 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                     15  10.9% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                       8  5.8% 

Better range of shops                     73  52.9% 

Wider range of places to eat out                     21  15.2% 

More services such as health services                     11  8.0% 

Free public Wi-Fi                     14  10.1% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                       9  6.5% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                     25  18.1% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     53  38.4% 

Don't know                     35  25.4% 

 From 138 responses 

 
Respondents who say they use Stirchley centre mainly, highlighted the usual improvements of 
‘Better range of shops’ (53%) and ‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and 
public areas’ (38%).   
Other than these, responses were fairly low with the third most popular response being ‘More 
entertainment including organised events and activities’ being raised by 18% of respondents. 
 

  Sutton Hill 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                       4  12.5% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                       3  9.4% 

Better range of shops                     17  53.1% 

Wider range of places to eat out                       5  15.6% 

More services such as health services                       6  18.8% 

Free public Wi-Fi                       2  6.3% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                       2  6.3% 

More entertainment including organised events and activities                       9  28.1% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                     17  53.1% 

Don't know                       4  12.5% 

 From 32 responses 

 
Sutton Hill centre had the fewest people saying they use it frequently.  As such, the number 
behind all the responses are low. 
‘Better range of shops’ (53%) and ‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and 
public areas’ (53%), still both stand out as the highest response answers again though. 
‘More entertainment including organised events and activities’ is the third popular option and 
looks high at 28%, but this relates to only 9 people. 
 

  Wellington 

  Number % 

Improved parking facilities                   270  28.8% 

Better, more frequent public transport links                   129  13.8% 

Better range of shops                   721  76.9% 

Wider range of places to eat out                   288  30.7% 

More services such as health services                   157  16.8% 

Free public Wi-Fi                   162  17.3% 

Spaces to rent, to run or start a business locally                     61  6.5% 
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More entertainment including organised events and activities                   311  33.2% 

Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas                   375  40.0% 

Don't know                     64  6.8% 

 From 937 responses 

 
Wellington received the highest response compared to all the other centres.  ‘Better range of 
shops’ was the most selected option at 77% and was almost double the next response of 
‘Cleaner/better maintained and more attractive green and public areas’ at 40%. 
Following these there was a group of three with similar responses of ‘More entertainment 
including organised events and activities’ (33%), ‘Wider range of places to eat out’ (31%) and 
‘Improved parking facilities’ (29%).  
 

6.3 Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your local centre as a place to 
visit? 

 
  Number % 

Very satisfied                   763  14.8% 

Fairly satisfied                2,510  48.8% 

Neither satisfied/dissatisfied                1,157  22.5% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   485  9.4% 

Very dissatisfied                   224  4.4% 

Total                5,139  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   334   

                5,473   
 
Overall 63% of respondents were ‘Very satisfied’ or ‘Fairly satisfied’ with their local centre.  14% 
were ‘Very dissatisfied’ or ‘Fairly dissatisfied’.  23% were ‘Neither satisfied/dissatisfied’. 
 
The overall score isn’t a reflective score of all local centres though, where there is lots of 
variation in satisfaction.  The table below summarises satisfaction and dissatisfaction by local 
centre. 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither satisfied/ 
dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Brookside 57.1% 28.6% 14.3% 

Dawley 50.0% 22.6% 27.4% 

Donnington 55.6% 31.3% 13.2% 

Hadley 69.4% 20.2% 10.4% 

Hollinswood 73.1% 21.1% 5.8% 

Ironbridge 87.1% 7.5% 5.4% 

Lawley 66.5% 23.3% 10.3% 

Leegomery 74.8% 18.7% 6.5% 

Madeley 68.5% 24.5% 7.0% 

Newport 85.9% 9.4% 4.7% 

Oakengates 62.1% 24.5% 13.4% 

Randlay 67.6% 19.4% 13.0% 

Stirchley 54.1% 34.8% 11.1% 

Sutton Hill 43.8% 28.1% 28.1% 

Wellington 57.5% 22.1% 20.4% 
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Woodside 73.5% 22.1% 4.4% 

 
The local centres with the highest satisfaction scores are Ironbridge with 87% satisfaction, 
Newport with 86% satisfaction and Leegomery with 75% satisfaction. 
The centres with the lowest satisfaction rating are Sutton Hill (44%), Dawley (50%) and Stirchley 
(54%). 
If we turn this on its head and look at dissatisfaction instead, reflective of their low satisfaction 
ratings, Sutton Hill reports the highest level of dissatisfaction at 28% followed by Dawley at 
27%. 
The third highest dissatisfaction rating though is actually Wellington at 20%, which is surprising 
considering so many respondents travelled from other wards to use Wellington centre. 
The centre reporting the lowest dissatisfaction rating is actually Woodside at 4%, followed by 
Newport and Ironbridge at 5%. 
 

6.3.1 Please tell us more if you wish to explain in more detail: 
 
Where respondents wanted to give more information there were some overarching trends that 
those who said they were satisfied were just as likely to raise as those who said they were 
dissatisfied. 
 
The table below shows the top themes raised in the comments. 
 

Theme/ Comment Count 

Poor quality shops/ Better choice needed 304 

Anti-Social behaviour 215 

Neglected/ rundown 139 

Litter/ dirty 78 

Parking issues 72 

Use out of town  
provision 48 

 
A lot of the comments are similar to the options that were available in section 6.2. 
 
The majority of the comments were around the quality of the shops currently available and there 
being too many charity shops, nail bars, hair dressers and bookies.  People really want a better 
range of shops. 
 
Third and fourth on the list were people saying the local centres are neglected or run down or 
that they are full of litter or they are dirty.  This was followed by people raising parking issues 
again. 
 
Anti-social behaviour was the 2nd most common theme raised with 215 responses mentioning 
this being an issue.  This stands out as it is different to the options in section 6.2 so has been 
raised without a previous prompt. 
 

7 Telford Town Centre 
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7.1 How often do you visit Telford Town Centre? 
 

  Number % 

Daily                   121  2.3% 

Weekly                1,299  24.3% 

Monthly                1,977  36.9% 

Two/Three times a year                1,292  24.1% 

Once a year or less                   377  7.0% 

Not at all                   287  5.4% 

Total                5,353  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   120   

                5,473   
 
The largest proportion of responses to how often you visit Telford Town Centre was ‘Monthly’ at 
37%. There was then an even split of 24% of respondents each saying they visit ‘Weekly’ or 
‘Two/ Three times a year’. 
Only 2% said they visit ‘Daily’ and a further 12% said they visit ‘Once a year or less’ or ‘Not at 
all’. 
 
Younger people are more likely to visit more often and older people are more likely to say they 
visit ‘Once a year or less’ or ‘Not at all’.  This can be seen in the chart below. 
 

 
 
 

7.2 What are the main reasons for your visit? (Select all that apply) 
 

  Number % 

Work                   382  7.0% 

Shopping                4,377  80.0% 

Pubs/restaurants                1,529  27.9% 

Banks/postal services                1,796  32.8% 

Entertainment venues such as cinema, ice rink and bowling                1,340  24.5% 

Telford Town Park                1,587  29.0% 

Organised events                   429  7.8% 

Other (please state)                   203  3.7% 

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75-84 85+

Age Group

How often you visit Telford Town Centre by age 
group

Daily/ Weekly Once a year or less/ Not at all.
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The largest response for people to visit Telford Town Centre is for ‘Shopping’ at 80%.  A third of 
those who responded (33%) visit for Banking and postal services.  Just behind this is then 
‘Telford Town Park’ at 29% and ‘Pubs/restaurants’ at 28%. 
24% of respondents say they visit for other entertainment venues such as cinema, bowling etc... 
 
Mirroring the trend of younger people more likely to visit Telford Town Centre, younger people 
were also more likely to pick each of the options in this question. 
 
Out of the 203 responses that stated ‘Other’, there were 174 reasons given.  40 of these 
responses were repeating categories from the original list of shopping, bank, work and 
entertainment. 
 
Out of the responses that were left, which were different from the original list, the majority fitted 
into 4 categories. 
The highest response amongst these were SW1/ Library services where this was raised 37 
times. 
Behind this was opticians and hearing tests, suggested 30 times. 
The other 2 were leisure based reasons with 27 responses mentioning exercise and gyms, and 
just generally meeting up with family and friends featuring on 18 responses. 
 

7.3 What do you like best about Telford Town Centre? 
 

  Number % 

Shopping                2,306  43.1% 

Pubs/restaurants                   429  8.0% 

Banks/postal services                   314  5.9% 

Entertainment venues such as cinema, ice rink and bowling                   432  8.1% 

Telford Town Park                1,331  24.9% 

Organised events                     87  1.6% 

Other (please state)                   453  8.5% 

Total                5,352  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   121   

                5,473   
 
Shopping is clearly top of the things people like best about Telford Town Centre with 43% of 
respondents selecting this.  Following this, one in four people (25%), then said Telford Town 
Park was what they liked best. 
A long way behind these 2 options were then pubs and restaurants, entertainment venues and 
‘Other’, all at 8%. 
 
Out of the 453 people who selected ‘Other’, 395 completed the other box.  Unfortunately the 
majority of these reposes, 330, where comments from people who do not use Telford Town 
Centre, have nothing specific that they like about it or just do not like it at all. 
 
Out of the respondents that answered the question, two of the highest responses were repeats 
of categories that were already available with 17 comments saying ‘Shopping facilities’ and 15 
saying ‘Telford Town Park’. 
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With similar numbers to these, 16 respondents stated that they like that it’s nearly all undercover 
and on one level, and 15 responses like the mix of facilities that are available there. 
 

7.4 What would encourage you to visit Telford Town Centre more? 
 
In order to find out what would encourage people to visit Telford Town Centre more, an open 
question was included so respondents could reply with anything relevant to them rather than 
having to pick from a predefined list.  4,273 usable responses were received to this question 
covering 4,325 different suggestions. 
 
These 4,325 suggestions are summarised into 19 themes in the table below 
 

Theme Number % 

Car parking - Cheaper parking/ Better disabled & parent and child parking        1,329  31.1% 

Nothing - Fine as it is           832  19.5% 

Better shops - more variety/ bigger choice/ independent           679  15.9% 

Better choice of places to eat & drink           395  9.2% 

More events & entertainment           237  5.5% 

Improved layout & Facilities           228  5.3% 

Improved public Transport           157  3.7% 

Use for essentials only e.g. banks             78  1.8% 

Leisure - gym/ swimming/ cycling / cycle path/ night life             74  1.7% 

Less anti-social behaviour/ more security             71  1.7% 

Market             52  1.2% 

More facilities & events for children             44  1.0% 

Theatre             36  0.8% 

Live music             33  0.8% 

More green & open spaces             26  0.6% 

Late night shopping/ open earlier             20  0.5% 

Better wheelchair & disabled access             20  0.5% 

Arts             11  0.3% 

Ban smoking               3  0.1% 

 
By far the most common theme raised was car parking.  Almost a third of respondents said free 
or reduced car parking rates and better disabled and parent and child spaces would encourage 
them to use the Town Centre more. 
 
On a positive note, the second most common theme was people saying that they wouldn’t 
change anything.  Almost 1 in 5 people thought the Town Centre was fine as it is. 
 
Behind this 16% of respondents wanted a better choice and more variety of shops and 9% 
wanted a better choice of places to eat and drink, including pubs instead of restaurants. 
 
The last 3 big themes before the responses dropped off were more events and entertainment 
(6%), better layout and facilities (5%) and improved public transport (4%).  Within improved 
public transport respondents wanted reduced rail and bus fares, better and more direct bus 
routes and improvements to the bus station to make it feel safer. 
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7.5 Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the Town Centre as a place to 
visit? 

 
  Number % 

Very satisfied                   945  18.2% 

Fairly satisfied                2,362  45.4% 

Neither satisfied/dissatisfied                1,215  23.4% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   402  7.7% 

Very dissatisfied                   277  5.3% 

Total                5,201  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   272   

                5,473   
 
In total 64% of respondents are satisfied with Telford Town centre with 18% of respondents 
‘Very satisfied’ and a further 45% ‘Fairly satisfied’. 
13% are dissatisfied with Telford Town Centre whilst 23% are ‘Neither satisfied/dissatisfied’.  
 
 
When asked to explain their responses in more detail, 946 people offered an explanation.  The 
majority were negative comments and 32% (303 responses) focused on the shops, cafes and 
restaurants. 
Out of this 32%, 164 comments stated the current choice of shops were poor.  This included not 
enough variety, too many chain stores and not enough local or independent traders, empty or 
closing down shops and too many cafes and restaurants. 
53 responses thought the Town Centre would be improved with better quality shops and 
restaurants and a better layout. 
70 responses did think the Town Centre already offered a good choice of shops and a good 
range of eateries though. 
 
Behind shops, the biggest issue picked up in the comments was car parking.  126 respondents 
thought car parking was too expensive or they thought parking was too difficult. 
 
95 respondents found Telford Town Centre uninspiring, dull or boring and a further 64 found it 
overcrowded and too busy. 
 
It’s worth noting that 64 respondents said they are not currently using the Town Centre due to 
COVID-19 or because other people ae not following COVID-19 rules. 
 
A full summary of responses is in the table below. 
 

Theme Responses 

Parking - not free/ too expensive/ hard to park               126  

Parking - good amount                13  

Generally good, clean and tidy              113  

Poor choice of shops - need more variety/ not enough local /independent shops                68  

Poor choice of shops - too many chains                33  

Poor choice of shops - general                20  

Poor choice of shops - empty/ closing down shops                43  

Poor choice of shops - too many coffee shops/ restaurants                 16  
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Could be improved - better shops, restaurants, layout                 30  

Could be improved - better quality/range restaurants /cafes                23  

Good choice of shops / businesses                56  

Good range of  places to eat                 14  

Uninspiring/ dull/ boring / awful/ like every other mall                95  

Overcrowded/ too busy/ claustrophobic                69  

Don’t visit because of covid or people  not following rules                 64  

Good public facilities like the library town park                58  

Never/ rarely visit                51  

Prefer outside                23  

Can get what I want elsewhere/ online                19  

Unsafe/ ASB                19  

Doesn’t cater for me/ family                18  

Poor transport                18  

Like the entertainment - cinema/ Christmas market/ other events                 16  

Not as disabled friendly as could be                 15  

Not pensioner friendly/ need more seat                  13  

Takes away from District Towns and centres                 11  

Indoors and undercover                 10  

Feels safe                   8  

Use for Bank/ Post office only                  8  

Good for young people                  7  

Other               133  

 

8 Telford & Wrekin – Moving Forward Together 

8.1 Station Quarter 
 
The next phase of development for Telford Town Centre will focus on the vacant land between 
the railway station and the shopping centre, known as Station Quarter. 
 

8.1.1 Thinking about what this area could be used for, please consider the list of uses and 
facilities below, and tell us what you think should be prioritised? 

 
  Number % 

New homes and apartments                1,009  18.4% 

Education/training facilities                1,591  29.1% 

Hotel                   385  7.0% 

Offices                   299  5.5% 

Entertainment venues                2,098  38.3% 

Electric vehicle charging points                1,341  24.5% 

Green spaces                3,289  60.1% 

Don't know                   664  12.1% 

 
The most popular facility people want to see prioritised as part of the Station Quarter 
development is green space with 60% of respondents selecting this. 
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The second most popular option is ‘Entertainment venues’ with 38% selecting this. 
Two other categories score fairly well with 29% of respondents saying they think 
‘Education/training facilities’ should be prioritised and 25% saying ‘Electric vehicle charging 
points’. 
 
The 2 lowest selected categories were ‘Offices’ (5%) and ‘Hotel’ (7%) 
 

8.1.2 Do you have any other suggestions for what could be included in Station Quarter? 
 
1,725 respondents completed this question. 
During the analysis, not all responses were relevant to the question.  Those that are can mainly 
be summarised into 10 overarching themes.  The table below summarises these themes and 
the number of responses that matched those themes. 
 

Theme Responses 

Independent businesses/ traders               329  

Improved/ green transport infrastructure.               305  

Green spaces               290  

Sports & leisure               194  

Arts               192  

Housing               105  

Entertainment/ nightlife                 91  

Childcare & child play areas                 72  

Education/ training facilities                 68  

Community/youth centre                 68  

*Table only contains the most popular responses  
 
Some of the themes are similar to the options that were available in section 8.1.1 above.  Each 
theme can also be broken down further and has much more detail behind it. 
 
Independent businesses/ traders was the most popular response and contained a mixture of 
suggestions from people who would like to see some small independent shops, to offer 
something different to what is in the Town Centre, to people who would like to see some small 
independent bars, restaurants and cafes in contrast to the big chains that are in South Water. 
 
Improved/ green transport infrastructure links to the electric charging points in the previous 
section.  Suggestion here range from car park with electric vehicle charging points to an 
integrated transport hub with bike hire, cycle paths and park and ride facilities. 
 
Green spaces, despite being an option in the previous question, also got suggested here a lot.  
People would like parks, green spaces and seating areas. 
 
There are lots of sports and leisure suggestions including typical leisure centres, gyms and 
swimming pools, to the more uncommon facilities like outdoor swimming pools, water parks, 
outdoor gyms and rock climbing facilities. 
 
The arts had a similar number of responses as sports and leisure.  A large number of the arts 
suggestions was for a theatre or concert hall, but also museums and art galleries were also 
suggested, often with the suggestion for them to be themed to Telford.  
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Housing again was similar to a category in the previous question.  However there was specific 
suggestions of the housing being ‘eco-friendly’, for the elderly or homeless and being 
affordable. 
 

8.2 In 10 years’ time, what would you like Telford & Wrekin to be like as a place to 
live? 

 

Theme Number % 

Safer - Less crime          1,446  30.3% 

Greener - More open spaces          1,222  25.6% 

Less development - Development in the right places/ brownfield sites             639  13.4% 

Happy place to live - Great/ Beautiful / Friendly/ Thriving/ Bustling             632  13.2% 

Cleaner & tidier             547  11.5% 

Good transport services - Improved Roads/ Future transport infrastructure inc. 
charging points             385  8.1% 

People getting on well together - Good community spirit/ Caring/ Friendly people             374  7.8% 

More nightlife, entertainment & leisure facilities             374  7.8% 

Stay as it is/ No change             327  6.8% 

Better Jobs & Businesses with a good local economy              301  6.3% 

Improved housing - Better quality/ Better range/ More affordable/ Improved 
rental market             228  4.8% 

Good health services including maternity, community and hospital services             191  4.0% 

Better Cycle/ walking opportunities              191  4.0% 

Generally better/ Best place to live/ destination town             184  3.9% 

Better Shops - better quality/ independents/ less empty shops             167  3.5% 

Improved local centres - Recognition of historic villages and centres             142  3.0% 

Better Schools & educational opportunities              139  2.9% 

Improved public facilities - Library/ Swimming pools/ Sports, etc.             114  2.4% 

Great places to eat / Less takeaways             113  2.4% 

Less Traffic/ No increase in traffic               81  1.7% 

City feel - Better, Big Town/ Continue to grow & develop               68  1.4% 

Better for families               66  1.4% 

A place to be proud of               63  1.3% 

More/ fully accessible               52  1.1% 

Fairer place               25  0.5% 

Other             271  5.7% 

 
There were 4,775 responses to this question creating 8,342 suggestions which have been 
grouped into the above themes. 
 
Two themes clearly stand out from the rest as being brought up more often than any of the other 
suggestions.  Almost a third of respondents (30%) would like to see Telford being a much safer 
place with reduced crime levels, less anti-social behaviour and less drug use. 
25% of respondents would like to see more green and open spaces in Telford in 10 years’ time. 
 
Next, behind these 2 main themes, people want to see less development, or at the very least 
development in the right places such as on brownfield sites. 
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The fourth highest response, wasn’t a practical suggestion of action, but focused on less 
tangible improvements of people just wanting Telford to be a happy place to live.  This included 
responses where people mentioned words like ‘friendly’, ‘thriving’ and ‘bustling’. 
 
Close behind this, people just wanted to see Telford become a tidier and cleaner place to live 
(11%). 
 
Although responses dropped away a little after this, other practical themes raised were 
transport, nightlife and entertainment, jobs, housing and health services. 
 

8.3 Do you agree that the council listens to your views? 
 

  Number % 

Strongly agree                   340  7.0% 

Agree                1,576  32.2% 

Neither agree nor disagree                2,112  43.2% 

Disagree                   517  10.6% 

Strongly disagree                   342  7.0% 

Total                4,887  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   586   

                5,473   
 
39% of respondents agreed that the council listened to their views, with 7% strongly agreeing. 
43% did not have a view either way, neither agreeing nor disagreeing. 
 
Interestingly, relating this question back to section 5.8 above, double the amount of people 
agree that the council listens to their views (39%) compared to the number of people who agree 
that they can influence decisions in their local area (18%). 
 
Similarly whilst 18% disagree that the council listens to their views, this was half the number 
(40%) who disagreed that they felt able to influence decisions in their local area. 
 

8.4 How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with Telford & Wrekin as a place to live? 
 

  Number % 

Very satisfied                1,642  31.0% 

Fairly satisfied                2,676  50.6% 

Neither satisfied/dissatisfied                   636  12.0% 

Fairly dissatisfied                   243  4.6% 

Very dissatisfied                     94  1.8% 

Total                5,291  100% 

Don't know/Blank                   182   

                5,473   
 
Overall 82% of respondents are satisfied with Telford & Wrekin as a place to live, of which, 31% 
are ‘Very satisfied’.   Only 7% are dissatisfied. 
 
In general, high satisfaction was expressed across different demographics with no real change. 
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There were however little pockets of variation from responses from different wards. 
Ercall and Admaston & Bratton wards both reported 90% satisfaction levels. 
Arleston and Haygate reported the lowest levels of satisfaction at 72%. 
 
A full breakdown of satisfaction by ward is available in appendix IX. 
 

9 Volunteering 
 
Volunteering is a huge part of community life in Telford and Wrekin - during the recent floods 
and pandemic we have seen amazing community spirit, with so many people looking out for and 
helping each other. 
 
Becoming a volunteer can be personally rewarding and help you to give something back to your 
community – whether it is supporting friends or neighbours or volunteering with an organisation.  
There are many things that you can do to help, from looking after someone that is lonely, to 
supporting local events or looking after the local environment. 
 

9.1 Have you been involved in volunteering locally in any way over the past 2 years? 
 

  Number % 

Yes                1,611  30.5% 

No                3,663  69.5% 

Total                5,274  100% 

Blank                   199   

                5,473   
 
30.5% of responses to the survey said they had been involved with volunteering in the previous 
2 years. 
 
The chart below shows those more likely to participate in volunteering are from more affluent 
areas and in the 65-74 age group. 
 

 
There is also a dip in those volunteering in the 24-34 age group. 
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9.2 If you would like to be involved in volunteering but haven't been able, what have 
been the reasons for this? 

 
  Number % 

Not enough time                   784  23.3% 

Family/work commitments                1,489  44.2% 

Lack of opportunities in the area that I am interested in                   133  3.9% 

Need support to access and take part in volunteering opportunities                   101  3.0% 

Don't know where to look for opportunities                   307  9.1% 

Other (please state)                   555  16.5% 

Total                3,369  100% 

Blank                   294   

 3663  
 
The biggest reason for people not volunteering is due to ‘Family/work commitments’ with 44.2% 
of respondents giving this as a barrier. 
 
A lot of the reasons are universal across different groups of people except ‘Family/work 
commitments’, ‘Not enough time’, and ‘Other’, which vary across age groups. 
 

 
The chart above shows that ‘Family/work commitments’ effects those in the 25 to 54 age groups 
more with more than 50% of respondents in this age group selecting this reason. 
 
‘Not enough time’ falls through the age groups from 38% in the 18-24 age group down to 15% in 
the 85+ group. 
Similarly those stating other (so not in the list’) remains below 10% in the 18 to 54 age groups 
before rising dramatically to 66% in the 85+ group. 
 
When the ‘Other’ category is analysed further, it is clear why this category increases in the older 
age groups.  The 2 biggest themes making up 75% of the responses (out of 515) for ‘Other’ 
were people unable to volunteer due to their health or disability (268 responses) or due to their 
age (116 responses). 
70 respondents stated that they were unable to commit to volunteering or just weren’t 
interested. 
49 respondents also said that they do volunteer either formally though another organisation or 
informally through things like self organised litter picking. 
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9.3 Would like to find out more about the Community Panel? 
 

  Number % 

Yes                1,640  30.0% 

No                3,833  70.0% 

Total                5,473  100% 
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Appendix I. Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your local 
neighbourhood as a place to live by ward? 

 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 93.3% 3.8% 2.9% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 90.7% 3.9% 5.4% 100.0% 

Arleston 53.8% 16.1% 30.1% 100.0% 

Brookside 55.4% 17.3% 27.4% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 86.5% 7.9% 5.6% 100.0% 

College 67.5% 15.0% 17.5% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 76.9% 13.0% 10.1% 100.0% 

Donnington 63.2% 21.3% 15.4% 100.0% 

Dothill 90.0% 2.0% 8.0% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 86.6% 5.2% 8.1% 100.0% 

Ercall 86.7% 6.3% 7.0% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 71.3% 16.2% 12.5% 100.0% 

Haygate 67.9% 23.9% 8.3% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 73.5% 11.8% 14.7% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 89.3% 5.4% 5.4% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 76.3% 14.9% 8.9% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 73.4% 12.1% 14.5% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 70.7% 15.3% 14.0% 100.0% 

Muxton 87.5% 9.2% 3.3% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 87.8% 7.0% 5.2% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 92.7% 5.1% 2.3% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 71.1% 13.5% 15.4% 100.0% 

Park 84.6% 7.7% 7.7% 100.0% 

Priorslee 89.1% 7.1% 3.8% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 86.9% 8.4% 4.7% 100.0% 

St Georges 84.2% 12.2% 3.6% 100.0% 

The Nedge 73.6% 13.6% 12.9% 100.0% 

Woodside 63.8% 15.1% 21.1% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 80.3% 12.0% 7.7% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 76.2% 11.6% 12.2% 100.0% 
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Appendix II. How satisfied are you with the following in your local 
neighbourhood…by ward 

a. recycling and waste collection 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 95.1% 2.9% 2.0% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 88.5% 6.9% 4.6% 100.0% 

Arleston 94.6% 4.3% 1.1% 100.0% 

Brookside 86.7% 9.0% 4.2% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 90.9% 3.4% 5.7% 100.0% 

College 89.2% 4.2% 6.7% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 93.2% 4.7% 2.1% 100.0% 

Donnington 87.6% 8.0% 4.4% 100.0% 

Dothill 94.9% 4.1% 1.0% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 91.9% 4.1% 4.1% 100.0% 

Ercall 94.4% 1.6% 4.0% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 86.6% 7.5% 6.0% 100.0% 

Haygate 88.8% 3.7% 7.5% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 93.7% 3.8% 2.5% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 94.6% 3.4% 2.0% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 89.4% 4.8% 5.8% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 91.9% 5.7% 2.4% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 91.9% 4.0% 4.0% 100.0% 

Muxton 91.8% 5.5% 2.7% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 94.8% 2.6% 2.6% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 94.9% 2.8% 2.3% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 88.2% 4.2% 7.6% 100.0% 

Park 94.7% 2.6% 2.6% 100.0% 

Priorslee 94.0% 3.0% 3.0% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 88.8% 5.6% 5.6% 100.0% 

St Georges 92.8% 4.6% 2.6% 100.0% 

The Nedge 92.2% 5.0% 2.8% 100.0% 

Woodside 91.6% 1.9% 6.5% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 94.8% 5.2% 0.0% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 91.6% 5.6% 2.8% 100.0% 
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b. litter picking and street cleaning? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 66.3% 16.3% 17.3% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 78.6% 10.3% 11.1% 100.0% 

Arleston 67.8% 10.0% 22.2% 100.0% 

Brookside 63.9% 10.2% 25.9% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 54.7% 30.2% 15.1% 100.0% 

College 66.1% 20.3% 13.6% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 65.7% 12.9% 21.5% 100.0% 

Donnington 63.2% 21.3% 15.4% 100.0% 

Dothill 72.9% 12.5% 14.6% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 50.0% 24.1% 25.9% 100.0% 

Ercall 70.7% 13.8% 15.4% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 65.5% 13.0% 21.5% 100.0% 

Haygate 59.0% 14.3% 26.7% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 54.7% 13.8% 31.5% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 70.4% 15.5% 14.1% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 55.9% 21.7% 22.4% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 66.4% 13.4% 20.2% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 73.3% 9.6% 17.1% 100.0% 

Muxton 72.9% 13.0% 14.1% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 76.0% 15.4% 8.6% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 77.1% 12.0% 10.9% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 54.8% 18.1% 27.0% 100.0% 

Park 68.9% 20.3% 10.8% 100.0% 

Priorslee 71.6% 17.2% 11.2% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 64.5% 21.5% 14.0% 100.0% 

St Georges 64.4% 18.6% 17.0% 100.0% 

The Nedge 69.4% 11.9% 18.7% 100.0% 

Woodside 60.9% 15.9% 23.2% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 60.2% 18.4% 21.4% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 63.0% 23.1% 13.9% 100.0% 
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c. grass and hedge cutting? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 70.3% 17.8% 11.9% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 77.5% 12.5% 10.0% 100.0% 

Arleston 70.2% 17.9% 11.9% 100.0% 

Brookside 67.7% 15.9% 16.5% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 55.3% 22.4% 22.4% 100.0% 

College 62.7% 19.1% 18.2% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 65.7% 17.0% 17.4% 100.0% 

Donnington 68.2% 18.6% 13.2% 100.0% 

Dothill 81.3% 11.5% 7.3% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 58.0% 24.1% 17.9% 100.0% 

Ercall 75.2% 18.8% 6.0% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 61.2% 19.8% 19.0% 100.0% 

Haygate 58.7% 26.0% 15.4% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 52.4% 15.3% 32.3% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 57.3% 25.2% 17.5% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 62.9% 18.6% 18.6% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 69.7% 15.7% 14.6% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 61.9% 19.7% 18.4% 100.0% 

Muxton 66.3% 21.1% 12.6% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 72.6% 18.1% 9.3% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 71.5% 15.1% 13.4% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 56.4% 22.6% 21.0% 100.0% 

Park 73.3% 18.7% 8.0% 100.0% 

Priorslee 72.3% 12.3% 15.3% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 62.0% 24.1% 13.9% 100.0% 

St Georges 63.8% 20.5% 15.7% 100.0% 

The Nedge 66.8% 14.5% 18.7% 100.0% 

Woodside 64.9% 15.2% 19.9% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 60.2% 22.2% 17.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 63.3% 21.1% 15.7% 100.0% 
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d. play areas? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 45.2% 43.5% 11.3% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 61.8% 36.8% 1.3% 100.0% 

Arleston 43.9% 34.8% 21.2% 100.0% 

Brookside 50.5% 33.6% 15.9% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 67.9% 32.1% 0.0% 100.0% 

College 52.1% 35.2% 12.7% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 58.2% 31.0% 10.8% 100.0% 

Donnington 55.3% 30.9% 13.8% 100.0% 

Dothill 59.4% 28.1% 12.5% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 43.0% 40.7% 16.3% 100.0% 

Ercall 72.7% 21.6% 5.7% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 57.5% 32.6% 9.8% 100.0% 

Haygate 57.1% 32.5% 10.4% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 52.3% 27.8% 19.9% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 63.7% 33.6% 2.7% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 60.3% 34.5% 5.2% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 58.4% 33.1% 8.4% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 59.8% 29.0% 11.2% 100.0% 

Muxton 62.3% 30.8% 6.9% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 59.9% 35.5% 4.6% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 62.9% 28.2% 8.9% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 48.1% 36.2% 15.7% 100.0% 

Park 59.1% 27.3% 13.6% 100.0% 

Priorslee 62.8% 26.2% 11.0% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 40.7% 33.3% 25.9% 100.0% 

St Georges 52.8% 36.0% 11.2% 100.0% 

The Nedge 56.7% 35.6% 7.8% 100.0% 

Woodside 47.0% 35.7% 17.4% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 50.0% 45.5% 4.5% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 48.5% 41.5% 10.0% 100.0% 
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e. parks and open spaces? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 75.0% 21.6% 3.4% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 78.8% 15.9% 5.3% 100.0% 

Arleston 60.5% 27.2% 12.3% 100.0% 

Brookside 65.3% 22.4% 12.2% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 66.2% 32.4% 1.5% 100.0% 

College 74.7% 16.2% 9.1% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 73.2% 18.0% 8.8% 100.0% 

Donnington 68.5% 22.5% 9.0% 100.0% 

Dothill 77.3% 18.2% 4.5% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 56.9% 33.9% 9.2% 100.0% 

Ercall 91.2% 4.4% 4.4% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 70.5% 19.6% 9.8% 100.0% 

Haygate 76.8% 15.2% 8.1% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 67.1% 19.2% 13.6% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 83.7% 14.1% 2.2% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 71.0% 20.4% 8.6% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 71.2% 20.3% 8.5% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 73.4% 21.1% 5.5% 100.0% 

Muxton 77.0% 18.8% 4.2% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 75.6% 21.2% 3.1% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 78.1% 16.6% 5.3% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 68.9% 22.2% 8.9% 100.0% 

Park 71.4% 17.5% 11.1% 100.0% 

Priorslee 82.0% 12.3% 5.7% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 69.4% 20.4% 10.2% 100.0% 

St Georges 69.1% 23.7% 7.2% 100.0% 

The Nedge 77.0% 16.4% 6.6% 100.0% 

Woodside 62.7% 26.1% 11.2% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 64.4% 25.6% 10.0% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 65.8% 27.6% 6.6% 100.0% 
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f. maintenance of roads? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 52.0% 17.0% 31.0% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 54.3% 23.6% 22.0% 100.0% 

Arleston 46.1% 18.0% 36.0% 100.0% 

Brookside 43.8% 23.1% 33.1% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 41.6% 23.6% 34.8% 100.0% 

College 49.6% 26.5% 23.9% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 56.0% 16.8% 27.2% 100.0% 

Donnington 50.0% 11.2% 38.8% 100.0% 

Dothill 47.4% 21.1% 31.6% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 29.8% 16.7% 53.6% 100.0% 

Ercall 55.6% 22.6% 21.8% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 55.3% 16.7% 28.0% 100.0% 

Haygate 55.6% 16.2% 28.3% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 39.3% 24.8% 35.9% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 44.3% 19.5% 36.2% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 49.5% 19.7% 30.7% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 44.3% 21.6% 34.0% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 47.3% 30.1% 22.6% 100.0% 

Muxton 47.8% 23.1% 29.1% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 40.9% 17.3% 41.8% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 44.0% 18.9% 37.1% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 39.4% 17.8% 42.9% 100.0% 

Park 40.8% 28.9% 30.3% 100.0% 

Priorslee 49.8% 15.7% 34.5% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 52.3% 22.4% 25.2% 100.0% 

St Georges 44.1% 20.7% 35.2% 100.0% 

The Nedge 52.5% 17.6% 29.9% 100.0% 

Woodside 45.0% 23.8% 31.1% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 31.9% 18.6% 49.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 43.2% 24.9% 32.0% 100.0% 
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g. maintenance of pavements? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 54.5% 19.2% 26.3% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 51.6% 29.7% 18.8% 100.0% 

Arleston 44.9% 27.0% 28.1% 100.0% 

Brookside 42.3% 28.2% 29.4% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 42.4% 35.3% 22.4% 100.0% 

College 47.0% 21.7% 31.3% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 55.2% 20.4% 24.3% 100.0% 

Donnington 47.0% 16.4% 36.6% 100.0% 

Dothill 51.0% 25.0% 24.0% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 29.8% 23.2% 47.0% 100.0% 

Ercall 51.6% 23.8% 24.6% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 52.3% 19.3% 28.4% 100.0% 

Haygate 45.7% 26.7% 27.6% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 39.7% 22.8% 37.5% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 45.5% 27.3% 27.3% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 50.7% 21.5% 27.8% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 44.3% 27.3% 28.4% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 51.0% 28.3% 20.7% 100.0% 

Muxton 45.2% 28.8% 26.0% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 46.8% 23.9% 29.3% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 42.5% 20.7% 36.8% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 44.8% 22.0% 33.2% 100.0% 

Park 47.4% 17.1% 35.5% 100.0% 

Priorslee 50.9% 23.3% 25.9% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 53.3% 29.9% 16.8% 100.0% 

St Georges 47.8% 23.1% 29.1% 100.0% 

The Nedge 51.8% 21.0% 27.2% 100.0% 

Woodside 45.2% 24.0% 30.8% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 41.1% 29.5% 29.5% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 49.1% 27.8% 23.1% 100.0% 
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h. cycle routes and facilities? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 56.2% 27.4% 16.4% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 47.6% 38.8% 13.6% 100.0% 

Arleston 45.6% 35.3% 19.1% 100.0% 

Brookside 53.5% 33.3% 13.2% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 32.8% 40.6% 26.6% 100.0% 

College 43.4% 32.5% 24.1% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 50.9% 28.1% 21.1% 100.0% 

Donnington 52.7% 34.4% 12.9% 100.0% 

Dothill 48.6% 32.9% 18.6% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 28.7% 38.5% 32.8% 100.0% 

Ercall 42.4% 36.5% 21.2% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 50.2% 32.0% 17.7% 100.0% 

Haygate 38.7% 38.7% 22.7% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 47.5% 32.2% 20.2% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 46.6% 35.3% 18.1% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 51.9% 32.2% 15.9% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 50.0% 32.2% 17.8% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 55.9% 36.9% 7.2% 100.0% 

Muxton 59.1% 24.4% 16.5% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 42.3% 28.8% 28.8% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 39.8% 29.7% 30.5% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 46.4% 34.8% 18.8% 100.0% 

Park 40.0% 36.0% 24.0% 100.0% 

Priorslee 54.9% 24.7% 20.3% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 51.1% 40.0% 8.9% 100.0% 

St Georges 40.7% 41.5% 17.9% 100.0% 

The Nedge 48.3% 35.1% 16.6% 100.0% 

Woodside 50.4% 33.3% 16.2% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 34.9% 32.6% 32.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 44.4% 42.1% 13.5% 100.0% 
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i. road safety? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 49.0% 30.2% 20.8% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 59.2% 28.3% 12.5% 100.0% 

Arleston 49.4% 27.7% 22.9% 100.0% 

Brookside 54.1% 25.8% 20.1% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 39.0% 36.6% 24.4% 100.0% 

College 44.4% 29.6% 25.9% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 52.5% 25.3% 22.1% 100.0% 

Donnington 52.4% 29.4% 18.3% 100.0% 

Dothill 59.3% 26.4% 14.3% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 33.1% 24.4% 42.5% 100.0% 

Ercall 55.8% 19.5% 24.8% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 52.8% 25.0% 22.2% 100.0% 

Haygate 49.0% 24.0% 27.0% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 47.3% 20.1% 32.6% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 40.3% 26.4% 33.3% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 49.3% 31.7% 19.0% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 55.1% 27.4% 17.5% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 55.5% 32.8% 11.7% 100.0% 

Muxton 56.6% 24.9% 18.5% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 52.7% 28.0% 19.3% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 54.6% 28.8% 16.6% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 50.2% 27.4% 22.4% 100.0% 

Park 50.7% 34.3% 14.9% 100.0% 

Priorslee 58.1% 28.4% 13.5% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 57.0% 31.0% 12.0% 100.0% 

St Georges 48.3% 37.2% 14.5% 100.0% 

The Nedge 57.9% 28.6% 13.5% 100.0% 

Woodside 54.5% 29.7% 15.9% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 30.1% 23.3% 46.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 52.5% 34.0% 13.6% 100.0% 
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j. traffic levels and congestion? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 50.5% 26.3% 23.2% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 59.5% 28.6% 11.9% 100.0% 

Arleston 42.7% 32.6% 24.7% 100.0% 

Brookside 55.0% 27.5% 17.5% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 48.8% 34.1% 17.1% 100.0% 

College 43.4% 30.1% 26.5% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 59.5% 25.1% 15.4% 100.0% 

Donnington 61.4% 25.0% 13.6% 100.0% 

Dothill 54.7% 33.7% 11.6% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 39.6% 31.4% 28.9% 100.0% 

Ercall 52.1% 31.9% 16.0% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 54.3% 25.2% 20.5% 100.0% 

Haygate 50.5% 28.7% 20.8% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 52.4% 26.0% 21.6% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 35.1% 23.0% 41.9% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 58.9% 27.8% 13.2% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 55.6% 28.9% 15.5% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 59.3% 28.6% 12.1% 100.0% 

Muxton 57.9% 26.4% 15.7% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 49.5% 33.3% 17.1% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 51.5% 24.8% 23.6% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 51.4% 30.1% 18.5% 100.0% 

Park 59.5% 25.7% 14.9% 100.0% 

Priorslee 62.3% 24.7% 13.0% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 52.8% 28.3% 18.9% 100.0% 

St Georges 58.9% 29.4% 11.7% 100.0% 

The Nedge 57.7% 32.8% 9.5% 100.0% 

Woodside 46.0% 29.3% 24.7% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 39.1% 29.1% 31.8% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 51.8% 33.9% 14.3% 100.0% 
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k. parking? 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 54.1% 30.6% 15.3% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 62.5% 19.5% 18.0% 100.0% 

Arleston 51.7% 24.7% 23.6% 100.0% 

Brookside 50.6% 25.3% 24.1% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 43.9% 34.1% 22.0% 100.0% 

College 52.6% 23.7% 23.7% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 60.0% 20.9% 19.1% 100.0% 

Donnington 49.6% 19.7% 30.7% 100.0% 

Dothill 68.5% 17.4% 14.1% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 43.2% 37.7% 19.2% 100.0% 

Ercall 63.1% 20.5% 16.4% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 52.0% 30.6% 17.5% 100.0% 

Haygate 55.6% 24.2% 20.2% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 46.8% 16.5% 36.8% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 40.8% 23.8% 35.4% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 53.6% 21.5% 24.8% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 55.7% 19.4% 24.9% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 53.2% 28.8% 18.0% 100.0% 

Muxton 53.7% 28.2% 18.1% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 58.7% 22.5% 18.8% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 55.8% 21.5% 22.7% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 48.5% 24.1% 27.4% 100.0% 

Park 62.2% 23.0% 14.9% 100.0% 

Priorslee 60.5% 27.0% 12.4% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 61.9% 24.8% 13.3% 100.0% 

St Georges 52.7% 27.5% 19.8% 100.0% 

The Nedge 55.7% 21.8% 22.5% 100.0% 

Woodside 46.2% 29.7% 24.1% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 45.0% 23.0% 32.0% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 53.0% 24.4% 22.6% 100.0% 
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l. public transport links 
 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 40.7% 35.6% 23.7% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 59.1% 31.8% 9.1% 100.0% 

Arleston 68.8% 21.9% 9.4% 100.0% 

Brookside 56.5% 26.1% 17.4% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 46.7% 35.0% 18.3% 100.0% 

College 63.4% 23.7% 12.9% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 53.0% 31.8% 15.2% 100.0% 

Donnington 53.3% 28.9% 17.8% 100.0% 

Dothill 48.4% 38.7% 12.9% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 20.7% 24.1% 55.2% 100.0% 

Ercall 57.5% 30.0% 12.5% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 56.8% 30.3% 13.0% 100.0% 

Haygate 45.8% 33.3% 20.8% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 36.5% 26.4% 37.1% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 34.0% 42.0% 24.0% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 46.9% 31.0% 22.1% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 58.5% 28.0% 13.5% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 59.4% 29.2% 11.3% 100.0% 

Muxton 43.2% 39.0% 17.8% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 42.5% 30.1% 27.4% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 54.1% 27.9% 18.0% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 47.5% 37.4% 15.1% 100.0% 

Park 68.8% 22.9% 8.3% 100.0% 

Priorslee 49.0% 31.1% 19.9% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 45.9% 28.4% 25.7% 100.0% 

St Georges 56.1% 33.3% 10.6% 100.0% 

The Nedge 63.5% 27.4% 9.1% 100.0% 

Woodside 56.8% 27.9% 15.3% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 24.7% 28.8% 46.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 50.9% 37.1% 12.1% 100.0% 
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Appendix III. Over the past two years has your local neighbourhood 
got better or worse as a place to live by ward? 

 
  Better Stayed the same Worse Total 

Admaston & Bratton 9.8% 74.5% 15.7% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 11.4% 74.0% 14.6% 100.0% 

Arleston 10.1% 49.4% 40.4% 100.0% 

Brookside 8.9% 43.3% 47.8% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 9.6% 67.5% 22.9% 100.0% 

College 14.7% 55.2% 30.2% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 12.6% 58.6% 28.8% 100.0% 

Donnington 14.8% 57.8% 27.3% 100.0% 

Dothill 17.9% 66.3% 15.8% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 9.2% 69.9% 20.9% 100.0% 

Ercall 11.9% 77.8% 10.3% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 19.6% 57.6% 22.7% 100.0% 

Haygate 14.4% 55.8% 29.8% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 8.3% 57.2% 34.5% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 24.6% 56.3% 19.0% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 13.4% 65.6% 21.1% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 14.4% 60.0% 25.6% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 14.2% 58.9% 27.0% 100.0% 

Muxton 14.0% 68.5% 17.4% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 11.5% 68.3% 20.2% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 12.9% 71.3% 15.8% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 13.6% 63.4% 23.0% 100.0% 

Park 16.0% 62.7% 21.3% 100.0% 

Priorslee 16.1% 67.7% 16.1% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 14.2% 67.9% 17.9% 100.0% 

St Georges 13.6% 70.6% 15.8% 100.0% 

The Nedge 12.7% 56.0% 31.3% 100.0% 

Woodside 15.3% 55.6% 29.2% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 11.1% 65.7% 23.1% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 12.2% 67.4% 20.3% 100.0% 
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Appendix IV. To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local 
neighbourhood is a safe place to live by ward? 

 

  
Strongly/ 

tend to agree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

Strongly/ 
tend to 

disagree 
Total 

Admaston & Bratton 95.2% 2.9% 1.9% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 90.6% 5.5% 3.9% 100.0% 

Arleston 55.9% 12.9% 31.2% 100.0% 

Brookside 47.0% 16.9% 36.1% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 89.9% 7.9% 2.2% 100.0% 

College 66.7% 15.4% 17.9% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 72.0% 13.1% 14.8% 100.0% 

Donnington 57.7% 19.7% 22.6% 100.0% 

Dothill 82.0% 10.0% 8.0% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 93.6% 4.6% 1.7% 100.0% 

Ercall 89.1% 5.5% 5.5% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 70.6% 15.8% 13.6% 100.0% 

Haygate 64.5% 22.7% 12.7% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 82.8% 10.9% 6.3% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 87.1% 7.5% 5.4% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 81.3% 12.3% 6.3% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 69.3% 13.2% 17.6% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 62.5% 19.1% 18.4% 100.0% 

Muxton 89.7% 8.1% 2.2% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 88.6% 7.0% 4.4% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 90.2% 6.3% 3.4% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 67.6% 16.0% 16.4% 100.0% 

Park 79.2% 9.1% 11.7% 100.0% 

Priorslee 89.2% 7.5% 3.3% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 85.2% 13.9% 0.9% 100.0% 

St Georges 79.4% 13.9% 6.7% 100.0% 

The Nedge 70.0% 17.3% 12.7% 100.0% 

Woodside 55.0% 16.6% 28.5% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 86.3% 7.7% 6.0% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 77.2% 12.8% 10.0% 100.0% 
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Appendix V. To what extent do you agree or disagree that your local 
neighbourhood is a place where people from different backgrounds get 
on well together by ward? 

 

  
Strongly/ tend 

to agree 
Neither agree 
nor disagree 

Strongly/ tend 
to disagree 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 82.8% 14.1% 3.0% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 75.8% 22.5% 1.7% 100.0% 

Arleston 53.4% 18.2% 28.4% 100.0% 

Brookside 56.7% 25.5% 17.7% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 68.4% 28.9% 2.6% 100.0% 

College 63.6% 13.6% 22.7% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 67.0% 23.1% 10.0% 100.0% 

Donnington 61.4% 22.8% 15.7% 100.0% 

Dothill 70.3% 19.8% 9.9% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 66.9% 22.7% 10.4% 100.0% 

Ercall 72.6% 20.5% 6.8% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 65.2% 21.9% 12.9% 100.0% 

Haygate 60.4% 25.5% 14.2% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 69.1% 18.5% 12.4% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 70.6% 14.7% 14.7% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 69.2% 19.9% 11.0% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 68.5% 20.6% 10.9% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 62.3% 23.2% 14.5% 100.0% 

Muxton 72.6% 24.4% 3.0% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 71.4% 22.5% 6.1% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 71.2% 25.6% 3.2% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 60.8% 25.3% 13.9% 100.0% 

Park 65.8% 21.9% 12.3% 100.0% 

Priorslee 80.3% 15.7% 3.9% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 72.0% 17.0% 11.0% 100.0% 

St Georges 72.6% 20.7% 6.7% 100.0% 

The Nedge 63.6% 22.1% 14.2% 100.0% 

Woodside 58.0% 26.6% 15.4% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 69.5% 22.9% 7.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 66.3% 24.7% 9.0% 100.0% 
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Appendix VI. Do you know who your local Councillor is by ward? 
 

  Yes No Total 

Admaston & Bratton 52.8% 47.2% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 63.6% 36.4% 100.0% 

Arleston 64.5% 35.5% 100.0% 

Brookside 48.8% 51.2% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 65.6% 34.4% 100.0% 

College 47.5% 52.5% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 54.6% 45.4% 100.0% 

Donnington 34.8% 65.2% 100.0% 

Dothill 69.0% 31.0% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 60.5% 39.5% 100.0% 

Ercall 47.3% 52.7% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 44.0% 56.0% 100.0% 

Haygate 45.5% 54.5% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 56.0% 44.0% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 86.0% 14.0% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 51.1% 48.9% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 51.8% 48.2% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 61.7% 38.3% 100.0% 

Muxton 43.8% 56.2% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 72.2% 27.8% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 70.1% 29.9% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 45.5% 54.5% 100.0% 

Park 51.3% 48.7% 100.0% 

Priorslee 67.1% 32.9% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 65.7% 34.3% 100.0% 

St Georges 64.3% 35.7% 100.0% 

The Nedge 49.5% 50.5% 100.0% 

Woodside 48.4% 51.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 57.3% 42.7% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 56.0% 44.0% 100.0% 
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Appendix VII. To what extent do you agree or disagree that you feel 
able to influence decisions in your local area by ward? 

 

  
Strongly 

agree/ agree 
Neither agree 
nor disagree 

Strongly 
disagree/ 
disagree 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 16.5% 53.6% 29.9% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 24.2% 46.8% 29.0% 100.0% 

Arleston 16.5% 31.8% 51.8% 100.0% 

Brookside 17.1% 44.3% 38.6% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 23.5% 36.5% 40.0% 100.0% 

College 27.0% 30.4% 42.6% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 17.8% 37.4% 44.7% 100.0% 

Donnington 15.3% 38.7% 46.0% 100.0% 

Dothill 22.1% 41.1% 36.8% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 16.2% 35.3% 48.5% 100.0% 

Ercall 16.0% 46.2% 37.8% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 15.6% 42.2% 42.2% 100.0% 

Haygate 21.2% 33.7% 45.2% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 18.9% 35.5% 45.6% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 36.1% 34.7% 29.2% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 15.2% 39.4% 45.4% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 18.4% 46.1% 35.5% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 19.1% 39.0% 41.9% 100.0% 

Muxton 13.8% 45.4% 40.8% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 26.6% 39.0% 34.4% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 18.6% 46.7% 34.7% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 12.7% 36.5% 50.8% 100.0% 

Park 18.3% 36.6% 45.1% 100.0% 

Priorslee 17.3% 41.8% 40.9% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 23.1% 41.3% 35.6% 100.0% 

St Georges 22.7% 43.1% 34.3% 100.0% 

The Nedge 19.8% 43.6% 36.6% 100.0% 

Woodside 17.5% 38.7% 43.8% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 24.1% 33.9% 42.0% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 14.7% 47.9% 37.4% 100.0% 
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Appendix VIII. Which ONE of the following local centres do you use most 
frequently by ward response? 
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Admaston & Bratton       1%       1%   1%         7%   

Apley Castle       1%       
34
%             6%   

Arleston             1%               7%   

Brookside 
92
% 1% 1%   6% 1%     6%     1% 

44
%       

Church Aston & 
Lilleshall     3%     6%       

12
%             

College               1%             
10
%   

Dawley & Aqueduct 4% 
42
% 6% 1% 

12
% 3% 2%   

13
%     3% 4%   1%   

Donnington     
28
%               1%     3%     

Dothill                             8%   

Edgmond & Ercall 
Magna     1%     

11
%   1%   

12
% 1%       4%   

Ercall       1%                     
11
%   

Hadley & Leegomery     2% 
49
% 1%     

61
%     1%       4%   

Haygate 2%             1%             9%   

Horsehay & Lightmoor   
16
% 3% 3% 2% 5% 

32
%   3%     1% 1%   2%   

Ironbridge Gorge       
12
% 5% 

26
%     9%           1% 1% 

Ketley & Overdale   4% 1% 9% 2% 2% 
33
%   1%   9%       5%   

Madeley & Sutton Hill   1%   1% 
28
% 3%     

50
%     1% 1% 

97
%   4% 

Malinslee & Dawley 
Bank   

34
% 6% 1% 1%   2%   1%     2%     1%   

Muxton     
18
% 1%   5% 1%     8% 1%       1%   

Newport North & West     1%     
16
%       

36
%             

Newport South & East           
15
%       

27
%             

Oakengates & Ketley 
Bank   1% 2% 

17
%     

10
%     1% 

40
%       1%   

Park                             6% 1% 

Priorslee     9% 3% 1% 3% 3%     2% 
12
%       1%   

Shawbirch               1%             7%   

St Georges     5%       5%       
25
%       1%   

The Nedge 2%       
35
%       2%     

93
% 

50
%       

Woodside   1%   1% 8% 2%   0% 
15
%             

93
% 

Wrockwardine   1%     1% 2% 6% 0% 1%           6%   

Wrockwardine Wood 
& Trench     

14
% 1%     3% 1%   1% 9%       2%   

Total 
100

% 
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Appendix IX. Thinking about Telford and Wrekin overall, how 
satisfied or dissatisfied are you with it as a place to live by ward? 

 

  
Very/ fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied/ 

dissatisfied 

Very/ fairly 
dissatisfied 

Total 

Admaston & Bratton 89.5% 3.8% 2.9% 100.0% 

Apley Castle 86.8% 3.9% 6.2% 100.0% 

Arleston 72.0% 16.1% 14.0% 100.0% 

Brookside 79.2% 17.3% 10.1% 100.0% 

Church Aston & Lilleshall 76.7% 7.9% 7.8% 100.0% 

College 73.1% 15.0% 11.8% 100.0% 

Dawley & Aqueduct 82.5% 13.0% 6.0% 100.0% 

Donnington 77.8% 21.3% 11.1% 100.0% 

Dothill 87.6% 2.0% 3.1% 100.0% 

Edgmond & Ercall Magna 77.7% 5.2% 6.0% 100.0% 

Ercall 89.8% 6.3% 1.6% 100.0% 

Hadley & Leegomery 75.7% 16.2% 9.6% 100.0% 

Haygate 72.2% 23.9% 9.3% 100.0% 

Horsehay & Lightmoor 83.1% 11.8% 5.9% 100.0% 

Ironbridge Gorge 83.8% 5.4% 2.7% 100.0% 

Ketley & Overdale 84.1% 14.9% 5.4% 100.0% 

Madeley & Sutton Hill 80.3% 12.1% 6.8% 100.0% 

Malinslee & Dawley Bank 76.0% 15.3% 7.8% 100.0% 

Muxton 86.7% 9.2% 2.8% 100.0% 

Newport North & West 83.0% 7.0% 2.2% 100.0% 

Newport South & East 85.1% 5.1% 4.0% 100.0% 

Oakengates & Ketley Bank 79.9% 13.5% 10.6% 100.0% 

Park 79.2% 7.7% 6.5% 100.0% 

Priorslee 87.4% 7.1% 2.9% 100.0% 

Shawbirch 84.9% 8.4% 6.6% 100.0% 

St Georges 84.5% 12.2% 3.1% 100.0% 

The Nedge 86.5% 13.6% 5.0% 100.0% 

Woodside 77.9% 15.1% 9.7% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine 79.3% 12.0% 8.6% 100.0% 

Wrockwardine Wood & Trench 77.8% 11.6% 7.2% 100.0% 
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TELFORD & WREKIN COUNCIL 
 
CABINET – 7 JANUARY 2021 
 
SCHOOL FUNDING FORMULA 2021/22 
 
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR: EDUCATION & SKILLS 
 
LEAD CABINET MEMBER – COUNCILLOR SHIRLEY REYNOLDS 

 
PART A) – SUMMARY REPORT 
 
1. SUMMARY OF MAIN PROPOSALS 
 
1.1 Each year we review the local funding formula for mainstream schools in the context of 

revisions to Department for Education (DfE) regulations or any other relevant 
developments.  Although we consult with schools and the Schools Forum regarding any 
changes, the Council makes the final decision on the funding formula.  The local funding 
formula applies both to academies and maintained schools.  For 2021/22 it will 
determine the distribution of around £137m, which includes an additional allocation of 
approximately £12m for schools; of which £6M is mainstreaming of existing teachers 
pay grants. 

 
1.2 The following is proposed for 2021/22: 
 

 - We continue to apply the DfE’s National Funding Formula (NFF) model for school 
funding, details of which are updated each year.  2020/21 was the first year in which we 
were able to apply it in full, as DfE funding to T&W finally caught up with national rates, 
following three years of transitional funding increases for previously underfunded 
authorities. 

 
 - Apply the maximum allowable minimum funding per pupil guarantee of a 2% increase 

compared to 2020/21,  
 

 - When schools have agreed with the local authority to increase their Pupil Admission 
Number (PAN) or admit additional pupils above their PAN, to fund these schools on the 
basis of estimated pupil numbers, so as to avoid these schools being negatively affected 
by the usual lag in funding compared to pupil numbers. 

 
1.3 The revised funding formula has to be submitted to the Education & Skills Funding 

Agency (ESFA), a DfE agency, by 21 January 2021.   
 
1.4 This report seeks Cabinet approval for the proposed 2021/22 funding formula for Telford 

& Wrekin mainstream schools. 
 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That the 2021/22 funding formula for Telford & Wrekin mainstream schools, 

consulted on with the Schools Forum, be approved.    The formula: 
 
 - distributes an estimated £137m, a £12m increase compared to 2020/21; 
 
          - includes a guaranteed increase per pupil of 2%, the maximum allowable by 

government; 
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 - where appropriate, supports growing schools by using estimated pupil numbers 

to determine funding, to avoid a lag in money reaching growing schools. 
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3 SUMMARY IMPACT ASSESSMENT  
 

COMMUNITY IMPACT Do these proposals contribute to specific Co-operative Council 
priority objective(s)? 
 

Yes By ensuring that as far as is possible schools receive 
fair funding for their pupils, this supports the objective 
to improve local people’s prospects through 
education and skills training. 
 

Will the proposals impact on specific groups of people? 
 

Yes Children, young people, parents and the wider 
community served by schools.  
 

TARGET 
COMPLETION/DELIVERY 
DATE 
 

The revised funding formula will take effect from 1 April 2021 
for maintained schools and from 1 September 2021 for 
academies.  Details of the formula have to be provided to the 
ESFA by 21 January 2021. 
 

FINANCIAL/VALUE FOR 
MONEY IMPACT 

Yes  Schools are funded by the Dedicated Schools Grant 
(DSG), ring-fenced funding allocated to councils by 
government. Most mainstream schools in Telford & 
Wrekin (T&W) are forecast to receive an increase in 
funding in 2021/22, both in funding per pupil and in 
total funding.  There is a national Minimum Funding 
Guarantee (MFG) per pupil set at between 0.5% and 
2% for 2020/21. We propose to set the local MFG at 
the maximum 2%. 
 

LEGAL ISSUES Yes  The revised arrangements have to comply with the 
Government’s School Finance Regulations. 
 

OTHER IMPACTS, RISKS 
& OPPORTUNITIES 

No   

IMPACT ON SPECIFIC 
WARDS 

Yes The revised funding formula will affect all schools in 
T&W, including academies, with the exception of 
nursery schools, special schools and independent 
schools and so will impact upon all Wards across the 
Borough. 
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PART B) – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
 
4 THE FUNDING SYSTEM FOR SCHOOLS  
 
4.1 Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) is allocated to local authorities by the DfE in four blocks; 

Schools, High Needs, Early Years and Central School Services, using the following 
bases: 
 

 Schools Block: Calculated by multiplying the number of pupils at the preceding 

October census (i.e. October 2020 for 2021/22) by a unit of funding, which is different 

for each local authority.  The 2021/22 allocation for T&W is £137m. 

 

 High Needs Block:  Calculated by a combination of historic allocations and a national 

funding formula. The 2021/22 allocation for T&W is £28m. 

 

 Early Years Block: Calculated by taking the average pupils in the relevant two 

January censuses (i.e. January 2021 and January 2022 for 2020/21) and then 

multiplying by a unit of funding.  The 2021/22 allocation for T&W is £12m. 

 

 Central School Services block: Calculated by a mixture of historic expenditure levels 

and number of pupils.  The grant was introduced in 2018/19 replacing (albeit at a 

much reduced level) the abolished Education Services Grant. The 2021/22 allocation 

for T&W is £1m. 

4.2 There is some flexibility to move money between blocks, but any movement out of the 
Schools and Early Years blocks is limited in scale and subject to a Schools Forum vote.  
DSG as a whole is ring-fenced for schools. 
 

4.3 The final distributions of DSG are notified in December, based upon October census 

data.  

4.4 DSG is distributed to institutions as follows: 
 

 Mainstream schools - via a locally determined funding formula, within the constraints 

of DfE regulations.  The details of this are discussed in section 5 below. 

 
 Special schools and pupil referral units (PRUs) - via a place plus top-up system, the 

place element being set nationally at £10,000, the top-up element being locally 

determined.  The number of places is determined by a combination of the local 

authority and the ESFA. 

 

 Nurseries, nursery classes and private, voluntary and independent early years 

providers – for 3 and 4 year olds via an Early Years Single Funding Formula, locally 

determined, within the constraints of DfE regulations; for 2 year olds, calculated on 

the basis of a single hourly rate (currently set at £5.19 in T&W).   

 
4.5 In recent years there has been increasing budget pressure in the high needs area, as a 

result of legislative change and demographics.  Many local authorities have incurred 
DSG deficits as a result, although T&W’s strong partnerships with schools and good 
financial management meant that we ended 2019/20 with a small DSG surplus.   
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4.6 The DfE has responded to the national pressures by again allocating significant 
additional funding for high needs in 2021/22, amounting to around £3m for T&W.  

 
4.7 The overall high needs funding increase does not remove the pressure in this area, but 

does offer some financial respite. T&W has a number of initiatives in place with the aim 
of delivering the most effective and cost efficient provision possible, but is experiencing 
similar difficulties to most other LAs in dealing with fundamental pressures in what, to a 
large extent, is a demand-led system. 

 
5 T&W 2021/22 FUNDING FORMULA  
 
5.1 The DfE is calculating 2021/22 Schools Block funding allocations to local authorities by 

a National Funding Formula (NFF).  This revised methodology replaced the existing 
historically based allocations in 2018/19.   

 
5.2 The NFF has benefited T&W schools.  Between 2017/18 and 2020/21, the increase for 

T&W was around 6.8% per pupil – resulting in £7m of additional resources per annum. 
This was in addition to any increases arising from increasing pupil numbers. It vindicated 
our long-standing belief that mainstream school funding for T&W had previously been 
held at an unacceptably low level by the DfE.  In 2020/21, the DfE also allocated a 
general increase to local authorities exceeding 4% per pupil and there is a 3% increase 
in 2021/22 (on a like-for-like basis, teachers pay grants have been brought into DSG for 
2021/22). 

 
5.3 Mainstream funding per pupil in T&W is now around the national mid-point, but higher 

than the average for non-London authorities (London authorities receive additional 
funding from ‘area cost adjustments’).  Total schools block funding for T&W has 
increased from £107.5m in 2017/18 to an estimated £137m in 2021/22. 

 
5.4 In 2021/22 the DfE has also required local authorities to apply a minimum funding per 

pupil amount to all schools, set at £4,180 for primary schools and £5,415 for secondary 
schools.  This has the impact of boosting the funding of schools with less deprived 
intakes, as these schools receive relatively little from funding factors linked to 
deprivation and low prior attainment. 

 
5.5 The local funding formula for 2021/22 was discussed with the Schools Forum on 1 

October and 19 November.  The Forum agreed that we should continue to mirror the 
NFF funding factors in the local funding formula. 

 
5.6 Allocations to schools are also influenced by the amount allocated to growth funding.  

T&W pupil numbers in the secondary sector continue to grow and some primary schools 
are also experiencing significant growth.  A number of schools have agreed to increase 
their pupil number intakes in response to demographic pressures, and we plan to 
continue to fund such schools using estimated pupil numbers. This means that the 
schools do not have to wait until the following April (for maintained schools) or 
September (for academies) for funding to reflect the increased pupil numbers. 

 
5.7 The authority’s successful Building Schools for the Future (BSF) capital programme 

prepared the way for this secondary growth, by building capacity to absorb more pupils, 
both through the completed buildings and also through the schools being designed to 
enable expansion when required.  
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5.8 As noted above, the actual allocations to schools can only be finalised once the 
confirmed data from the October 2020 census is released by the DfE in December.  
Cabinet approval is therefore being sought for the principles behind the local funding 
formula for schools, rather than the precise amounts allocated to each school. 

 
 
6 IMPACT ASSESSMENT – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
6.1 Schools continue to be protected by the national Minimum Funding Guarantee, which 

for 2021/22 sets the minimum increase per pupils at 0.5% per pupil.  As noted above, 
T&W is proposing a local protection that amends this to 2%, the maximum allowable 
level of protection. 

               
6.2 Under current regulations, the formula can be reviewed and, if desirable, it can be 

amended by the local authority each year.  This may change after 2021/22, if an NFF at 
school level is introduced by the DfE.   

 
7. PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
7.1 Minutes of the meetings of the Cabinet held on 4 January 2018 (concerning the 2018/19 

funding formula), 3 January 2019 (concerning the 2019/20 funding formula) and 2 
January 2020 (concerning the 2020/21 funding formula). 

 
8. BACKGROUND PAPERS 

 “Schools revenue funding 2021 to 2022: Operational guide”, Education & Skills Funding 
Agency, July 2020. 

 
 T&W Schools Forum, minutes and accompanying papers of meetings held on 1 October 

2019 and 19 November 2020. 
 
 
 
 Report prepared by: 
 Tim Davis 
 Group Accountant 
 Telephone: 01952 383756  
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